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Executive Summary

Historically, about one-third of ali energy consumed in the United States has been used by manufacturers.
About one-quarter of manufacturing energy is used as feedstocks and raw material inputs that are converted
into nonenergy products; the remainder is used for its energy content. During 1988, the most recent year for
which data are available, manufacturers consumed 15.5 quadrillion British thermal units (Btu) of energy to
produce heat and power and to generate electricity. The manufacturing sector also has widespread capabilities
to switch from one fuel to another for either economic or emergency reasons.

There are numerouswaysto define fuel Figure ES1" Manufacturers' Discretionary Consumption
switching. For the purposes of the Ranges Resulting from Fuel-Switching
Manufacturing Energy Consumption Capability, 1988
Survey (MECS), fuel switching is de- Quodrllllort Btu

fined as the capability to substitute one 70
energy source for another within 30
days with no significant modifications 6.03 Legend /
tO the fuel-consuming equipment, while 6.o

r,_"ZL"/,'-_ Maximum Consumption•

o,.... a
keeping production constant. _._3 Rang ........ _ .......Actual C ..... priori 1

5.0

Fuel-switching capability allows mann- i !
facturers substantial flexibility in choos-
ing their mix of en-.rgy sources. The ,.o l__J
consumption of a :_ven energy source
can be maximized if ali possible switch- _.25
ing into that energy source takes piace. 3.0 2.63

At the other extreme, consumption can _.,, " - 212

be minimized if ali possible switching _"_ I
away from that energy source takes 20 [ 1"8 __ ,.6,

piace. The range defined by these two ,.,, _ ''_

limits represents the discretionary 1.o J !i_oO..__,_ o.9_

consumption of an energy source re- 1
suiting from fuel-switching capability, o.57 _
Actual consumption lies within that o.o _ ._, :el
discretionary range. (See Figure El.) No*o,O_Go,Elecfrlclfy COOlcokeOnd nesldUOloll DIsHIIOteOII LPG

A preference for a given energy source
is indicated when its actual consump-
tion approaches its maximum consumption potential. Conversely, a preference for alternative energy sources
is indicated when actual consumption approaches its minimum required level. In 1988, coal and coke were
used whenever possible, whereas distillate fuel oil and liquefied petroleum gases (LPG) were seldom used as
fuels when manufacturers had a choice.

Manu[acturers could have reduced domestic oil consumption by only 1 _ by switching fuels

In 1988, manufacturers consumed an average of 3.7 million barrels per day of petroleum-based energy sources.
Of that amount, 2.2 million barrels per day were consumed as a feedstock or raw material input. With the
exception of some switching between petroleum-based and natural gas-based LPG, switching of feedstocks and
raw material inputs is ordinarily not feasible. In the MECS, natural gas- and petroleum-based LPG are treated
as a single product class. Another 1.1 million barrels per day were refinery products--still gas and petroleum
coke--that were consumed in the normal course of refinery operations. Only the relatively small remainder,
428 thousand barrels per day, or 6 perent of manufacturers' total energy consumption, were petroleum fuels
consumed by choice, for which the concept of fuel-switching capability is applicable. A significant part of that
fuel use--181 thousand barrels per day--could have been replaced by nonpetroleum fuels (Table ES1). Howev-
er, it would have been necessary for manufacturers to have exercised all possible fuel-switching capabilities out
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of petroleum-based fuels. As a result, manufacturers are severely limited in the extent to which they can
reduce total U.S. dependence on petroleum-based energy sources. In 1988, total petroleum products supplied
for domestic consumption was 17.3 million barrels per day. Manufacturers could have reduced that consump-
tion by only one percent by exercising ali fuel-switching capabilities out of petroleum-based fuels to alternative
fuels such as natural gas and coal.

Table ES1: Petroleum-Based Fuel Consumption Switchable to Nonpetroleum-Based Alternatives
by Manufacturers, 1988
(Thousand Barrels per Day)

Description DistillateFuel Residual Fuel Liquefied Total Petro-
Oil Oil Petroleum leum

Gas

Total Actual Consumption ..... 101 248 80 428
Quantity Switchableto Non-

petroleum-BasedAlternatives . 22 121 =38 181
AlternativeFuels:

Natural Gas .............. ! 8 100 35 153
Purchased Electricity........ 2 6 2 9
Coal and Coke ............ 1 9 1 11
Other Nonpetroleum Fuels ... 1 6 2 10
Total .................... 22 121 40 184

a'rhirty-eightthousandbarrels per day representsthe part of LPG consumptionthat could have been switched to nonpetroleum
alternatefuels. The sum of the amountsof LPG switchableto individualalternativefuels (40 thousand barrelsper day) exceeds this
amountdue to overlappingreplacementcapability to two or more alternativefuels at someestablishments.

Note: Totals may not equal sumsof componentsbecause of independent rounding.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration

Manufacturers minimize consumption of petroleum-basedfuels

In 1988,manufacturers'consumptionof petroleum-basedfuelswasinsignificant compared to what it could
have been. The consumption of residual fuel oil, for example,was 248 thousand barrels per day. The
consumption of LPG asa fuel and distillate fuel oil was80 and 101 thousandbarrelsper day, respectively.
Thoselowlevelsof consumptionexistedbecausemanufacturershavethe abilityto switchfuels. Manufacturers
could have increased the consumption of residual oil to 726 thousand barrels per day by switching away from
other energy sources such as natural gas. Similarly, they could have increased the consumption of distillate
and LPG to 671 and 681 thousand barrels per day, respectively.

Manufacturershave limited oppocluni_ to further reduce the consumption of petrole_-based fuels

Even though manufacturers could have substantially increased their consumption of petroleum-based energy
sources by implementing their fuel-switching capabilities, they had limited opportunities to further decrease
their consumption of those petroleum-based energy sources. Manufacturers have certain minimum required
levels of consumption for most energy sources. Those levels result from the inability of a manufacturer to
consume an alternative energy source even in an emergency situation. These minimum requirements can result
from the inability to obtain an alternative energy source, limitations of the energy-consuming equipment,
process requirements, and environmental restrictions. Of the three petroleum-based fuels, residual fuel oil
had the greatest potential to be replaced by nonpetroleum-based energy sources. By instituting ali possible
nonpetroleum substitutions for residual fuel oil, its consumption could have been reduced from 248 to 127
thousand barrels per day. Similarly, the actual consumption of LPG could have been reduced from 80 to 42
thousand barrels per day, and distillate, from 101 to 79 thousand barrels per day.
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Natural gas is the fuel of choice by manufacturers

In 1988, manufacturers consumed 5,141 billion cubic feet (Bcl') of natural gas, and it met 34 percent of their
total energy requirements to produce heat and power and to generate electricity. By exercising ali possible
switching opportunities into natural gas, consumption could have been increased to 5,840 Bcf, and increase
of 14 percent. Conversely, by exercising ali possible switching opportunities away from natural gas, its
consumption could have been reduced to 3,133 Bcf, a decrease of 39 percent. Thus, while there were some
opportunities to consume additional natural gas, there were ample opportunities to have reduced its
consumption, had manufacturers chosen to do so.

Pr/ce d/fferences account for manufacturers' _ to consume d/st///ate or LPG/n p/ace of natura/gas

Had manufacturers chosen to replace natural gas with an alternative energy source, the primary replacements
would have been distillate and residual fuel oil and LPG. However, there was very limited economic incentive
to replace natural gas with either distillate fuel oil or LPG. In 1988, the average price to manufacturers of
natural gas was $2.52 per million British thermal units (Btu). The average prices of distillate and LPG were
$4.66 and $5.27 per million Btu, respectively.

Manufacturers chose natural gas over residual oil despite apparently favorable price incentives

Nationally, the average 1988 price of residual oil to manufacturers was $2.50 per million Btu, nearly equal to
the price of natural gas. However, the price of natural gas varied substantially by geographic region, while the
price of residual oil remained fairly constant. In the Northeast Census Region, for example, the prices per
million Btu were $2.66 for residual oil and $3.31 for natural gas. Similar price relationships were found in
the Midwest and West Census Regions. Only in the South Census Region was the average price of natural
gas less than the average price of residual fuel oil---$2.17 versus $2.37 per million Btu. In ali regions, however,
natural gas was decidedly the preferred energy source. There are several possible reasons why manufacturers
did not switch from natural gas to the less expensive residual oil. First, in spite of the fact that the price of
residual oil may be less than the price of natural gas, residual may be more expensive to burn because it must
be preheated to reduce its viscosity. Second, environmental regulations may limit the quantities of residual
that can be consumed. Third, because of flexible natural gas pricing, large consumers often receive a reduction
in gas rates without having to switch to the alternative energy source.

Few op_ erist to replace electricity with an alternative energy source

Electricity was the second most popular energy source consumed by manufacturers in 1988. Total receipts
were 728 billion kilowatthours (kWh), which accounted for 16 percent of manufacturers' total input energy
requirement. Manufacturers had very little flexibility in choosing how much electricity they could have
consumed. By exercising all possible opportunities to replace electricity with an alternative energy source,
consumption could have been reduced to 716 billion kWh. Replacing other energy sources with electricity
could have increased consumption to 771 billion kWh.

Manufacturers maximize consumption of coke and coal by consuming 90 million short tons as a fuel

Manufacturers' 1988 consumption of coal and coke as an input fuel was 90 million short tons. These energy
sources accounted for 13 percent of manufacturers' demand for energy to produce heat and power and to
generate electricity. The consumption of coal and coke was close to its maximum, given the levels of
production in 1988. Implementing ali fuel-switching capabilities from other energy sources to coal and coke
could have increased consumption to only 96 million short tons. Conversely, manufacturers could have
reduced the consumption of coal and coke to 64 million short tons by exercising ali possible opportunities to
burn alternative energy sources.
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1. Introduction

This report, Manufacturing Fuel-Swltchlng Capability 1988, has been prepared by the Energy End Use
Division, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy Information Administration (EIA).

The EIA is mandated by Congress to be the agency within the Department of Energy that collects, analyzes, and
disseminates impartial, comprehensive data about energyNhow much is produced, who uses it, and the purposes for
which it is used. To comply with that Congressional mandate, the EIA collects energy data from a wide variety of
sources covering a range of topics. 1

The estimates in this report are based on data collected
on the 1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption
Survey (MECS), Forms 846 (A through C). The EIA
conducts this national sample survey of manufacturing
energy consumption on a triennial basis. The MECS is
the only comprehensive source of national-level data on
energy-related information for the manufacturing
industries. The MECS was first conducted in 1986 to

collect data for 1985. This report presents information
on the fuel-switching capabilities of manufacturers in
1988. This report is the second of a series based on
the 1988 MECS. The first report, Manufacturing
Energy Consumption Survey: Consumption of Energy 1988, presented a comprehensive description of
energy consumption by manufacturers. 2 A future report will present an analysis of changes in energy efficiency.
The EIA also conducts energy consumption surveys in the residential, residential transportation, and commercial
buildings sectors.

The MECS is conducted by the EIA under the authority of the Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974, Public
Law 93-275, as amended, and Section 205 of the Department of Energy Organization Act, Public Law 95-91, as
amended by Section 3102 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986, Public Law 99-509.

The Industry Division of the Bureau of the Census serves as EIA's data collecting and compiling agent for the
MECS. Ali data reported to the Bureau of the Census are confidential under the provisions of Section 9, Title 13,
of the U.S. Code.

The EIA gratefully acknowledges the cooperation of the respondents in supplying the information used to produce
the estimates in this report.

_The EIA conducts numerous energy-related surveys. In general, these surveys can be divided into two broad groups. One group of surveys

is directed to the suppliers and marketers of specific energy sources. These surveys measure the quantities of specific fuels produced and/or

supplied to the market. These types of surveys are called supply surveys. The results of these supply surveys are combined and published in

the Monthly Energy Review, and other EIA publications. The second group gathers information on the types of energy used by the end users

of energy along with the characteristics of those end users that can be associated with energy use. The MECS belongs to the consumption survey

group because it collects information directly from the end-users--the manufacturing establishments. There are important differences between

the supply and consumption surveys that need to be taken into account in any analysis that uses both data sources. For information on these
differences, see Energy Information Administration, Energy Consumption by End-Use Sector, A Comparison of Measures by Consumption and

Suppl)' Surveys, DOE/EIA-0533 (Washington, DC, April 6, 1990). Appendix C of this report also includes a summary of the differences for the

industrial/manufacturing sectors.

2Energy Information Administration, Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey: Consumption of Energy 1988, DOE/EIA-

0512(88) (Washington, DC, May 1991).
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2. Surveying the Manufacturing Division

The Scope of the 1988 MECS

The manufacturing division3 of the U.S. economy produces final products that consumers purchase, such as
automobiles and household furniture, as well as intermediate products such as automobile engines and
upholstery fabric that are used by other manufacturers to produce other final or intermediate products. The
division is composed of approximately 350,000 establishments.

A manufacturing establishment is generally at a
single physical location and is often called a plant,
factory, or mill. Manufacturing establishments use
mechanical or chemical processes to transform input
materials or substances into new products. They
ordinarily use power-driven machines and equipment
for handling materials. A manufacturing establish-
ment may also assemble components or perform
blending operations. Electric utilities, mining
operations, agriculture, forestry and fishery opera-
tions, and construction are not included in the
manufacturing division.

The Sample Design

The estimates in this report are based on data
collected from a carefully designed sample of ap-
proximately 12,000 manufacturing establishments.
The major component of the MECS sample is a
subset of the sample for the Annual Survey of
Manufactures (ASM) conducted by the Bureau of
the Census. 4 The MECS sample was specifically
designed to produce high-quality estimates of energy
consumption, fuel-switching capability, and related
information for industry categories within the
manufacturing division.

The industrial categories in the MECS sample conform to the 1987 Standard Industrial Classification (SIC)
system developed by the Office of Management and Budget. 5 That classification system underlies ali
establishment-based Federal statistics classified by industry, qlae SIC system is used to promote the
comparability of establishment data describing various facets of the U.S. economy.

The SIC system covers the entire field of economic activities and defines industries in accordance with the
composition and structure of the economy. The SIC is a hierarchical classification system in which each level
contains increasingl 7 homogeneous categories of industrial activities. The levels of classification in the SIC

_l'he manufacturing division is one of four divisions comprising the industrial sector of the U.S. economy as defined by the Energy
Information Administration. The other three divisions in this sector are agriculture, forestry, and fishing; mining; and construction.

4Appendix A contains a detailed discussion of the procedures followed to select the MECS sample.
5Office of Management and Budget, Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1987 (Washington, DC, 1987).
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system are: division, major group, industry group, and industry. The manufacturingdivision contains 20 major
groups (SIC 20 through 39).

Manufacturing establishments are classified into industries based on the value of production of Sl_a.i_c
products. If an establishment produces more than one type of product, it is classified according to the value
of production of its primary product. For example, an establishment that is primarily engaged in
manufacturing paper from wood pulp, and also manufactures paperboard, is classified in the Paper Mills
Ind,ustry (SIC 2621). It would not be classified in the Paperboard M;'.LsIndustry (SIC 2631).

The population of manufacturing establishments was stratified into 30 industry categories to select the MECS
sample. These categories are the 20 major manufacturing groups (two-digit SIC) and the 10 specific
manufac_u,_ngindustries (four-digit SIC) that historically have consumed the largest amounts of energy._ That
stratification scheme helps to ensure that the characteristics of an inGustry category are properly represented
by the sample. Stratification also helps to control the sampling error, which is present in ali sample surveys.7

Defining Fuel-Switching Capability
m

One way in which energy consumers can adapt to changes in economic conditions, energy supply dbruptions,
and other constraints on energy use is by having the capability to use more than one fuel to meet their energy
needs. For example, a household with a central furnace may also have a wood stove that can assume part or
ali of the heating load for the house. Hospitals commonly have emergency backup generators that are used
to provide electricity during a power outage.

The capability to substitute one energy source for another is especially prevalent in manufacturing. Some
manufacturers use combustors that are able to burn two or more different fuels simultaneously, in varying
mixtures, to produce the desired heat output. Others have equipment that can burn only one fuel at a time,
but that can easily be converted. Still other establishments have multiple combustors that use different fuels
to supply heat or power for the same purpose. Ordinarily, not ali combustors are required to operate at full
capacity to meet heat and power requirements. Thus, these establishments can alter their energy mix by
changing the combustors that are in use.

E

The MECS measures the short-term capability of manufacturing establishments to have used alternative energy
sources in place of those actually consumed in 1988 to meet requirements for heat and power, while keeping
production constant. Specifically, manufacturers must have operated combustors (boilers, furnaces, ovens, and
so on) that had the machinery or equipment in place or available for installation in 1988 so that substitut;.ons
actually could have been introduced within 30 days of a 0ecision to switch without extensive equipment
modifications. Fuel-switching capability could have resulted from the use of combustors that were already
equipped to _z_x:alternative fuels, as well as the use of redundant or standby combustors.

As definee, in the MECS, fuel.switching capability does not depend on the relative prices of energy sources. It
depend¢ only on the characteristics of the equipment and practical limitations to fuel-switching such as binding
take-r ,r-pay contracts with energy suppliers that were in piace, and environmental regulations that limit the
amt, ants of potential replacement energy sources that could have been consumed)

6Appendix E contains descriptions of the 30 strata inc!uded in the MECS.
"lSee Appendix B for more information on the quality of the estimates.

gSee Appendix A for a complete description of the concept of fuel-switching capability used in the MECS.
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Fuel-switching capability was determined for six
major energy sources: electricity receipts, 9 natural
gas, distillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, liquefi_
petroleum gases (LPG), and coal and coke com-
b_ned. For each of these energy sources, switching
capability was measured relative to the estimates of
the total 1988 inputs of that energy source for heat,
power, and the generation of electricity. 1° For each
input energy source, respondents were asked to
estimate how much of the quantity consumed could
not have been replaced by any other energy source in
1988, even given a severe curtailment of that energy
source,n The difference between the quantity
consumed and the quantity nonswitchable represents
the quantity of each energy source that could have
been replaced by at least one other energy source.
Respondents were then asked to estimate how much
of the total replaceable quantity of a given energy
source could have been replaced by specific alterna-
tive energy sources.

Measures of Fuel-Switching
Capability

Manufacturers' capability to replace one energy
source by alternative energy sources permits flexibili-
ty in choosing how much of a given energy source
can be consumed to maintain a given level of
production. The tables in this report are designed
to answer basic questions about the overall capabili-
ties of manufacturers to have switched energy
sources in 1988.

What is the minimum (rnmdmum) consumption of
an energy source Ihat could have resulted from
fuel switching?

The consumption of a given energy source can be minimized if ali possible switching from that energy source
takes piace (including replacing a petroleum-based energy source by another petroleum-based energy source).
In other wt_rds, ali manufacturers that have the capability to replace the energy source with alternatives must
do so to the maximum possible extent. For the MECS, the minimum required consumption of an energy
source is estimated from the respondent provided value of "quantity nonswitchable." (See line 2 of section
III of the MECS questionnaire in Appendix D). At the other extreme, there is a maximum consumption

9The estimate of electricity receipts represents those quantities of eleclricity that were produced offsite and available onsite for
consumption. The estimate does not include electricity generated onsite nor has it been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred to another establishment.

l°A comprehensive description of energy consumption in manufacturing needs to reflect two different concepts of energy demand.
The MECS' measure of total inputs for heat, power, and electricity generation represents an unduplicated "final use" accounting of energy
used for its heat content, and is the appropriate measure on which to base estimates of fuel-switching capability. The other measure of
energy consumption is total primary consumption for ali purposes. That measure represents the total requirement for energy sources,
whether or not they are used for their energy eonter_,.. See Energy Information Administration, ManufacturingEner_ Consumption Survey:
Consumption of Ener_ 1988, Appendix A fez more details on the measures of consumption.

11See Appendix D for copies of the MECS questionnaires.
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potential for each energy source. Maximum consumption potential represents the quantity of a given energy
source that would have been required if ali possible switching into that energy source had taken place 12. The
difference between the minimum consumption requirements and maximum consumption potential represents
the discretionary range within which actual consumption lies. The estimates of actual consumption,
nonswitchable minimum requirements, and maximum consumption potential are shown in Table 1 of this
report. Those estimates are presented for the total United States and each of the four census regions. 13

One of the more interesting summary statistics that can be developed from the estimates of minimum required
consumption, actual consumption, and maximum consumption potential is the discretionary use rate. The
discretionary use rate is a measure (in percent) of the extent to which manufacturers elected to consume
discretionary quantities of a given energy source. If manufacturers had chosen to minimize their consumption
of a given energy source by using alternative energy sources whenever possible, the discretionary use rate
would be zero percent. At the other extreme, if manufacturers had chosen to maximize the consumption of
a given energy source using that energy source whenever possible, the discretionary use rate would be 100
percent. The rate is calculated as:

USE= ( MAxACT-MINMIN)IX 100,

where USE is the discretionary use rate of a given energy source, ACT is the actual consumption of that energy
source, MIN is the minimum required consumption, and MAX is the maximum consumption potential. Thus,
the discretionary use rate is a measure of how far (in percent) into the discretionary range of consumption
manufacturers chose to go, given their fuel-switching capabilities and production levels of 1988.

What are the candidate replacement energy sources? What are their replacement capabilities?

The basic measure of fuel-switching capability is the ability to switch from a given energy source to one or
more alternative energy sources. The capability to switch from each of the six major energy sources to specific
alternative energy sources is presented in Tables 2 through 7. Each of these tables is expressed in the standard
physical units of the designated energy source. For example, Table 2 presents information on the capability
to switch from electricity to alternative energy sources. Ali of the values in that table are in millions of
kilowatthours (kWh). Therefore, the estimates for specific alternative energy sources reflect the quantity of
the designated energy source that could have been replaced by the specific alternative. Table 2 shows that
electricity receipts by manufacturers were 728,168 million kWh. Of that amount, 11,264 million kWh could
have been replaced by one or more alternative energy sources. Natural gas could have replaced 8,372 million
kWh, distillate fuel oil could have replaced 3,228 million kWh, and so on. Note that the sum (not shown) of
the replacement quantities of alternative energy sources exceeds the total switchable quantity of a given energy
source. In Table 2, for example, the sum of the alternative types of energy is 20,455 million kWh, while the
total switchable quantity of electricity is only 11,264 million kWh. The difference between those two values
is attributable to multiple switching capabilities, that is, more than one energy source could have been
substituted for electricity. The estimates in Tables 2 through 7 are presented for the 30 industrial categories
defined for the MECS, by census region, and by the value of shipments and employment size classes of the
manufacturing establishments.

l_l'he estimates of maximum consumption potential of a given energy source assume that ali ascertained switching into that energy
source could have simultaneously taken place. See Appendix A for more details.

13See Appendix F for a map of the census regions.
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To what extentcan petroleum4)ased energy sources be replaced by nonpetroleum-based energy sources?

It is possible to approximate the quantities of distillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, or LPG that could have been
replaced by nonpetroleum-based energy sources from the data presented in this report. Table 5, for example,
shows that the actual consumption of residual fuel oil in 1988 was 90,413 thousand barrels and that 46,767
thousand barrels were switchable to other energy sources. Natural gas could have replaced 36,611 thousand
barrels. Electricity could have replaced 2,002 thousand barrels; coal and coke, 3,166 thousand barrels; and
"other," 2,354 thousand barrels. The sum of these nonpetroleum-based alternative energy sources is 44,133
thousand barrels. Thus, the consumption of residual fuel oil could have been reduced to 46,280 thousand
barrels (90,413 minus 44,133) by utilizing ali possible switching capabilities to ,aonpetroleum-based energy
sources. Such estimates are approximations because of possible redundancies in the replacement capabilities
of the nonpetro!eum-based alternatives. Such redundancies would tend to overestimate the amount of a
petroleum-based energy source that could be replaced by nonpetroleum-based energy sources. However, it
would be expected that such redundancies would be relatively small and within sampling error (see below).

How quickly can an input energy source be replaced by alternative energy sources?

The MECS also collects data on the minimum lead time required to switch from each of the six input energy
sour ees. These data break down the 30-day allowable _witching period into three shorter periods: less than
1 day, 1 day to 1 week, and more than 1 week but within 30 days. In a few cases, where the minimum lead
time was not reported, the switchable consumption was assigned to the category "lead time not ascertained."
Table 8 presents estimates of the total switchable quantities of the six major input sources (as reported in
Tables 2 through 7) that could have been replaced within these time periods. For example, of the total
switchable quantity of electricity (11,264 million kWh as reported in Table 2), 6,376 million kWh could have
been replaced in less than one day by one or more alternative energy sources. Tables 9 through 14 present
similar information for specific alternative energy sources. For example, Table 10 shows that of the 8,372
million kWh of electricity that could have been replaced by natural gas, 5,336 million kWh could have been
replaced in less than one day. Tables 9 through 14 also provide the time-to-switch estimates by census region.

How much error is associated with the estimates of fuel-switching capability?

The estimates of fuel-switching capability are based on a national probability sample of manufacturing
establishments. While this sample has been scientificzliy selected to provide reliable estimates, ali sample-
based surveys are subject to sampling error. 14 Tables 15 through 28 present the estimates of the relative
standard errors (RSE) corresponding to the estimates in Tables 1 through 14. A RSE can be used to evaluate
how precisely a given sample statistic estimates the corresponding population value. The larger the RSE, the
less precise the estimate. For example, the sample estimate of the minimum consumption potential of natural
gas for the United States is given as 3,133 billion cubic feet (Bcf) in Table 1. The corresponding RSE from
Table 15 is 3 percent. Similarly, the estimate for the minimum consumption of natural gas in the Northeast
Census Region ts 249 Bcf, and the corresponding RSE is 6 percent. Thus, it may be concluded that the
estimate for the Northeast Census Region is relatively less precise than the estimate for the total United
States.

Confidence intervals can also be developed from an estimate and its associated RSE. A confidence interval
is a range of values that has a known probability of containing the true, but unknown population value with
repeated sampling. Prior to forming a confidence interval, the RSE must be converted to a standard error.
The standard error for minimum estimate of natural gas consumption in the United States is 3 percent of
3,313 Bcf, or 94 BcL The estimated value plus and minus two standard errors includes the true population
value for about 95 percent of ali samples. The 95 percent confidence interval for the minimum natural gas
consumption is 3,313 plus and minus 188, or 2,945 to 3,321 Bcf.

14See Appendix B for a more detailed discussion of sampling error,
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3. Overview of the Findings

In 1988, manufacturers consumed 15.5 quadrillion British thermal units (Btu) of energy to produce heat and
power and to generate electricity. 15 Six energy sources provided 69 percent of that energy. The most widely
consumed energy source was natural gas, which accounted for 34 percent of total input energy requirements.
Electricity provided 16 percent and coal and coke, 13 percent. The major petroleum fuel products com-
bined--residual and distillate fuel oil and liquefied petroleum gases (LPG)--accounted for only 6 percent. The
remaining 3i percent consisted of miscellaneous energy sources including by-product fuels produced onsite
from nonenergy materials. Manufacturers achieved this mix of energy sources by the everyday choices they
made about the fuels they used. Given a different set of circumstances, manufacturers could have chosen to
switch fuels, and the mix of energy sources could have been entirely different.

The Capability to Switch from Oil

Numerous recent events--the crisis in heating oil markets, the Persian Gulf War, the 1990 amendments to the
Clean Air Act, the 20th anniversary of Earth Day, the development of the National Energy Strategy--have
refocused America's attention on energy. Questions are being asked about the quantities of energy" consumed
by various sectors and how energy conservation measures could help reduce the dependency of those sectors
on petroleum-based energy sources in general, and imported crude oil in particular.

The manufacturing sector consumed an average of 3.7 million barrels of petroleum-based energy products in
i988. If manufacturers had exercised ali possible fuel-switching capabilities from petroleum-based energy
sources to nonpetroleum-based alternatives, that level of consumption could have been reduced by only 181
thousand barrels per day, or 5 percent of their total petroleum-based energy products.

Petroleum Products Meet 43 Percent of U.S. Energy Requirements

In 1988, the total petroleum products supplied for domestic use averaged 17.3 million barrels per day
(bbl/d). 16 Net imports of crude oil and petroleum products amounted to 6.7 million bbl/d, or 38 percent of
the total products supplied. Finished motor gasoline accounted for the largest share of the supplied petroleum
products--7.4 million bbl/d or 42 percent of the total. Distillate fuel oil (including diesel fuel) was second,
with 3.1 million bbl/d (18 percent), followed by LPG, which accounted for 1.7 million bbl/d (10 percent). Jet
fuels accounted for 1.4 million bbl/d (8 percent) and residual fuel oil, 1.4 million bbl/d (8 percent). The
remaining 2.3 million bbl/d (14 percent) consisted of miscellaneous petroleum products such as asphalt and
road oil, lubricants, naphthas, and so on.

In order to compare the consumption of petroleum products (normally measured in 42-gallon barrels) to other
energy sources such as natural gas (normally measured in cubic feet), it is necessary to convert ali energy
sources to a common base. British thermal units measure heat content and is one such conversion. 17 The

total heat content of the petroleum products supplied was 34.2 quadrillion Btu. TM Gross energy consumption
in the United States in 1988 was 80.2 quadrillion Btu. Thus, petroleum products provided 43 percent of total
energy needs. Clearly, the United States is an oil-dependent Nation.

_Energy InformationAdministration,ManufacturingEnergyConsumptionSurvey,Consumptionof Energy1988, Table 3.
lt'Energy InformationAdministration,PetroleumSupplyAnnual 1988,DOE/EIA-0340(88)/1(Washington, DC, May 1989),Table 3.
1TABritish thermal unit is the quantity of heat needed to raise the temperature of 1 pound on water by 1 degreeFahrenheit at or near

39.2 degrees Fahrenheit.
l_EnergyInformation Administration,MonthlyEnergyReview,DOE/EIA-0035(91/05)(Washington,DC, May 1991),Tables2.2through

2.6.
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These petroleum products were consumed primarily by the transportation sector, which includes ali public and
private vehicles that move people and commodities. That sector alone accounted for 21.5 quadrillion Btu, or
63 percent of the total consumption of petroleum products. These products consisted primarily of finished
motor gasoline, jet fuel, diesel fuel, and lubricants.

The residential and commercial sector consumed 2.7 quadrillion Btu (8 percent) of petroleum products, and
the electric utility sector, 1.6 quadrillion Btu (5 percent). The major energy sources consumed in these sectors
were residual and distillate fuel oil. The industrial sector accounted for 8.6 quadrillion Btu or 25 percent.
The industrial sector, as defined by EIA, includes manufacturing, construction, mining, agriculture, fishing, and
forestry establishments.

Manufacturers Can Affect Only the Fringes of UoS. Figure 1" Consumption of Petroleum-Based
Consumption of Petroleum Products Through Energy Sources by Manufacturers, 1988
Fuel Switching

Total 1988 Consumption: 3.67 Million Barrels per Oa'/

In 1988, the manufacturing sector consumed an o,,,.p.,_o,.... Bo,._,_0o,,
average of 3.7 million bbl/d of petroleum products . _-:_7_T_' '_ """°°"_'/"

(Figure 1) and accounted for about 20 percent of _!i_,_._.,,,
the total petroleum products supplied for domestic p,,.o,.o__o,, "_-_::!i!i;i_i_i/ii_ii:_i:_iiii!_j!_i
consumDtion. Of that total consumption, only 181 °_' """°°"_'/" _ _;,_;;_._...,_,:_;_..,_,:_,_,
thousand bbl/d could have been replaced by non- _ __._:_ ,.,,,oo,ro,,o,,

"-._'P',,_,_':':':.:.:.:':'7 lbl fd

petroleum-based energy sources. These switchable / __ o.,, ,,,,oo
DII|IIIo@oFuol OII

energy sources were distillate and residual fuel oil o_, ,,,,oo,,,/, "
and LPG consumed as a fuel. The total consump- y .tZ --,oo-_o.,
tion of these fuels was 428 thousand bbl/d. 1_.........Y_ oo, _,,,,oo,_,/,

LPG-Irlllldnlock

0.67 Million Bbl//d

The other petroleumproductsconsumedby manu-
facturers consisted of still gas_ and petroleum
cokez° consumed as fuels, LPG consumed as a Source:1988Manufacturing Energy Consurnption Survey, Energy

Information Administration.
feedstock, and other petroleum-based energy
sources--principally crude oil---consumed to produce final products z_. In general, these other petroleum
products cannot be replaced by nonpetroleum-based alternatives, z2

Thus, manufacturers are potentially able to reduce the total consumption of petroleum products in the United
states by only 1 percent, and even this would require exercising allpossible opportunities to replace petroleum-
based energy sources with nonpetroleum-based alternatives.

_9Still gas--also known as refinery gas--As any mixture of gases produced in refineries by distillation, cracking, reforming, and other

processes. The principal constituents are methane, ethane, ethylene, normal butane, butylene, propane, propylene, etc.

Z°Petroleum coke is a residue, the final product of the condensation process in cracking at petroleum refineries.

ZlPetroleum refineries produce numerous final products that are consumed by ali sectors of the economy: asphalt, road oil, lubricating

oil, petrochemical feedstocks such as naphtha and other oils, solvents, and waxes. These energy products are not recognized or accounted

for as energy sources by their consumers and would not be reported as such in an energy consumption survey. Accordingly, the petroleum-

based inputs to produce these products are shown as being consumed by petroleum refineries in the manufacturing sector. For more

details, see Energy Information Administration, Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey, Consumption of Energy 1988, Appendix A.

Z2Small quantities of marketable petroleum coke may be switchable to nonpetroleum-based alternatives. In addition, LPG may be

extracted from natural gas or crude oil. For further discussion, see Energy Information Administration, Estimates of Short-Term Petroleum

Fuel Switching Capability, DOE/EIA-0526 (Washington, DC, May 1989), pp. 16-17.
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Manufacturers Minimize Consumption of Petroleum Fuel Products

At 428 thousand bbl/d, petroleum fuel products were the least-consumed energy sources by manufacturers.
On an annual basis, that level of consumption is the equivalent of 0.9 quadrillion Btu and represented only
6 percent of manufacturers' total input energy requirement. Moreover, there was little additional flexibility
in manufacturers' capability to have substituted alternative energy sources for these petroleum-based fuels.
There was, however, substantial capability to have increased their consumption.

Distillate Fuel Oil. In 1988, manufacturers consumed an average of 101 thousand bbl/d of distillate fuel oil,
which accounted for 1 percent of total input energy. That consumption could have been increased to 671
thousand bbl/d by exercising ali possible switching options from other energy sources to distillate. There was
very little opportunity to decrease the consumption of distillate fuel oil, however. By exercising ali possible
options to replace distillate fuel oil by any alternative energy sources (including other petroleum-based fuels),
the consumption could have been reduced to 76 thousand bbl/d. Thus, manufacturers' discretionary use rate
(see Chapter 2) of distillate was only 4 percent. That extremely low use rate indicates that manufacturers
generally avoided consuming distillate fuel oil whenever possible.

Manufacturers could have reduced the consump- Figure 2: Alternative Energy Sources for Distillate
tion of distillate fuel oil to an average of 79 thou- Fuel Oil, 1988
sand bbl/d by switching to nonpetroleum-based T........ _........ _,_,
energy sources only. The principal nonpetroleum- _'_

CuJr'q_ _', C! D'_qqt_te

based alternative energy source for distil!ate fuel _5 2s ,.....:,_, _ o_....o _,
oil was natural gas, which could have replaced 18 _TM....._._ro_,g,: .......
thousand bbl/d (Figure 2). Switching to natural 20 18

gas from distillate fuel oil could have been accom- iii!i:iiii!:iii_!
plished rather quickly. Of the total switchable _5
quantity of distillate to natural gas, 12 thousand _0

bbl/d or 65 percent could have been switched in _.__:_,! ,
; ":;:i ; 4 L

less than 1 day (Table 10). An additional 4 thou- 5 !i!iii_!:i/_! i
sand bbi/d of distillate fuel oil could have been _ _._._ i

replaced by electricity, coal and coke, and other o _ ................_wit_n_ble N'31zJrc 7Je'_ :"Ju Q, ,. _-"_j [!e_t ic 3 J_ _)tqer

miscellaneous nonpetroleum-based energy sources, c....,,,_,_.,,, _..,, _,,, ,:o,o
"_o_'::e "3:_e 4 ,.f "_s ,e:_cr'
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Liquefied Petroleum Gas. Manufacturers' consumption patterns for LPG as a fuel were similar to the patterns
for distillate fuel oil. LPG consumption was 80 thousand bbl/d, or 1 percent of manufacturers' total input
energy. That consumption could have been reduced to 42 thousand bbl/d by switching to any alternative
energy source. The maximum consumption potential was 681 thousand bbl/d. The discretionary use rate for
LPG was only 6 percent. As with distillate fuel oil, manufacturers generally consumed no more LPG as an
input fuel than was necessary.

The minimum required consumption level of LPG Figure 3: Alternative Energy Sources for Liquefied
could have been reached by switching to non- Petroleum Gases, 1988
petroleum-based energy sources only. Natural gas,

Thousond BorreL_ per Doy

which could have replaced 35 thousand bbl/d of 50- QuOnlitles Of lPG

LPG, was the principal nonpetroleum-based ,,o, coo,__, _e,...._B,
allernotive [nergy Sources

alternative energy source (Figure 3). Switching ,0 s8 ......................
from LPG to natural gas also could have been 35
accomplished quickly. Of the total switchable _0_
quantity of LPG to natural gas, 24 thousand bbl/d
or 68 percent could have been replaced in less 2o_
than 1 day. An additional 4 thousand bbl/d of _2

LPG could have been replaced by some combina- _0- 9
tion of electricity, coal and coke, and other miscel- 2 2
laneous nonpetroleum-based energy sources. 0

_w|choble Nofuro! Resldunl {2isr. Elecfricify Other Cool &
LPG Gas Oil OII Coke

A possible explanation for manufacturers' not s...... ob o,,t.,;_.,epor,
replacing distillate fuel oil and LPG by less expen-
sive natural gas is that either distillate fuel oil or
LPG was the preferred energy source for a variety of technical or logistical reasons.

Residual Fuel Oil. Theconsumption and fuel-switching patterns of redidual fuel oil are somewhat different
from distillate fuel oil and LPG. Manufacturers consumed an average of 248 thousand bbl/d of residual fuel
oil in 1988--the highest rate of consumption of the petroleum fuel products. However, that level of con-
sumption accounted for only 4 percent of total input energy. Manufacturers could have reduced their
consumption of residual fuel to a minimum level of 120 thousand bbl/d by exercising ali possible options to
consume other petroleum-based and nonpetroleum based alternative energy sources in place of residual oil.
Maximum possible consumption was 726 thousand bbl/d--a level that could have been achieved by exercising
ali possible options to consume residual oil in piace of other energy sources. The discretionary use rate for
residual fue! oil was 21 percent. Even though that rate was considerably higher than the use rates for distillate
fuel oil and LPG, it was still low enough to indicate a preference for other energy sources over residual fuel
oil.

Manufacturers could have reduced the consump- Figure 4: Alternative Energy Sources for Residual
tion of residual fuel oil to an average of 127 thou- Fuel Oil, 1988
sand bbl/d by switching to nonpetroleum-based
energy sources only. The primary replacement ,_ I ........ d B.... t_ [.)or Do'/

OtJanfitiOS of Reslduolenergy source for residual fuel oil is natural gas, ,,_
which, in 1988, could have replaced 100 thousand ,28 _o, coo,__ _,,,o,d _,Allerrlqiiv_ rn_rgy qour _s

bbl/d (Figure 4). Sixty-seven percent of that ,2c, _ .................... r
O0

replacement could have been accomplished in less ,0:..... y._;_._

_,,:_,,://i %11

than 1 day. An additional 21 thousand bbl/d of _0
LPG could have been replaced by electricity, coal _;_t
and coke, and other miscellaneous nonpetroleum- _° '_"_"_:_;_'_;:,
based energy sources. [_ ! _,

Switching from residual fuel oil to either distillate _.... _:_._. _ ...mmmt___
ypi lly lly _.i,...._,e "o'_o, _' _ _oo,__,_, _,e_,fuel oil or LPG is not t ca economica _e,,_oo.,_. oo_ _;, _ok.

feasible because the price of residual oil is substan- _...... ,oo,e__, ,o,_,o_o,,
tially less than the prices of distillate oil and LPG.
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As a result, switching capability from residual oil to distillate or LPG is not as prevalent. Distillate oil could
have replaced 16.1 million barrels of residual oil, and only 4.3 million barrels or 26 percent could have been
replaced in less than 1 day. LPG could have replaced only 11.2 million barrels of residual oil ,_nd5.0 million
barrels or 45 percent could have been replaced within 1 day.

The Capability to Switch from Natural Gas

Natural Gas: The Fuel of Choice by Manufacturers

In 1988, manufacturers met 34 percent of their total
input energy requirement by consuming 5,141 billion
cubic feet (Bc0 of natural gas (Table 1). Manu-
facturers had limited additional capability to con-
sume natural gas in 1988. By exercising ali possible
fuel-switching options from other energy sources to
natural gas, and by holding production constant at
1988 levels, consumption could have been increased
to no more than 5,840 Bcf, an increase of 14 per-
cent. Manufacturers could have decreased natural

gas consumption by 39 percent to 3,133 Bcf and
maintained their 1988 level of production by exercis-
ing ali possible options to consume alternative
energy sources in piace of natural gas. Thus, manu-
facturers' discretionary range of natural gas con-
sumption was 2,707 Bcf, and their use rate within that range was 74 percent. In other words, manufacturers
chose to consume 74 percent of their discretionary range of natural gas over and above the minimum required
consumption. That relatively high use rate is an indication of manufacturers' preference for natural gas over
other energy sources.

Petroleum Products Are Primary Alternatives For Figure 5: Alternative Energy Sources for Natural
Natura/Gas Gas, 1988

Bi!_;or Curie Feel

The primary replacement energy sources for 2_oo[

natural gas are distillate and residual fuel oil and I _oo8
LPG (Figure 5). Individually, none of these energy 2000
sources could have decreased the consumption of
natural gas to its minimum required level of 3,133 ,50o _.... ,,,,e_o, No,°ro,_[hot Coul_ Be _eplc]cod _'_,

Bcf. Distillate fuel oil could have replaced 888 _,,..... ,v,_o.,gy=......
Bcf. Of that quantity, 353 Bcf or 40 percent could tooo 888..... " ...... 786

have been replaced in less than 1 day (Table 11). i .... }6'°

If manufacturers had chosen to consume the maxi- 500 i i

mum amount of distillate fuel oil in piace of _ I to_ a7 _
natural gas, they would have had to increase their o _..,_o_,. _:_;,,_ _, c_o__ _.....t o,_..,
distillate consumption from 101 to 532 thousand _..... ,_o_ o,, o;, _o_
bbl/d. There was, however, no price incentive to _......... '"."'_: "' '_'_'_o'-'
replace natural gas with distillate fuel oil, even
though that capability existed in 1988. Nationally,
the price of natural gas was $2.52 per million Btu, while the price of distillate fuel oil was $4.66 per million
Btu.z3 The price of distillate fuel was uniformly higher than the price of natural gas in the four census re-
gions.

Z3Energy Information Administration, Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey, Consumption oi'Energy 1988, Table 30.
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A similar situation existed for consuming LPG in piace of natural gas. LPG could have replaced 670 Bcf of
natural gas in 1988, of which 296 Bcf or 44 percent could have been replaced in less than 1 day (Table 14).
The maximum replacement of natural gas by LPG would have required manufacturers to have increased their
1988 LPG consumption from 80 thousand bbl/d to 606 thousand bbl/d. The average price of LPG in 1988 was
$5.27 per million Btu. Again, there was no price incentive to replace natural gas with LPG.

Manufacturers Chose Natural Gas Over Residual Fuel Oil Despite Favorable Price Incentke.s

The decision not to replace natural gas by residual fuel oil is less clear. In 1988, 129.0 million barrels (an
average of 353 thousand bbl/d) of residual fuel oil could have replaced 786 Bcl of natural gas---43 percent of
that replacement could have been accomplished within 1 day (Table 12). Maximally replacing natural gas by
residual fuel oil would have required manufacturers to have increased their consumption of residual from 248
thousand bbl/d to 602 thousand bbl/d. Nationally, the price of residual fuel oil was $2.50 per million Btu, an
estimated value that is not significantly different from the price of natural gas. Thus, nationally, there was
little price incentive in favor of one energy source or the other. There were, however, wide geographic
differences in the prices of these two energy sources, which add an interesting dimension to the decision not
to switch from natural gas to residual fuel oil.

In the Northeast Census Region, the reported price of natural gas was $3.31 per million Btu, while the price
of residual fuel oil was $2.66, yielding a gas-oil price ratio of 1.24. In the Midwest Census Region, the prices
of natural gas and residual fuel oil were $2.89 and $2.45, respectively, with a price ratio of 1.18. The West
Census Region presented a similar situation--the price of residual fuel oil was $2.42 per million Btu, and
natural gas, $2.82, with a price ratio of 1.17. Only in the South Census Region were the prices of these two
energy sources reversed. Residual fuel oil was $2.37 per million Btu, and natural gas was $2.17, yielding a
price ratio of 0.92) 4 In the South Census Region, there was no price incentive to switch from natural gas
to residual fuel oil. In the other three census regions, however, it would appear that the price incentive to
switch was quite strong. According to the MECS, however, these three regions consumed 1,109 Bcf of natural
gas, of which 451 Bcf could have been replaced by less expensive residual fuel oil in 1988.

The decision to switch energy sources is a complex issue and does not depend on price ratios alone. In the
case of natural gas and residual fuel oil, for example, there is no commonly accepted price differential that will
trigger a switch from one to the other. Data collected by the American Gas Association for the period 1980
through 1986 indicate that approximately 40 percent of the survey respondents switched from natural gas to
residual fuel oil at gas-oil price ratios of 1.05 or less and 60 percent switched at 1.10 or less. The remaining

40 percent switched at ratios as high as 1.25. 2_ As pointed out by the Electric Power Research Institute
(EPRI):

... for industrials, fuel is rarely a large share of their variable costs .... As a result, some industrials

... place a higher value on reliability of supplies, contractual relationships and operational
considerations. [Thus,] ... a higher price differential may be required for many industrials before
they will actually switch to alternative fuels. 26

In addition, manufacturers frequently benefit from flexible pricing of natural gas. According to the EPRI:

Z_Fheprimaryreason for the geographicvariabilityin the pricesof residualfuel oil and naturalgas is the cost of transportingthese
energysourcesto consumers. In the caseof naturalgas, pricesreflect the cost of transportationfrom the wellhead to the consumer.
During1988,Texasand Louisianaproduced11.5trillioncubicfeet of naturalgas,64percentof the Nation'stotal marketableproduction.
Thehighercostsin areasoutsideof the south reflectthe costsof pipelinetransportation.SeeEnergyInformationAdministration,Natural
GasAnnual 1988,DOE/EIA-0131(88)/1(Washington,DC, October25, 1989). The pricesof residualfuel oil are also influencedby the
costof transportation.In general,the pricesof fueloilsvarylittleinlocationsreachablebywatertransportation.However,transportation
by truck or rail is more expensivethan water transportation, and where these transportation modes are used, delivered oil pricesare
considerablyhigher. See Electric PowerResearch Institute,FuelSwitchingand GasMarketRisks,Volume1, EPRI P-6822(PaloAlto, CA,
July1990),p. 2-19.

ZSChedin Electric Power Research Institute, Fuel Switchingand Gas MarketRisks, Volume1, p. 2-19.
Z6EiectricPower Research Institute, Fuel Switchingand Gas MarketRisks, Volume 1, p. 4-13.
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As a result of the incremental pricing provisions in the early 1980s, many [natural gas local
distribution companies] adopted flexible rates for industrial customers. Those flexible rates for
some have become such a normal practice that an industrial firm will often receive a reduction in
gas rates without actually having to switch to the alternative fuel ....z7

Therefore, ratios based on the average prices of natural gas and another energy source may not accurately
reflect the flexible pricing available to an individual consumer.

At least two other considerations enter into the decision to switch from natural gas to residual fuel oil. First,
even though the price of residual oil is less than the price of natural gas in most areas of the country,
consuming residual oil may be more expensive than consuming natural gas. One characteristic of fuel oils is
viscosity--the extent to which a liquid resists flowing. Residual fuel oils are high viscosity oils and must be
preheated for satisfactory use. Such preheating, of course, increases the cost of consuming these oils. Second,
the sulphur content of residual fuel oils may limit its use due to environmental restrictions.

Coal and ElecMcity as Replacements for Natural Gas

Manufacturerscouldhave replacedsmallquantitiesof naturalgaswith coal andcokeandelectricityin 1988.
Coal and coke could have replaced 108 Bcl and electricity, 87 Bcf. The natural gas-coal price ratio was 1.47.
In view of that favorable ratio, it is possible that manufacturers did not switch from natural gas to coal for
reasons similar to those underlying their reluctance to switch from natural gas to residual fuel oil. The natural
gas-electricity price ratio, on the other hand, was 0.19, indicating that manufacturers would be reluctant to
switch to electricity except in emergency situations.

The Capability to Switch from Electricity and Coal and Coke

Minimal Switching Capability Exists for Electricity

Electricity was the second most popular energy
source consumed by manufacturers in 1988. Total
receipts were 728.2 billion kilowatthours (kWh),
which accounted for 16 percent of manufacturers'
total input energy requirement.

As might be expected, the switching potential for
electricity is quite limited because most equipment
is not designed to consume either electricity or a ......
combustible energy source. Most of the capability
to replace electricity by combustible energy sources
is in the form of redundant combustors that can be

used in piace of electricity-powered equivalents. Of
the total receipts of electricity, only 11.3 billion
kWh could have been replaced by alternative energy sources.

In 1988, the maximum consumption potential for electricity was 771.4 billion kWh, and the minimum required
consumption was 716.9 billion kWh. The discretionary range for electricity receipts was, therefore, 54.5 billion
kWh and the use rate within that range was 21 percent. The low use rate indicates a preference for other
energy sources rather than electricity when such options are available. The dominant single replacement
energy source for electricity was natural gas, which could have replaced 8.4 billion kWh (Figure 6). In
addition, residual fuel oil could have replaced 4.6 billion kWh; distillate fuel oil, 3.2 billion kWh; or LPG, 2.4
billion kWh. Finally, coal and coke could have replaced 1.2 billion kWh of electricity.

ZTElectric Power Research Institute, Fuel Switching and Gas Market Risks, Volume 1, p. 4-13.
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Any one of thesealternative energysourcesis substan- Figure 6: Alternative Energy Sources for
tially less expensive than electricity. The electricity- Electricity, 1988
natural gas price ratio, for example, was 5.33 in 1988. _,lq;0_ _Ua_Qtt_lours

The question is, Why did manufacturers not switch to "° _.............................................................................................................1
Q_l(]nljl;es (-f F:pctric;ty

one or more of those less expensive energy sources? ,._0J ,, _ ,_o,c......,__.r.....d_,

First, the quantities of electricity that could have been I I .̂........._.e,,,_......

saved by switching to an alternative fuel were quite '°°I I ! ._;_.!_,

small. For a single manufacturing establishment, the _° L
savings would be minimal. Second, for certain applica- 6o i
tions, electricity may have been the preferred energy ! ::_-_.i,.6

4o ::_i ! _ ! _2source, in spite of its higher price, i _.__._ 2,,

L1,
High tionary _.,,_,o_,. N..... , _,_,_ _,_, _ _oo,,_ o,....Coal and Coke Ranks est in Discre Use _,e_,.,_,,_ Oo_ o, o, _o_e

_ource _ Table 2 of this ,epott

The 1988 consumption of coal and coke by manu-
facturerswas 90.0 million short tons (2.0 quadrillion
Btu), and accountedfor 13 percentof manufacturers'

demand for input energy. _i!i_

Manufacturers were quite limited in their ability to
have consumed additional coal and coke during 1988. _a
They could have increased consumption to only 96.2 _I
million short tons--an increase of 7 percent---by imple- [_
menting ali possible switching opportunities from other _
energy sources to coal and coke. On the other hand,
the minimum required consumption of coal and coke
was 64.2 million short tons. Thus, the discretionary
range for coal and coke was 32.0 million short tons,
and manufacturers' use rate within that range was 80
percent. A use rate of that level indicates manufac-
turers' strong preference for coal and coke over other
energy sources where possible.

The primary replacement energy sources for coal and
coke were natural gas and residual and distillate fuel
oil. Natural gas could have replaced 16.8 million short
tons of coal and coke, of which 8.7 million short tons Figure 7: Alternative Energy Sources for Coal
(52 percent) of that replacement could have been and Coke, 1988
accomplished in less than 1 day (Table 10). Residual

M;ll;,_,_ _horl Tons

fuel oil could have replaced 10.9 million short tons, of 30.o[

atwhich 4.5 million short tons (41 percent) could have =5._ That Co_'d Be Rep .... d By

been switched in less than 1 day (Table 12). Distillate _5. .̂......,,_._,,_ _.......I

fuel oil could have replaced 7.8 million short tons. 2oo
Only 2.7 thousand short tons (35 percent) could have ,_.8
been switched in less than 1 day (Table 11). ,5.c V_iii!:::,_:,l

There was no price incentive to consume these alterna- ;i:i!_iii_i_i;_i"_
tive energy sources in piace of coal and coke because _.o _!i_ J
the prices of the alternative energy sources were o ....... _ _" ........ ,_
substantially higher than coal. For example, the price _o_,,_.........._ _.o_. "°'(_,,_.... _'_'_-o,%_',,_..... °..... _"_
of coal was $1.72 per million Btu, while the price of _.....:e ,....._ ......... _.....
natural gas--the nearest competitor in terms of
price--was $2.52, resulting in a coal-natural gas price
ratio of 0.68.
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Table 1. Nonswltchable Minimum Requirements and Maximum Consumption Potential by Census Region, 1988
(Physical Units)

Type of Energy Actual Minimum I Maximum

Consumption C°nsumpli°na I C°nsumpti°nb

Total United States

Elecldcity Receiptsc (million kilowatthours) ...................... 728,168 716,905 771,426

Natural Gas (billion cubic feel) ............................... 5,141 3,133 5,840

Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 36,766 27,712 244,855
Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 90,413 43,647 265,080

Coal and Coke (thousand short tor=s) .......................... 89,968 64,179 96,225
LPG (million gallons) ...................................... 1,226 646 10,441

Northeast Census Region

Electdcity Receiptsc (million ki;owatthours) ...................... 99,264 97,971 105,677

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet) ............................... 490 249 581

Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 11,906 8,966 40,022

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 35,685 21,717 59,836

Coal and Coke (thousand short tons) .......................... 8,471 6,451 8,841

LPG (million gallons) ...................................... W 123 1,1 39

Midwest Census Region

Electricity Receiptsc (million kilowatthours) ...................... 211,658 208,077 220,591

Natural Gas (billion cubi':, feet) ............................... 1,389 803 1,634

Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 7,163 5,382 67,244

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 15,924 4,701 62,039

Coal and Coke (thousand short tons) .......................... 44,804 35,705 47,323
LPG (million gallons) ...................................... W 161 3,139

South Census Region

Electricity Receiptsc (million kilowatthours) ...................... 296,328 291,51 4 317,650

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet) ............................... 2,724 1,825 2,970

Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) .................. ......... 12,408 9,234 99,255

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 28,454 14,059 108,018

Coal and Coke (thousand short tons) .......................... W 19,798 34,180

LPG (million gallons) ...................................... 291 197 4,481

West Census Region

Electricity Receiptsc (million kilowatthours) ...................... 120,918 119,344 127,508

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet) ............................... 538 256 655

Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 5,289 4,130 38,334

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 10,350 3,170 35,188

Coal and Coke (thousand short tons) .......................... W 2,225 5,881

LPG (million gallons) ...................................... 432 166 1,682

a Minimumconsumptionrepresents actual 1988 consumptiondecreased by the quantity of the designated type of energy that would no longerhave been required if
ali ascertained switchingfromthat typeof energy had occurred. The minimumvalue includesthe quantity of 1988 consumption forwhich switchingcapabilitywas not
ascertained.

b Maximum consumption represents actual 1988 consumption increased by the quantity of the designated type of energy thatwould have been required if ali
ascertained switching into that type of energy had occurred. This value assumes that ali indicated substitutions were possible simultaneously and the substitutable
amount consists of the sum of ali possible switches to the designated type of energy. The estimate assumes that 1988 output remained constant.

c "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt
includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchableor not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switchingstatus was not ascertained.

W=Withheld to avoid disclosingdata for individualestablishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 ManufacturingEnergy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 2. Capability to Switch from Electricity to Alternative Energy Source% 1988
(Million Kilowatthours)

Electricity Receipts i . Alternate Types of Energya

l

Selected Characteristics Receiptsb Switchable Switchable I Gas I Fueloi= I Fuel oi I Coke I LPG 0there

SlC Industry G,.oups
Coded and Industry

20 Food and KindredProducts ............ 51,690 1,286 47,737 634 682 267 69 Q 42
21 Tobacco Products ................... 1,454 W W 0 0 0 W 0 0
22 Textile Mill Products ................. 29,684 99 28,150 Q 50 0 W 0 0
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 6,664 Q 5,923 Q 0 0 0 Q 0
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 19,953 Q 18,940 Q Q Q 0 0 Q
25 Furnitureand Fixtures ................ 5,687 100 5,381 Q 0 Q 56 38 0
26 Paper and AlliedProducts ............. 61,015 1,251 58,448 940 198 412 387 0 69

2621 Paper Mills ....................... 31,184 638 30,319 487 W W W 0 W
2631 Paperboard Mills ................... 13,486 377 13,038 308 37 237 167 0 W

27 Printingand Publishing ............... 17,066 Q 15,182 Q Q 0 Q 0 0
28 Chemicals and Allied Products .......... 129,927 1,485 127,351 1,028 368 303 332 Q 43

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, nec ..... 27,676 W 27,473 W 0 W 0 0 0
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... 13,259 80 13,003 W W W W W 0
2869 /nd_,slTialOrganic Chemicals, nec ...... 19,452 644 18,755 471 201 98 91 0 31
2873 NilTogenous Fertilizers .............. 2,958 61 2,761 W W 0 W 0 0

29 Petroleumand Coal Products .......... 34,172 1,943 31,320 1,659 602 702 102 1,035 302
2911 Petroleum Refining ................. 32,243 1,867 29,582 1,614 548 684 W W 279

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... 31,305 52 29,207 37 24 13 0 26 Q
31 Leather and Leather Products .......... 1,390 52 1,1r-_ Q W " 0 Q Q
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Produ:ts ....... 34,017 346 32,231 235 220 72 54 130 78

3241 Cement, Hydraulic ................. 9,861 W 9,673 W W 0 0 W 0
33 Primary MetaJIndustries .............. 150,834 2,691 145,189 2,627 98 2,421 Q W *

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 42,328 2,508 38,846 2,504 W 2,421 0 W 0
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 65,973 0 65,973 0 0 0 0 0 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 3:,051 356 27,928 Q t29 Q 0 Q "
35 IndustrialMachineryand Equipment ...... 33,894 238 31,013 104 122 Q Q Q 0
36 Electronicand Other Electric Equipment... 31,878 420 29,251 359 38_ Q Q Q W
37 TransportationEquipment ............. 37,965 168 36,227 32 130 W 0 2 W
38 Instrumentsand Related Products ....... 14,339 328 13,179 Q Q 161 W Q 0
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industries.......... 4,183 Q W Q Q Q Q Q 0

Total ............................ 728,168 11,264 688,928 8,372 3,228 4,619 1,198 2,355 683

CensusRegion
NorthAast ................................ 99,264 1,293 92,552 765 349 763 87 600 29
Midwest ................................. 211,658 3,582 199,918 2,868 941 1,820 318 583 115
South ................................... 296,328 4,814 282,487 3,703 1,213 1,416 701 636 378
West ................................... 120,918 1,575 113,971 1,037 724 ._=10 92 536 160
Total .................................. 728,168 11,264 688,928 8,372 3,228 4 _19 1,198 2,355 683

Value of Shipments e (million dollars)
Under 20 ................................ 125,210 1,107 113,079 654 447 282 207 378 Q
20-49 ................................... 112,267 1,447 104,879 967 478 157 Q 208 126
50-99 ................................... 90,820 648 85,623 218 40C_ 113 40 49 10
100-249 ................................. 131,225 1,279 126,554 861 386 196 143 187 24
250-499 ................................. 134,208 1,822 130,978 1,460 390 950 439 234 100
500 and Over ............................. 134,438 4,961 127,816 4,212 1,127 2,920 327 1,299 303
Total .................................. 728,168 11,264 688,928 8,372 3,228 4,619 1,198 2,C_55 683

Employment Sizee
Under 50 ................................ 53,105 474 48,046 296 333 139 140 142 C)
50-99 ................................... 46,336 610 42,165 349 171 Q 14 87 Q
100-249 ................................. _26,161 1,852 116,684 1,103 637 221 136 431 143
250-499 ................................. _. 4,309 1,287 118,818 989 573 392 111 397 69
500-999 ................................. 16\._!74 2,164 159,222 1,673 306 656 167 201 223
1,000 and Over ........................... 212,Z83 4,877 203,993 3,963 1,208 3,066 629 1,097 121
Total .................................. 728,168 11,264 688,928 8,372 3,228 4,619 1,198 2,355 683

a "AltemaWe typesof energy" consistof those that couldhave been substitutedfor electricity receipts during 1988. The quantities are expressedin million
kilowatthoursand, therefore, represer,t the quantityof electricity that could have been displacedby the givenalternative type of energy.

t) "Total Receipts" represents those quantitiesof electricitygenerated off the manufacturingestablishmentsiteand available at the site for consumption, lt includes
those quantities for which paymentwas mad(_,quantities transferred in, quantitiespurchased and paid for bya central purchasingentity, and quantities for which
payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generatedonsite. "ElectricityReceipts"has not been adjusted to account forany quantities that mighthave
been resold or transferredout. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switch',,bleor not switchable,plusan additional quantity for whichthe
switchingstatus was not ascertained.

c "Other" includesali other types of energy not already identifiedthat respondents indicatedcouldhave been consumed in place of electricity.
(JSee AppendicesA and E for descriptions of the Standard IndustrialClassification system.
• Value of Shipmentsand EmploymentSize were supplied by the Bureauof tl',_..Census. See Appendix A.
"=Estimateless than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosingdata for individualestablishments. Data are includedin higher level totals.
Q--Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater _n 50 percent. Data are included in higher leveltotals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of componentsbecause of independentrounding.
Source: EnergyInformation Administration, Officeof Energy Marketsand End Use, Energy EndUse Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 ManufacturingEnergy

ConsumptionSurvey."
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Table 3. Cawlbility to Switch from Natural Gas to Alternative Energy Sources, 1988
(BillionCubic Feet)

!

NaturalGas I Alternative Typesof Energya

Selected Characteristics Consume(I° Switchable Switchable I ReceiptsC Fuel Oil I Fuel Oil I Coke I LPG Otherd

SlC Industry Groups
Codee and Industry

20 Food and Kindred Products ............ 473 266 187 9 143 122 9 67 2
21 Tobacco Products ................... 2 2 1 0 1 1 ° ° 0
22 Textile Mill Products ................. 90 66 20 1 25 36 3 22 1
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 21 5 14 Q 2 1 * 2 0
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 34 9 22 1 2 2 * 5 1
25 Furniture and Fixtures ................ 22 6 14 ° 2" 1 " 4 *
26 Paper and Allied Products ............. 415 237 172 12 90 151 20 12 3

2621 Paper Mills ....................... 173 86 85 6 36 48 10 4 *
2631 Paperboard Mills ................... 155 103 52 4 32 77 9 2 2

27 Printing and Publishing ............... 47 16 25 2 7 5 * 9 *
28 Chemicals and Allied Products .......... 1,465 340 1,107 19 165 144 17 83 21

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, nec ..... W 47 W 7 37 14 5 8 *
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... W 22 W ° 8 8 W 7 0
2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 587 113 474 7 40 40 6 36 15
2873 Nitrogenous Fertilizers .............. 168 6 162 0 6 W 0 * 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 702 278 420 12 111 93 2 186 18
2911 Petroleum Refining ................. 666 258 406 ! 2 90 86 1 182 17

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... 107 60 40 2 38 30 2 7 1
31 Leather and Leather Products .......... 5 2 1 * 1 2 * " *
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products ........ 451 247 187 4 126 41 25 107 3

3241 Cement, Hydrauric ................. _'29 24 5 Q 4 6 21 1 1
33 Primary Metal Industries .............. 720 264 439 9 81 103 20 76 W

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 425 154 269 W 30 93 19 17 W
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 19 11 8 0 6 2 0 7 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 197 60 120 4 24 11 2 31 1
35 Industrial Machinery and Equipment ...... 123 38 74 5 18 9 2 18 W
36 Electronic and Other Electric Equipment... 82 38 39 2 20 7 1 15 *
37 Transportation Equipment ............. 134 53 73 2 19 19 4 21 *
38 Instrumentsand Related Products ....... 31 16 12 Q 11 7 0 3 *
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industries .......... 19 6 16 * 4 2 * 2 *

Total ............................ 5,141 2,008 2,978 87 888 786 108 670 59
Census Region

Northeast ................................ 490 241 224 8 111 117 6 60 4
Midwest ................................. 1,389 586 748 21 258 221 46 192 11
South ................................... 2,724 899 1,770 45 380 336 46 327 42
West ................................... 538 282 236 13 138 113 11 91 2
Total .................................. 5,141 2,008 2,978 87 888 786 108 670 59

Value of Shipmentsf (million dollars)
Under 20 ................................ 645 206 375 16 103 58 20 78 4
20-49 ................................... 652 281 333 10 155 88 14 93 5
50-99 ................................... 605 325 258 10 175 117 12 1O0 4
100-249 ................................. 886 385 488 12 ,°_03 150 21 99 8
250-499 ................................ 631 295 332 15 88 154 15 77 7
500 and Over ............................ 1,722 516 1,193 24 163 220 28 223 31
Total .................................. 5,141 2,008 2,978 87 888 786 108 670 59

Employment Sizet
Under50 ............................. 281 84 167 8 55 24 3 31 3
50-99 ................................... 332 120 189 4 67 37 7 39 3
100-249 ................................. 868 349 479 12 184 119 28 1O0 10
250-499 ................................. 908 405 478 14 173 158 19 147 5
500-999 ................................. 1,071 468 586 21 215 176 14 170 16
1,000 and Over ........................... 1,681 581 1,079 28 194 273 37 182 22
Total .................................. 5,141 2,008 2,978 87 888 786 108 670 59

a "Alternative types of energy" consist of those that could have been substituted for naturalgas during 1988. The quantities are expressed in billion cubic feet and,
therefore, represent the quantity of natural gas that could have been displaced by the given alternative type of energy.

b The estimates of total consumption include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the switching
status was not ascertained.

c "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt
includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantitiespurchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching status was not ascertained.

d "Other" includes ali other types of energy not already identified that respondents indicated could have been consumed in place of natural gas.
e See Appendices A and E for descriptions of the Standard Industrial Classification system.
f Value of Shipments and Employment Size were supplied by the Bureau of the Census. See Appendix A.
•=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 4. Capability to Swtich from Distillate Fuel OII to Alternative Energy Sources, 1988
(Thousand Barrels)

Distillate Fuel Oil Alternative Types of Energya

To.a, I ICo'ao°! ISelected Characteristics Consumedt_ Switchable Switchable Receiptsc Gas Fuel Oil Coke I LPG Otherd

SlC Industry Groups
Codee and Industry

20 Food and Kindred Products ............ W 1,211 2,955 Q 1,027 138 Q 243 0
21 Tobacco Products ................... 81 30 49 0 30 * Q 1 0
22 Textile and Mil_ Products .............. 1,144 539 422 Q 530 123 16 61 10
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 397 Q 191 Q Q Q Q Q 0
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 3,835 345 3,262 0 Q Q Q Q 115
25 Furniture and Fixtures ................ 591 Q 431 " 39 Q Q Q Q
26 Paper and Allied Products ............. 2.139 428 1,620 63 260 90 67 76 W

2621 Paper Mills ....................... 932 234 680 W 101 38 38 56 W
2631 Paperboard Mills ................... 458 52 388 8 37 11 W 6 0

27 Printing and Publishing ............... 384 124 153 Q 97 12 0 Q Q
28 Chemicals and Allied Products .......... 2,654 1,101 1,362 10 899 276 36 96 10

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, nec ..... W 65 243 0 56 6 W 11 0
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... 248 138 93 W 133 10 0 3 W
2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 424 126 266 8 123 45 W 3 W
28 73 Nitrogenous Fertilizers .............. 24 10 11 0 W * 0 0 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 4,359 1,547 2,615 68 630 1,075 71 917 167
2911 Petroleum Refining ................. 1,138 521 613 W 271 213 12 410 136

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... 785 320 430 Q 229 107 Q Q *
31 Leather and Leather Products .......... 169 Q 65 Q Q 0 0 Q "
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products ........ 6,013 1,044 4,309 Q 860 178 160 201 *

3241 Cement, Hydraulic ................. 892 153 682 0 108 27 W 9 "
33 Primary Metal Industries .............. 2,547 587 1,768 12 466 Q * Q 36

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 1,045 51 979 * 50 0 0 2 W
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 74 13 60 W 13 0 0 W 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 1,202 315 744 Q 292 82 Q 95 Q
35 Industrial Machinery and Equipment ...... 1,476 374 934 29 314 70 Q 88 *
36 Electronic and Other ElectricEquipment... 917 410 425 O 388 11 4 14 Q
37 Transportation Equipment ............ W W 1,580 23 167 65 12 Q W
38 Instruments and Related Products ....... 368 133 130 * 132 Q 0 Q W
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industries .......... 275 73 179 Q 39 54 Q Q 0

Total ............................ 36,766 9,053 23,624 540 6,475 2,397 460 2,253 522
Census Region

Northeast ................................ 11,906 2,940 7,745 172 2,256 744 99 463 86
Midwest ................................. 7,163 1,780 4,769 141 928 Q 111 Q 40
South .................................. 12,408 3,174 7,484 167 2,490 720 151 656 248
West ................................... 5,289 1,159 3,626 Q 801 202 100 388 147
Total .................................. 36,766 9,053 23,624 540 6,475 2,397 460 2,253 522

Value of Shipments _(million dollars)
Under20 ................................ 16,147 2,917 11,362 287 1,647 1,188 165 1,158 Q
20-49 ................................... 6,625 2,416 3,443 119 1,901 386 71 307 Q
50-99 ................................... 4,405 1,171 2,355 11 1,008 205 115 121 73
100-249 ................................. 2,874 732 1,945 48 486 283 37 144 34
250-499 ................................. 2,863 827 1,832 40 639 178 59 237 133
500 and Over ............................. 3,852 991 2,686 34 794 158 12 286 37
Total .................................. 36,766 9,053 23,624 540 6,475 2,397 460 2,253 522

Employment Size1
Under 50 ................................ 10,868 1,879 7,796 169 1,054 1,046 119 792 1
50-99 ................................... 4,117 1,070 2,630 Q 718 157 O 317 117
100-249 ................................. 7,025 1,873 4,182 153 1,414 444 144 450 79
250-499 ................................. 4,898 1,679 2,723 Q 1,285 273 Q 162 248
500-999 ................................. 4,176 1,369 2,127 62 986 278 15 345 41
1,000 and Over ........................... 5,681 1,183 4,164 50 1,019 199 93 187 36
Total .................................. 36,766 9,053 23,624 540 6,475 2,397 460 2,253 522

a "Alternative types of energy" consist of those that could have been substituted for distillate fuel oil during 1988. The quantities are expressed in thousand barrels,
and, therefore, represent the quantity of distillate fuel oil that could have been displaced by the given alternative type of energy.

b The estimates of total consumption include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the switching
status was not ascertained.

c "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt
includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, a,;d quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any qu_,,ntitiesthat might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching statuswas not ascertaJned.

d "Other" includes ali other _pes of energy not already identified that respondents indicated could have been consumed in place of distillate fuel oil.
g See Appendices A and E for descriptions of the Standard Industnal Classification system.
Value of Shipments and Employment Size were supplied by the Bureau of the Census. See Appendix A.

•=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater _han50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Ener.qyEnd Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 5. Capability to Switch from Residual Fuel Oil to Alternative Energy Sources, 1988
(Thousand Barrels)

Residual Fuel Oil .'_lternativeTypes of Energya

Total I Not Electric'tY I Natural [ D'stillate I C°alandlI Fuel Oil I I iSelected Character,stlcs Consumed1_ Switchable Switchable ReceiptsC I Gas Coke LPG I Other(J

SlC Industry Groups
Codee end Industry

20 Food and KindredProducts ............ W 5,232 W 139 4,198 1,771 283 281 Q
21 Tobacco Products ................... 217 143 74 0 124 W W 0 0
22 Textile Mill Products ................. 3,024 1,885 950 Q 1,562 715 203 339 Q
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 311 228 Q 0 Q Q 0 Q 0
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 458 179 220 0 Q 95 0 Q Q
25 Furniture and Fixtures ............... 185 101 83 Q 32 72 0 Q Q
26 Paper and Allied Products ............. 28,274 9,242 18,909 835 7,349 2,430 859 309 217

2621 Paper Mills ...................... 15,571 4,419 11,097 W 2,957 1,343 401 W W
2631 Paperboard Mills ................... 8,515 3,706 4,808 422 3,478 801 370 235 216

27 Pnnting and Publishing ............... 117 117 0 0 69 59 0 Q 0
28 Chemicals and Alhed Products .......... 16,596 7,558 8,804 86 6,088 2,395 262 521 179

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chem/cals, nec ..... 1,026 561 464 0 397 94 W Q 0
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... W 1,146 W 0 807 801 W W 0
2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 3,916 1,088 2,829 W 952 143 W 44 14
2873 Nitrogenous Fertilizers .............. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 15,703 11,067 4,636 208 8,946 4,485 364 9,074 1,441
2911 Petroleum Refining ................. 15,034 10,891 4,143 208 8,790 4,357 364 8,998 1,441

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... W 1,779 W Q 1,469 970 37 163 0
31 Leather and Leather Products ......... 548 307 202 0 Q Q Q 0 0
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products ........ 2,299 1,714 473 Q 1,385 975 125 58 Q

3241 Cement, Hydrauffc ................. Q Q Q 0 209 101 125 W Q
33 Primary Metal Industries .............. 6,239 4,367 1,710 W 2,817 683 960 24 W

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 5,754 4,232 1,522 W 2,697 W W 0 W
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 2 2 0 0 2 2 0 0 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 737 368 352 W 213 133 W Q W
35 Industrial Machinery and EquCpment ...... 556 383 173 Q 301 136 0 Q W
36 Electronic and Other Electric Equipment . . . 725 386 319 Q 350 211 17 89 W
37 Transportation Equipment ............. 2,970 1,033 1,778 165 751 196 8 68 W
38 Instruments and Related Products ....... 917 504 399 W 460 312 W Q 0
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industnes .......... 195 174 Q 0 116 80 Q 26 0

Total ............................ 90,413 46,767 41,769 2,002 36,611 16,103 3,166 11,217 2,354
Census Region

Northeast ............................... 35,685 13,968 20,852 577 10,049 5,510 213 2,675 1,384
Midwest ................................ 15,924 11,223 4,449 56 9,410 3,055 928 5,100 295
South ................................... 28,454 14,395 13,363 1,018 11,357 4,328 1,532 1,=,_5 464
West .................................. 10,350 7,181 3,105 351 5,795 3,210 493 1,7, _ 211
Total .................................. 90,413 46,767 41,769 2,002 36,611 16,103 3,166 11,217 2,354

Value of Shipments f (million dollars)
Under 20 ................................ 6,568 3,091 3,035 67 2,399 1,731 90 474 Q
20-49 ................................... 10,057 5,176 4,381 205 3,7/9 2,544 276 602 244
50-99 .................................. 11,928 5,740 5,720 162 3,832 2,525 418 188 66
100-249 ................................. 16,548 8,401 7,979 223 7,357 2,604 506 923 261
250-499 ................................. 22,916 9,790 13,064 566 8,581 1,(303 551 3,120 528
500 and Over ............................ 22,397 14,569 7,589 778 10,663 4,795 1,324 5,910 1,099
Total .................................. 90,413 46,767 41,769 2,002 36,611 16,103 3,166 11,217 2,354

Employment Sizef
Under 50 ............................... 1,642 798 614 0 725 426 0 Q 0
50-99 ................................... 4,871 , ,914 2,674 Q 1,467 1,141 Q 226 Q
100-249 ................................. 14,994 8,919 5,621 178 6,796 4,199 519 2,879 282
250-499 ................................. 16,353 8,715 7,230 466 7,159 2,067 705 2,230 450
500-999 .............................. 20,445 10,838 9,503 221 8,136 4,046 214 2,613 1,142
1,000 and Over ........................ 32,109 15,584 16,127 1,099 12,329 4,224 1,711 3,159 326
Total ................................. 90,413 46,767 41,769 2,002 36,611 16,103 3,166 11,217 2,354

a "Alternat=ve types of energy" cons=stof those that could have been substituted for residual fuel oil during 1988. The quantities are expressed in thousand barrels
and, therefore, represent the quanttty of restduat fuel oil that could have been displaced by the given alternative type of energy.

b The estimates of total consumpt=oninclude those quantities that were ascertained swttchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the switching
status was not ascertained.

c "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electr,c,ty generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt
includes those quantities for which payment was made, quant4tlestransferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made _nkind lt does not include electricity generated onsite. ": =ectricityReceipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities trlatwere ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an addition quantity for which the
switching status was not ascertained.

"Other" includes ali other types of energy not already _dentJfiedtreatrespondents indicated could have been consumed tn place of residual fuel od.
e See Appendices A and E for descnptrons of the Standard Industrial Classification system.
f Value of Shipments and Employment S_zewere supplied by the Bureau of the Census See Appendix A.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosCngdata for =ndiwdualestablishments. Data are _ncludedin higher level totals.
Q=Withhetd because Relative Standard Error _sgreater than 50 percent Data are included tn higher level totals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 6. Capability to Switch from Coal and Coke to Alternative Energy Sources, 1988
(Thousand Short Tons)

Coal and Coke I Alternative Types of Energy a

i

1 I I l I- ISelected Characteristics Consumed _ Sw,tchable Switchable RecelptsC I Gas I Fuel O,t I Fuel Od ] LPG, _ I Other°

SlC Industry Groups
Code e and Industry

20 Food and Kindred Products ........... W W 4,073 289 1,900 1,232 1,213 100 18

21 Tobacco Products .................. 767 W W 0 3 W 205 0 0

22 Textile Mill Products ................. 1,760 979 781 W 660 454 297 126 29

23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 130 31 Q Q Q Q Q Q 0
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 106 0 106 0 0 0 0 0 0

25 Furniture and Fixtures ................ 132 57 50 * 24 16 24 16 5

26 Paper and Allied Products ............ 14,036 7,348 6,617 787 3,708 1,649 4,440 142 440

2621 Paper Mills ...................... 8,546 4,299 4,185 601 2,468 1,285 2,093 W 292
2631 Paperboard Mills ................... 5,009 2,887 2,113 W 1,198 313 2,246 90 148

27 Printing and Publishing ............... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 Chemicals and Allied Products .......... 13,269 4,394 8,857 103 2,555 1,417 1,536 293 W

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, nec ..... W W 1.019 0 156 W W 0 0
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... 1,366 187 1,179 0 149 W 80 W 0

2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 4,064 1,554 2,510 W 1,421 589 O W 0
2873 Nitrogenous Fertilizers .............. 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 292 180 112 W 135 175 126 37 W

2917 Petroleum Refining ................. 287 175 112 W W W 126 W W
30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... 375 166 175 0 156 15 W 0 0

31 Leather and Leather Products .......... 61 Q Q 0 Q 0 0 Q Q

32 Stone. Clay and Glass Products ........ 13,397 6,035 7,324 W 5,231 2,248 1,911 W 865

3241 Cement, Hydraulic ................. 10,004 4,910 5,084 W 4,106 1,980 1,708 W 528
33 Pnmary Metal Industries .............. 34,189 1,935 32,213 249 1,523 57 434 W W

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 31,560 1,674 29,881 W 1,476 14 434 W W
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 456 102 321 W 99 57 36 0 W

35 Industrial Machinery and Equipment ...... 825 369 454 Q 338 146 86 54 Q

36 Electronic and Other Electric Equipment . .. 333 55 278 0 55 17 18 0 22
37 Transportation Equipment ............. W 389 W W 361 103 30 14 0
38 Instruments and Related Products ....... 975 643 332 W 0 W W 0 0

39 Misc. Manufactunng Industnes .......... 82 79 3 0 75 0 47 14 0
Total ........................... 89,968 25,789 63,792 1,758 16,847 7,815 10,885 902 1,600

Census Region
Northeast ............................. 8,471 2,020 6,435 374 522 567 1,101 53 W
Midwest ................................ 44,804 9,099 35,443 285 7,328 2,547 2,016 347 689

Soutt_ ............................... W W 19,701 826 6,572 3,681 6,496 502 705

West ............................... W W 2,212 273 2,425 1,021 1,271 0 W

Total ............................... 89,968 25,789 63,792 1,758 16,847 7,815 10,885 902 1,600

Value of Shipments I (million dollars)
UnDer 20 ............................. 4,851 1,734 2,976 105 1,542 594 442 128 W
20-49 ........................... 8,647 3,157 5,426 ° 2,616 1,284 866 120 335

50-99 ............................. 8,889 3,981 4,905 64 3,141 1,525 1,642 Q 486

100-249 ............................. 12,647 5,358 7,285 728 3,256 1,535 2,053 185 174

250-499 ............................. 15,031 5,787 9,127 518 2,939 1,310 3,282 36 348
500 and Over ........................... 39,902 5,771 34,071 343 3,353 1,567 2,600 400 W

Total ........................... 89,968 25,789 63,792 1,758 16,847 7,815 10,885 902 1,600

Employment Size'
Under 50 ...................... 668 O 391 Q Q Q Q Q 0
50-99 ........................ 3,593 891 2,658 0 782 306 214 W Q

100-249 .......................... 12,242 4,864 7,265 62 3,982 2,137 1,533 154 593

250-499 .......................... 10,342 4,745 5,592 467 3,158 1,275 2,342 150 W

500-999 ........................... 10,977 5,188 5,754 592 3,116 1,608 1,754 61 554

1.000 anu Over ........................ 52,147 9,871 42,131 635 5,579 2,340 4,897 463 396

Total ........................... 89,968 25,789 63,792 1,758 16,847 7,815 10,885 902 1,600

a "Aiternawe types of energy" consist of those that could have been substituted for coal and coke during 1988. The quantities are expressed _n thousand short tons
and, therefore, represent the quantity of coal and coke that could have been displaced by the given alternative type of energy.

b The estimates of total consumption include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the switching
status was not ascertained.

c "'Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricrty generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the s_te for consumption, lt
includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and pazd for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for

which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onstte. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantmes that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not swttchabte, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching status was not ascertained.

"Otr_e_" includes ali other types of energy not already _dentified that respondents indicated could have been consumed m piace of coal and coke.
e See Appendices A and E for descrjptions of the Standard Industrial Classification system.
" Value of Shipments and Employment Size were supplied by the Bureau of the Census. See Appendix A.
"=Esttmate _ess that', 0.5 rounded to zero.

W=Withheld ;o avoid d_sclosmg data for _ndlwdual establishments. Data are _ncluded in higher level totals.
O=Withheid because Reiawe Standard Error greater than 50 percent. Data are included in h_gher level totals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.

Source: Energy I,qformabon Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846. "!988 Manufacturing Energy
Consumption Survey "
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Table 7. Capability to Switch from LPG to Alternative Energy Sources, 1988
(Million Gallons)

LPG Alternative Types of Energya

+ota, .o. I i I+°+lCo+a+tSelected Characteristics Consumedb Switchable Switchable ReceiptsC I Gas Fuel Oil Fuel Oil Coke Other°

SIC Industry Groups
Codee and Industry

20 Food and Kindred Products ............ W 22 Q ° 20 10 * * °
21 Tobacco Products ................... 1 * 1 0 0 0 0 0 °
22 Textile Mill Products ................. 31 8 22 " 8 " 1 0 *
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 9 Q 3 Q Q ° 0 0 "
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 39 10 24 ° 7 7 Q 0 Q
25 Furniture and Fixtures ................ 14 2 11 * 2 " " 0 "
26 Paper and Allied Products ............. 53 9 39 1 2 6 * ° "

2621 Paper Mills ....................... 23 6 17 * 1 W 0 0 *
2631 Paperboard Mills ................... 5 1 3 * 1 0 " 0 "

27 Printing and Publishing ............... 18 Q 13 * Q ° 0 0 Q
28 Chemicals and Allied Products .......... 44 17 23 ° 16 1 1 0 1

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, nec ..... 3 1 2 ° 1 1 * 0 °
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... 13 8 5 * 8 ° ° 0 °
2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 8 4 4 * 4 ° ° 0 *
2873 Nitrogenous Fertilizers .............. * 0 ° 0 0 0 0 0 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 628 417 202 24 407 100 173 18 28
2911 Petroleum Refining ................. 600 411 181 20 401 W 173 W 28

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... W 3 21 * 2 1 ° 0 "
31 Leather and Leather Products .......... 1 " 1 " * ° 0 0 *
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products ........ 47 22 20 2 20 3 2 0 1

3241 Cement, Hydrauric ................. ° ..... 0 0 "
33 Primary Metal Industries .............. 60 24 30 2 22 3 " * 1

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 12 W W 0 W ° 0 0 °
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 2 ° 1 0 ° ° ° 0 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 49 13 31 2 8 4 * * 2
35 Industrial Machinery and Equipment ...... 32 6 23 * 4 1 ° 0 Q
36 Electronic and Other Electric Equipment . . . 33 Q 19 1 Q ....
37 Transportation Equipment ............. 24 5 15 * 4 ....
38 Instruments and Related Products ....... Q Q 1 ° ° Q 0 0 °
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industries .......... 6 1 3 * * * 0 * °

Total ............................ 1,226 580 556 37 539 138 181 18 37
Census Region

Northeast ................................ W W 109 6 35 9 1 ° 3
Midwest ................................. W W 140 18 165 55 82 W 5
South ................................... 291 94 174 4 86 17 5 * 9
West ................................... 432 266 134 9 254 56 93 W 20
Total .................................. 1,226 580 556 37 539 138 181 18 37

Value of Shipments t (million dollars)
Under 20 ................................ 237 64 145 11 50 17 Q Q 4
20-49 ................................... 164 33 115 2 27 13 2 0 1
50-99 ................................... 115 30 61 2 25 6 1 * 2
100-249 ................................. 87 43 38 2 37 17 8 * 2
250-499 ................................. 146 80 59 2 70 9 46 * 3
500 and Over ............................. 477 330 137 18 330 76 120 W 25
Total .................................. 1,226 580 556 37 539 138 181 18 37

Employment Sizef
Under 50 ................................ 143 23 110 Q 19 10 Q O 1
50-99 ................................... 67 23 34 1 20 3 1 * 2
100-249 ................................. 281 152 112 8 133 57 61 * 2
250-499 ................................. 217 107 94 19 98 42 57 W 5
500-999 ................................. 222 106 87 2 99 23 W ° 23
1,000 and Over ........................... 296 170 119 1 169 3 W " 4
Total .................................. 1,226 580 556 37 539 138 181 18 37

a "Alternative types of energy" consist of those that could have been substituted for LPG during 1988. The quantities are expressed in million gallons and, therefore,
re_resent the quant+tyof LPG that could have been displaced by the given alternative type of energy.

'_The estimates of total consumpt=oninclude those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the switching
status was not ascertained+

c "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt
includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching statuswas not ascertained.

d "Other" includes ali other types of energy not already identified that respondents indicated could have been consumed in place of LPG.
e See Appendices A and E for descriptions of the Standard Industrial Classification system.
f Value of Shipments and Employment Size were supplied by the Bureau of theCensus. See Appendix A.
"=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error _sgreater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 8. Capability to Switch from Designate<l Types of Energy by Census Region and Minimum Leadtime to
Switch, 1988
(Physical Units)

Quantity Swilchable a

Census Region

Type of Energy and Total I 1
Minimum Leadtime to Switch b United Stales Northeast Midwest South West

Electricity Receipts c (million kilowatthours)

Less than one day ........................................ 6,376 774 2,080 2,813 709

One day through one week .................................. 1,879 85 531 858 405

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 2,894 422 910 1,109 454
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 114 Q 60 34 7

Total ................................................. 11,264 1,293 3,582 4,814 1,575

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet)

Less than one day ........................................ 945 131 256 413 144

One day through one week .................................. 564 63 144 290 67

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 407 33 159 160 55
Leadtirne not ascertained ................................... 91 14 27 36 15

Total ................................................. 2,008 241 586 899 282

Distillate Fuel OII (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ........................................ 4,971 1,471 635 1,916 949

One day through one week .................................. 1,313 479 147 542 145

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 2,559 902 953 654 50
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 211 88 46 62 16

Total ................................................. 9,053 2,940 1,780 3,174 1,159

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ........................................ 28,669 8,274 6,941 9,649 3,804

One day through one week .................................. 12,519 3,852 3,608 2,608 2,451
More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 5,193 1,681 640 1,951 Q
Leadtirne not ascertained ................................... 386 162 33 Q 4

Total ................................................. 46,767 13,968 11,223 14,395 7,181

Coal and Coke (thousand short tons)
Less than one day ........................................ 13,938 1,033 5,257 5,799 1,848

One day through one week .................................. 8,235 910 2,819 3,945 560

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 3,475 73 976 W W
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 142 Q 46 91 0

Total ................................................. 25,789 2,020 9,099 W W

LPG (million gallons)
Less than one day ........................................ 390 14 140 49 187

One day through one week .................................. 96 W W 24 40

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 88 17 16 Q 37
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 6 1 1 2 2
Total ................................................. 580 W W 94 266

a A specific type of energy may be switchable if the combustors had the necessary machinery or equipment in place so that the substitution could have been
introduced within 30 days, while holding output constant, and without extensive modifications to the combustor. See Appendix A for more details. The estimates of
quantities switchable represent the total consumption during 1988 that could have been reolaced by an alternative fuel within the standard leadtime. These amount can
also be interpreted as the amount of 1988 consumption that could have been avoided if ali possible switching within the leadtime had taken place.

b "Time to switch" represents the minimum leadtime required to convert to a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated type of energy.
c "Electricity Receipts" represents those quant=ties of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt

includes those quan!ities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching statuswas not ascertained.

W= Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 9. Minimum Leadtlme Required to Switch to Electricity from Various Energy Sources Consumed in 1988,
by Census Region
(Physical Units)

Census Region

Minimum Leadtime to Switcha Total United
States Northeast Midwest South West

From Natural Gas (billion cubic feet)

Less than one day ....................................... 41 2 5 27 7

One day through one week ................................. 18 1 4 10 3
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 25 4 12 8 1

Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 4 Q 1 Q Q
Total ................................................ 87 8 21 45 13

From Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 182 29 63 29 Q

One day through one week ................................. Q Q Q 2 0
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 313 119 Q 135 0

Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 21 Q 1 * 0
Total ................................................ 540 172 141 167 Q

From Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 1,467 W W 772 293

One day through one week ................................. 277 163 Q 54 58
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 249 Q Q 184 0

Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 9 1 0 8 0

Total ................................................ 2,002 577 56 1,018 351

From Coal and Coke (thousand short tons)

Less than one day ....................................... 1,337 240 Q W W

One day through one week ................................. 402 130 20 W W
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 19 4 12 Q 0

Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 0 0 0 0 0
Total ................................................ 1,758 374 285 826 273

From LPG (million gallons)

Less than one day ....................................... 19 * W W W

One day through one week ................................. Q * Q * W
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 10 Q 3 W 1
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 1 " Q * *

Total ................................................ 37 6 18 4 9

a "Time to Switch" represents the minimum leadtime required to convert to a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated type of energy.
"=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 10. Minimum Leadtime Required to Switch to Natural Gas from Various Energy Sources Consumed In
1988, by Census Region
(PhysicalUnits)

Census Region

Type of Energy and |
Minimum Leadtime to Switcha Total United JStates Northeast Midwest South West

From E;ectricity Receipts b (million kilowatthours)
Less than one day ....................................... 5,336 W 1,903 2,553 W

One day through one week ................................. 1,100 W 309 444 W

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 1,908 369 645 693 201
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 29 Q Q 13 Q

Total ................................................ 8,372 765 2,868 3,703 1,037

From Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 4,207 1,280 500 1,723 704

One day through one week ................................. 1,057 432 127 472 26

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 996 454 Q 227 56
Leadtirne not ascertained .................................. 215 90 42 67 15

Total ................................................ 6,475 2,256 928 2,490 801

From Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)
Less than one day ....................................... 24,490 6,765 6,155 8,273 3,296

One day through one week ................................. 8,932 2,239 2,780 1,960 1,954

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 2,799 899 455 942 504
Leadtirne not ascertained .................................. 390 146 20 Q 42
Total ................................................ 36,611 10,049 9,410 11,357 5,795

From Coal and Coke (thousand short tons)
Less than one day ....................................... 8,866 318 3,842 3,080 1,626

One day through one week ................................. 5,064 W 2,558 2,090 W

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 2,763 Q 876 1,303 W
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 155 Q 52 98 0

Total ................................................ 16,847 522 7,328 6,572 2,425

From LPG (million gallons)

Less than one day ....................................... 367 11 135 47 174

One day through one week ................................. 100 13 16 22 49

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 66 10 13 Q 28
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 7 1 1 2 3

Total ................................................ 539 35 165 86 254

a "Time to Switch" represents the minimum leadtime required to convert to a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated type of energy.
b "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt

includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a cenual purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity forwhich the
switching status was not ascertained.

W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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q
Table 11. Minimum Leadtlme Required to Switch to Distillate Fuel OII from Various Energy Sources Consumed I

in 1988, by Census Region
(Physical Units)

Census Region

Type of Energy and
Minimum Leadtime to Switch a Total United

States Northeast Midwest South Wesl

From Electricity Recelpts b (million kilowatthours)

Less than one day ...................................... 902 117 201 353 231

One day through one week ................................ 713 73 225 249 166
More than one week but within 30 days ....................... 1,561 153 480 601 326
Leadtime not ascertained ................................. 51 Q 35 Q "

Total ............................................... 3,228 349 941 1,213 724

From Natural Gas (billion cubic feet)

Less than one day ...................................... 353 50 101 149 53

One day through one week ................................ 278 31 74 136 38

More than one week but within 30 days ....................... 203 23 69 74 38
Leadtime not ascertained ................................ 53 8 14 22 9

Total ............................................... 888 111 258 380 138

From Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)
Less than one day ...................................... 4,254 1,244 856 1,209 945

One day through one week ................................ 4,815 2,204 210 1,201 1,200
More than one week but within 30 days ....................... 6,771 1,969 1,966 1,790 1,046
Leadtime not ascertained ................................. 263 93 23 Q 20

Total ............................................... 16,103 5,510 3,055 4,328 3,210

From Coal and Coke (thousand short tons)
Less than one day ...................................... 2,716 W 1,244 1,092 W

One day through one week ................................ 1,954 W W 1,004 W

More than one week but within 30 days ....................... 3,036 24 618 1,515 879
Leadtime not ascertained ................................. 109 Q W 70 0

Total ............................................... 7,815 567 2,547 3,681 1,021

From LPG (million gallons)
Less than one day ...................................... 61 4 18 4 35

One day through one week ................................ 40 1 22 4 13

More than one week but within 30 days ....................... 36 4 15 8 9
Leadtime not ascertained ................................. 2 " Q 1 *

Total ............................................... 138 9 55 17 56

a "Time to Switch" represents the minimum leadtime required to convert to a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated type of energy
b "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt

includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching statuswas not ascertained.

"=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for _ndividualestablishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 12. Minimum Leadtime Required to Switch to Residual Fuel Oil from Various Energy Sources Consumed
in 1988, by Census Region
(Physical Units)

Census Region

Type of Energy and |
Minimum Leadtime to Switch" Total United

States Northeast Midwest South West

From Electricity Receipts b (million kilowatthours)
Less than one day ....................................... 2,568 614 719 968 267

One day through one week ................................. 1,053 W 544 361 W
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 977 W 548 110 W
Leadtirne not ascertained .................................. 20 Q Q Q Q

Total ................................................ 4,619 763 1,820 1,446 590

From Natural Gas (billion cubic feet)

Less than one day ....................................... 335 68 75 142 50

One day through one week ................................. 200 27 53 82 39
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 214 14 83 96 21
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 37 8 10 16 3

Total ................................................ 786 117 221 336 113

From Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 365 60 Q 137 148

One day through one week ................................. 403 101 W 247 W
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 1,594 556 Q 330 W
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 35 27 2 6 "

Total ................................................ 2,397 744 Q 720 202

From Coal and Coke (thousand short tons)

Less than one day ....................................... 4,501 W 801 2,682 W

One day through one week ................................. 4,480 622 532 2,806 520

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 1,705 W 637 858 W
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 199 Q 46 150 0

Total ................................................ 10,885 1,101 2,016 6,496 1,271

From LPG (million gallons)

Less than one day ....................................... 126 " 46 1 79

One day through one week ................................. 37 0 30 W W
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 17 1 5 W W
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. * 0 0 * *

Total ................................................ 181 1 82 5 93

a "Time to Switch" represents the minimum leadtime required to convert to a primary replacement type of energy _nplace of the indicated type of energy.
0 "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt

includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching status was not ascertauned.

•=Estimate less than0.5 roundedto zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosingdata for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals,
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher leveltotals,
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source:Energy Informatior_Administration.Office of Energy Markets and End Use, EnergyEnd Use Divimon, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

ConsumptionSurvey."
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Table 13. Minimum Leadtime Required to Switch to Coal and Coke from Various Energy Sources Consumed
In 1988, by Census Region
(Physical Units)

Census Region

Type of Energy and I I

Minimum Leadtime Io Switch a Total United
States Northeast Midwesl South West

From Electricity Receipts b (million kilowatthours)
Less than one day ........................................ 530 33 76 W W

One day through one week .................................. 443 W W 219 0
More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 215 Q Q 140 Q
Leadtirne not ascertained ................................... W 0 0 W 0

Total ............................................... 1,198 W 318 701 W

From Natural Gas (billion cubic feet)
Less than one day ........................................ 38 1 14 16 7

One day through one week .................................. 31 Q 10 18 W
More than one week but wilhin 30 days ......................... 35 W 20 9 W
Leadtime nol ascertained ................................... 5 1 2 2 *

Total ................................................. 108 6 46 46 11

From Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)
Less than one day ........................................ 272 Q 68 56 97

One day through one week .................................. Q 0 Q * 0
More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 150 Q Q 90 Q
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... Q Q W 4 0

Total ................................................. 460 99 111 151 100

From Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)
Less than one day ........................................ 1,548 116 90 901 442

One day through one week .................................. 1,400 W W 555 W

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 198 W W 75 0
Leadtirne not ascertained ................................... Q Q 3 1 0
Total ................................................. 3,166 213 928 1,532 493

From LPG (million gallons)

Less than one day ........................................ W 0 W * W

One day through one week .................................. Q * Q 0 0

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... * " * * 0
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... * 0 0 0 *

Total ................................................. 18 * W " W

a "T_meto Switch" represents the minimum leadtime required to convert to a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated type of energy.
b "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt

_ncludes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind+ lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching statuswas not ascertained.

"=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufactur+ng Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table.14. Minimum Leadtlme Required to Switch to LPG from Various Energy Sources Consumed In 1988, by
Census Region
(Physical Units)

Census Region

Minimum Leadtime to Switch a Total United
States Northeast Midwest South West

From Electricity Receipts b (million kilowatthours)

Less than one day ........................................ 371 W W 66 237

One day through one week .................................. 825 W W 192 122
More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 1,144 Q W 375 177
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 15 Q Q 3 0
Total ................................................. 2,355 600 583 636 536

From Natural Ges (billion cubic feet)

Less than one day ........................................ 296 27 94 125 50

One day through one week .................................. 174 14 35 111 13
More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 169 16 54 77 22
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 32 3 8 15 6
Total ................................................. 670 60 192 327 91

From Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ........................................ 450 48 123 114 165

One day through one week .................................. 318 35 W 42 W
More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 1,412 352 Q 472 W
Leadtirne not ascertained ................................... 72 27 Q 27 1

Total ................................................. 2,253 463 Q 656 388

From Residual Fuel OII (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ........................................ 4,973 775 2,663 427 1,108

One day through one week .................................. 4,523 W 2,282 437 W
More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 1,609 W 155 689 W

Leadtime not ascertained ................................... Q 0 0 Q 0
Total ................................................. 11,217 2,675 5,1 O0 1,665 1,776

From noel and Coke (thousand short tons)

Less than one day ........................................ 57 0 W W 0

One day through one week ................................. 233 W W W 0
i More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 567 45 161 362 0

Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 45 Q W 0 0
Total ................................................ 902 53 347 502 0

a "Time to Switch" represents the minimum leadtime required to convert to a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated type of energy.
"Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing estabiishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt

includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching status was not ascertained.

W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Note: Totals may not equal sum of components because of independent rounding.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Fnergy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 15. Relative Standard Errors for Table 1
(Percent)

  0eo, ner, I  c,ua,[  ,o,mum ax,mumConsumption Consumption a Consumption b

Total United States

Electricity Receiptsc (million kilo_'._tthours) ...................... 2 2 2

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet) ............................... 2 3 2

Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 6 8 2

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 3 4 2
Coal and Coke (thousand short tons) ......................... 3 4 3

LPG (million gallons) ...................................... 5 7 3

Northeast Census Region

Electricity Receipts c (million kilowatthours/ ...................... 3 3 3

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet) ............................... 4 6 3
Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 9 1 1 4

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 4 5 4

Coal and Coke (thousand short tons) .......................... 7 8 7

LPG (million gallons) .................................. W 9 6

Midwest Census Region

Electricity Receipts c (million kilowatthours) ...................... 3 3 3

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet) ............................... 2 3 2
Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 10 11 3

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 8 22 4

Coal and Coke (thousand shot1 tons) .......................... 4 5 4

LPG (million gallons) ...................................... W 19 4

South Census Region

Electricity Receipts c (million kilowatthours) ...................... 2 2 2

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet) ............................... 4 5 3

Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand b_.rrels) ........................... 14 18 4

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 4 6 3
Coal and Coke (thousand sho,'l tons) .......................... W 6 4

LPG (million gallons) .................................... 7 8 5

West Census Region

Electricity Receipts c (million kilowatthour_, i ...................... 3 3 3

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet) ............................... 4 6 3
Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 8 10 5

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels) ........................... 7 12 4

Coal and Coke (thousand short tons) ......................... W 10 7

LPG (million gallons) ...................................... 9 12 5

a Minimum consumption represents actual 1988 consumption decreased by the quantity of the designated type of energy that would no longer have been required if
ali ascertained switching from thai type of energy had occurred. The minimum value includes the quantity of 1988 consumption for which switching capability was not
ascertained.

b Maximum consumption represents actual ";988 consumption increased by the quantity of the designated type of energy that would have been required if ali
ascertained switching into that type of energy had occurred. This value assumes that ali indicated substitutions were possible simultaneously and t,,e substitutable
amount consists of the sum of all posstbte sw,tches ;o the designated type of energy. The estimate assumes that 1988 output remained constant.

c "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt
mctudes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantittes purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The, estimat- = include [hose quanbties that were ascertained switch..hie or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching status wa_._ot ascertained.

W=Withheld TP.avoid disclosing data for tndividual establishments. Data are included _nhigher level totals.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 16. Relative Standard Errors for Table 2
(Percent)

Electricity Receipts Alternative Typesof Energya

Selected Characteristics Receiptsb Switchable Switchable Gas Fuel Oil Fuel Oil Coke LPG Otherc

SlC Industry Groups
Codea and Industry

20 Food and Kindred Products ............ 4 22 4 28 30 35 22 Q 30
21 Tobacco Products ................... 8 W W 0 0 0 W 0 0
22 Textile Mill Products ................. 4 34 4 Q 46 0 W 0 0
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 10 Q 10 Q 0 0 0 Q 0
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 8 Q 8 Q Q Q 0 0 Q
25 Furniture and Fixtures ................ 8 40 9 Q 0 Q 41 46 0
26 Paper and Allied Products ............. 3 9 3 12 35 11 20 0 43

2621 Paper Mil's ....................... 3 11 3 13 W W W 0 W
2631 Paperboard Mills ................... 5 12 5 14 28 17 18 0 W

27 Printing and Publishing ............... 7 Q 7 Q Q 0 Q 0 0
28 Chemicals and Allied Products .......... 4 11 4 15 23 13 11 Q 26

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chemic.als, nec ..... 13 W 13 W 0 W 0 0 0
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... 5 14 5 W W W W W 0
2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 7 20 7 26 36 29 29 0 31
28 73 Nitrogenous Fertilizers .............. 7 22 7 W W 0 W 0 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 4 6 4 7 9 g 29 8 16
2911 Petroleum Refining ................. 4 6 4 7 8 9 W W 16

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... 5 28 5 33 48 43 0 45 Q
31 Leather and Leather Products .......... 22 35 26 Q W " 0 Q Q
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products ........ 3 15 3 20 21 33 43 29 30

3241 Cement, Hydraulic ................. 5 W 5 W W 0 0 W 0
33 Primary Metal Industries .............. 3 10 3 10 20 10 Q W "

33 t2 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 4 10 4 10 W 10 0 W 0
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 6 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 5 40 5 Q 44 Q 0 Q "
35 Industrial Machinery and Equipment ...... 5 30 6 40 39 Q Q Q 0
36 Electronic and Other Electric Equipment ... 5 43 5 50 47 Q Q Q W
37 Transportation Equipment ............. 5 15 5 28 18 W 0 39 W
38 Instruments and Related Products ....... 7 32 8 Q Q 37 W Q 0
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industries .......... 8 Q W Q Q Q Q Q 0

Total ............................ 2 5 2 6 10 7 11 12 15

Census Region
Northeast ................................ 3 16 3 23 23 ! 4 49 28 19
Midwest ................................. 3 8 3 9 13 10 25 18 19
South ................................... 2 8 2 9 18. 13 12 28 26
West ................................... 3 17 3 18 25 17 21 14 17
Total .................................. 2 5 2 6 10 7 11 12 15

Value of Shipments e (million dollars)
Under 20 ................................ 3 22 4 29 25 37 36 42 Q
20-49 ................................... 3 17 3 22 24 42 Q 37 30
50-99 ................................... 3 28 3 29 42 14 19 29 40
100-249 ................................ 3 12 3 15 22 16 18 38 32
250-499 ................................. 4 9 4 10 21 11 18 15 16
500 and Over ............................. 3 7 3 8 17 9 12 15 15
Total .................................. 2 5 2 6 10 7 11 12 15

Employment Size e
Under 50 ................................ 6 28 6 35 30 40 41 41 Q
50-99 ................................... 5 25 5 23 45 Q 39 49 Q
100-249 ................................. 3 17 3 22 28 25 44 35 26
250-499 ................................. 2 12 3 14 17 14 15 17 18
500-999 ................................. 3 8 3 10 17 14 19 35 20
1,000 and Over ........................... 3 7 3 9 18 8 13 18 17
Total .................................. 2 5 2 6 10 7 11 12 15

a "Alternative types of energy" consist of those that could have been substituted for electricity receipts during 1988. The quantities are expressed as the percent of
electrictty that couldhave been displaced by the given alternative type of energy.

b '%otat Receipts" represents those quantitiesof electricitygenerated off the manufacturingestablishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt includes
those quantities for which paymentwas made, quantities transferredin, quantitiespurchasedand paid for by a central purchasingentity, and quantitiesfor which
paymen_ was made _nkind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "ElectricityReceipts"has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might have
been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantitiesthat were ascertained switchab!eor not switchable,plus an additional quantityforwhich the
switching status was not ascertained.

c "Other" includes ali other types of energy not already identified that respondents indicated couldhave been consumed in place of electricity.
o See Appendices A and E for descriptionsof the Standard IndustrialClassificationsystem.
e Value of Shipments and Employment Size were suppliedby the Bureau of the Census. See AppendixA.
"=Estimate less than 05 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosingdata for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheid because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Source: Energy Information Admintstrat_on,Office of Energy Marketsand End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 ManufacturingEnergy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 17. Relative Standard Errors for Table 3
(Percent)

Natural Gas Alternative Types of Energya

I I I++1 !+, o+.++i+°u+++oSelected Characteristics i C°nsumedb Switchable Switchable i ReceiptsCI Fuel Oil I Fuel Oil ,1 Coke I LPG I Otherd

SlC Industry Groups
Codee and Industry

20 Food and Kindred Products ............ 3 4 5 27 5 5 14 7 30
21 Tobacco Products ................... 12 15 14 0 19 23 " * 0
22 Textile Mill Products ................. 5 6 9 29 9 9 13 10 21
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 16 20 22 Q 24 32 " 38 0
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 12 16 16 44 33 32 ° 22 48
25 Furniture and Fixtures ................ 8 14 10 " 26 33 " 18 "
26 Paper and Allied Products ............. 3 4 4 10 5 4 8 11 21

2621 Paper Mills ....................... 3 4 5 12 5 4 10 9 *
2631 Paperboard Mills ................... 6 6 8 17 11 7 12 17 27

27 Printing and Publishing ............... 8 14 11 31 20 26 " 18 *
28 Chemicals and Allied Products .......... 6 5 7 17 6 5 14 10 17

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, nec ..... W 13 W 27 15 17 27 18 •
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... W 7 W " g 8 W 18 0
2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 12 10 14 28 10 11 27 16 23
28 73 Nitrogenous Fertilizers .............. 9 13 9 0 14 W 0 " 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 5 5 6 13 8 7 22 6 18
2911 Petroleum Refining ................. 5 6 7 13 10 7 16 6 19

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... 5 6 10 21 7 g 26 12 38
31 Leather and Leather Products .......... 12 17 19 " 25 22 " " "
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products ........ 4 5 6 16 6 8 11 7 22

3241 Cement, Hydraulic ................. 9 11 8 Q 11 9 12 18 20
33 Primary Metal Industries .............. 3 4 4 14 7 7 12 6 W

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 4 6 5 W 8 8 13 11 W
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 6 7 8 0 9 12 0 9 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 6 7 9 19 11 11 22 9 48
35 Industrial Machinery and Equipment ...... 9 7 14 21 8 12 27 10 W
36 Electronic and Other Electric Equipment.,. 5 6 7 25 9 12 35 9 *
37 Transportation Equipment ............. 6 6 9 18 6 13 14 8 °
38 Instruments and Related Products ....... 9 12 13 Q 14 15 0 24 "
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industries .......... 11 14 16 ° 21 17 * 23 "

Total ........................... 2 2 3 6 2 2 5 3 9

Census Region
Northeast ................................ 4 4 6 12 6 5 14 6 21
Midwes: ................................. 2 3 3 14 4 4 7 4 14
South ................................... 4 3 5 9 4 4 8 5 12
West ................................... 4 4 6 15 5 5 12 6 22
Total .................................. 2 2 3 6 2 2 5 3 g

Value of Shipments t (million dollars)
Under 20 ................................ 4 5 6 14 7 9 13 8 2g
20-49 ................................... 3 4 4 13 5 6 11 7 22
50-9g ................................... 3 3 5 18 4 5 11 5 20
100-249 ................................. 4 3 6 19 5 4 11 5 14
250-499 ................................. 3 4 5 16 5 5 t0 8 28
500 and Over ............................ 5 4 7 11 6 5 10 6 14
Total .................................. 2 2 3 6 2 2 5 3 9

Employment Sizet
Under 50 ................................ 7 7 10 21 9 12 29 11 3g
50-99 ................................... 4 6 6 22 8 10 15 10 31
100-249 ................................. 4 4 5 16 4 6 11 6 24
250-499 ................................. 3 3 4 18 5 4 10 5 19
500-999 ................................ 3 3 4 12 4 4 9 5 17
1,000 and Over ........................... 5 4 7 10 5 4 8 7 16
Total .................................. 2 2 3 6 2 2 5 3 9

a "Alternative types of energy" constst of those that could have been substituted for natural gas during 1988. The quantities are expressed as the percent of natural
gas that could have been dtsplaced by the given alternative type of energy.

b The estimates of total consumption include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the switching
status was not ascerta=ned.

c "Etectric=tyRece0pts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt
=nc!udesthose quant_t=esfor which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a cantral purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made =nkind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an addit=onalquantity for whtch the
switching status was not ascertained.

"Other" includes al! other types of energy not already identified that respondents indicated could have been consumed in place of natural gas.
e See Appendices A and E for descr+ptionsof the Standard Industrial Classification system.
+Value of Shfpments and Employment Size were supplied by the Bureau of the Census. See Appendix A.
"=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid d_sclosbngdata for indiwdual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Source: Energy Informat+or_Admintstrat_on, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

C,onsumrnt!_nr_ _Un/__y "
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Table 18. Relative Standard Errors for Table 4
(Percent)

Distillate Fuel (_1 Alternative Types of Energya

Total [ Not Electric,t/ I Natural ] Res,dual] Coaland] ]Selected Characteristics Consumed b Switchable Switchable Receiptsc Gas Fuel Oil Coke LPG Other_

SlC Industry Groups
Codee and industry

20 Food and Kindred Products ............ W 20 13 Q 23 39 Q 31 0
21 Tobacco Products ................... 18 17 26 0 18 ° Q 29 0
22 Textile and Mill Products .............. 18 31 22 Q 32 29 44 26 32
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 22 Q 26 Q Q Q Q Q 0
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 22 46 26 0 Q Q Q Q 50
25 Furniture and Fixtures ................ 33 Q 26 * 43 Q Q Q Q
26 Paper and Allied Products ............. 9 8 1t 28 11 14 27 18 W

2621 Paper Mills ....................... 5 7 6 W 9 15 16 15 W
2631 Paperboard Mills ................... 18 14 21 26 17 22 W 31 0

27 Printing and Publishing ............... 20 26 30 Q 27 32 0 Q Q
28 Chemicals and Allied Products .......... 10 17 11 21 16 46 13 45 15

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, nec ..... W 15 19 0 16 31 W 27 0
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... 17 26 18 W 27 13 0 15 W
2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 10 20 12 25 20 41 W 23 W
2873 Nitrogenous Fertilizers .............. 11 21 14 0 W W 0 0 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 18 29 24 41 25 41 43 42 21
2911 Petroleum Refining ................. 11 9 15 W 11 14 22 10 18

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... 15 20 22 Q 19 46 Q Q *
31 Leather and Leather Products .......... 31 Q 22 Q Q 0 0 Q *
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products ........ 25 20 35 Q 24 23 26 26 *

3241 Cement, Hydraulic ................. 6 17 7 0 23 22 W 21 *
33 Primary Metal Industries .............. 8 2t 8 21 21 Q " Q 21

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 6 15 6 * 15 0 0 14 W
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 8 16 9 W 16 0 0 W 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 14 28 17 Q 30 36 Q 36 Q
35 Industrial Machinery and Equipment ...... 18 22 26 31 23 37 Q 42 *
36 Electronic and Other Electric Equipment . .. 16 21 26 Q 22 35 32 31 Q
37 Transportation Equipment ............. W W 14 28 23 25 21 Q W
38 Instruments and Related Products ....... 28 26 31 * 26 Q 0 Q W
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industries .......... 18 28 24 Q 37 33 Q Q 0

Total ............................ 6 8 9 19 7 20 15 20 22

Census Region
Northeast ................................ 9 10 12 33 10 21 37 20 13
Midwest ................................. 10 26 12 32 21 Q 26 Q 20
South ................................... 14 12 21 34 14 20 27 26 44
West ................................... 8 11 11 Q 12 16 24 15 22
Total .................................. 6 8 9 19 7 20 15 20 22

Value of Shipments f (million dollars)
Under 20 ................................ 12 19 17 28 17 37 31 37 Q
20-49 ................................... 8 14 9 49 16 26 43 25 Q
50-99 ................................... 11 11 13 20 13 19 21 26 20
100-249 ................................. 8 18 9 19 9 43 13 13 18
250-499 ................................. 7 11 8 41 13 16 29 15 19
500 and Over ............................. 6 12 8 20 14 14 22 12 19
Total .................................. 6 8 9 19 7 20 15 20 22

Employment Sizef
Under 50 ................................ 18 27 23 33 24 42 37 50 40
50-99 ................................... 10 20 12 Q 19 23 Q 49 28
100-249 ................................. 7 11 9 42 12 17 19 16 31
250-499 ................................. 9 18 10 Q 21 28 Q 26 43
500-999 ................................. 11 11 12 15 9 43 14 11 17
1,000 and Over ........................... 5 10 6 35 12 18 20 21 20
Total .................................. 6 8 9 19 7 20 15 20 22

a "Alternative types of energy" consist of those that could have been substituted for distillate fuel oil during 1988. The quantities are expressed as the percent of
distillate fuel oil that could have been displaced by the given alternative .'ype of energy.

b The estimates of total consumption include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the switching
status was not ascertained.

c "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt
includes those quantities for whLch payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made =nkind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching status was not ascertained.

"Other" includes ali other types of energy not already tdentified that respondents +nd_catedcould have been consumed in place of distillate fuel oil.
e See Appendices A and E for descriptions of the Standard Industrial Classification system.
f Value of Shipments and Employment Size were supplied by the Bureau of the Census. See Appendix A.
°=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments Data are =ncludedin higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error +sgreater than 50 percent Data are included in higher level totals.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 19. Relative Standard Errors for Table 5
(Percent)

ResidualFuel Oil Altemative Types oi Energy"

Selected Characteristics Consumedb Switchable Switchable Receiptsc Gas Fuel Oil Coke LPG Otherd

SlC Industry Groups
Code* and Industry

20 Food and KindredProducts ............ W 11 W 37 8 29 20 21 Q
21 Tobacco Products ................... 10 12 17 0 13 W W 0 0
22 Textile Mill Products ................. 6 8 12 Q 8 13 17 24 Q
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 33 43 Q 0 Q Q 0 Q 0
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 29 38 43 0 Q 37 0 Q Q
25 Furniture and Fixtures ................ 23 31 34 Q 40 39 0 Q Q
26 Paper and Allied Products ............. 4 4 5 11 5 7 11 22 25

2621 Paper Mills ....................... 5 5 6 W 6 9 15 W W
2631 Paperboard lV_lls................... 7 7 9 19 8 13 18 21 25

27 Printing and Publishing ............... 28 28 0 0 27 46 0 Q 0
28 Chemicals and AlliedProducts .......... 8 6 14 39 6 14 15 25 39

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, nec ..... 10 14 15 0 17 25 W Q 0
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... W 11 W 0 12 .15 W W 0
2869 Indus_al Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 15 15 18 W 17 15 W 30 39
2873 Nitrogenous Fertilizers .............. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 6 7 10 21 7 11 18 8 18
2911 Petroleum Refining ................. 6 7 10 21 7 12 18 8 18

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... W 10 W Q 11 13 36 32 0
31 Leather and Leather Products .......... 31 48 35 0 Q Q Q 0 0
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products ........ 16 16 42 Q 14 17 15 32 Q

3241 Cement, Hydraulic ................. Q Q Q 0 35 28 15 W Q
33 Primary Metal Industries .............. 8 8 11 W 10 16 17 32 W

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 8 8 11 W 10 W W 0 W
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 23 23 0 0 23 23 0 0 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 19 25 29 W 27 44 W Q W
35 Industrial Machinery and Equipment ...... 16 16 32 Q 18 28 0 Q W
36 Elecvonic and Other Electric Equipment... 13 17 22 Q 17 25 39 38 W
37 Transportation Equipment ............. 12 27 10 26 36 21 30 13 W
38 Instrumentsand Related Products ....... 14 14 23 W 15 20 W Q 0
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industries .......... 18 19 Q 0 22 31 Q 39 0

Total ............................ 3 3 4 8 3 6 7 7 13

Census Region
Northeast ................................ 4 5 5 12 6 8 14 13 20
Midwest ................................. 8 6 23 38 7 14 18 11 20
South ................................... 4 4 6 12 4 8 8 12 21
West ................................... 7 8 13 21 6 16 15 9 25
Total .................................. 3 3 4 8 3 6 7 7 13

Value of Shipments f (milliondollars)
Under 20 ................................ 9 13 14 49 14 17 24 29 Q
20-49 ................................... 12 11 24 27 7 20 18 21 35
50-99 ................................... 6 7 9 22 7 13 16 17 30
100-249 ................................. 4 5 7 27 5 6 12 10 22
250-499 ................................. 5 6 7 12 6 9 14 12 16
500 and over ............................. 5 6 7 14 6 11 13 10 23
Total .................................. 3 3 4 8 3 6 7 7 13

Employment Sizef
Under 50 ................................ 16 21 27 0 23 35 0 Q 0
50-9g ................................... 23 17 39 Q 17 19 Q 31 Q
100-249 ................................. 6 8 8 31 7 14 13 11 31
250-499 ................................. 5 6 7 14 6 9 12 13 17
500-999 ................................. 4 5 6 27 5 g 12 13 23
1,000 and Over ........................... 4 5 6 11 6 11 11 14 1g
Total .................................. 3 3 4 8 3 6 7 7 13

a "Alternative types of energy" consist of those that could have been substituted for residual fuel oil during 1988. The quantities are expressed as the percent of
residual fuel oil that could have been displaced by the given alternative type of energy.

b The estimates of total consumption include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the switching
status was not ascertained.

c "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt
includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching status was not ascertained.

u"Other" includes ali other types of energy not already identified that respondentsindicated couldhave been consumed in place of residual fuel oil.
e See AppendicesA and E for descriptionsof the Standard IndustrialClassificationsystem.

Value of Shipments and Employment Size were suppliedby the Bureau of the Census. See AppendixA.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table20. RelativeStandardErrorsfor Table6
(Percent)

Total I I Not Electricity Natural Distillate ResidualSelected Characteristics Consumedb Switchable Switchable Receiptsc Gas Fuel Oil Fuel Oil LPG Otherd

SlC Industry Groups
Codee and Industry

20 Food and Kindred Products ............ W W 14 47 12 14 14 28 48
21 Tobacco Products ................... 14 W W 0 38 W 13 0 0
22 Textile Mill Products ................. 9 11 13 W 14 19 11 25 37
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 44 47 Q Q Q Q Q Q 0
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 42 0 42 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 Furnitureand Fixtures ................ 26 37 22 " 43 42 32 43 38
26 Paper and Allied Products ............. 4 4 5 9 S 7 6 20 11

2621 Paper Mills ....................... 4 5 5 10 6 7 6 W 12
2631 Paperbom'd Mills ................... 7 8 11 W 11 16 9 30 23

27 Pdntingand Publishing ............... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
28 Chemicals and Allied Products .......... 6 8 8 13 11 11 9 35 W

2819 Industrial inorganic Chemicals, nec ..... W W 14 0 22 W W 0 0
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... 11 13 12 0 16 W 16 W 0

2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 15 18 21 W 19 23 0 W 0
2873 N_ogenous Fertilizers .............. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 10 12 16 W 14 12 14 27 W
,._11 Petroleum Refining ................. 10 12 16 W W W 14 W W

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... 14 20 17 0 20 33 W 0 0
31 Lealtler and Lealher Products .......... 50 Q Q 0 Q 0 0 Q Q
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products ........ 6 6 10 W 7 9 10 W 17

3241 Cement, Hydraulic ................. 6 5 g W 6 7 g W 12
33 PnmaryMetal Industries .............. 5 14 6 33 14 30 14 W W

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 6 15 6 W 15 14 14 W W
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 11 22 13 W 21 33 27 0 W

35 IndustrialMachinery and Equipment ...... 14 17 17 Q 18 20 29 41 Q
36 Electronicand O_er Electric Equipment... 16 20 18 0 20 37 34 0 34
37 Transportation Equipment ............. W 12 W W 12 13 16 18 0
38 Instruments and Related Products ....... 39 39 39 W 0 W W 0 0
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industries.......... 38 39 48 0 40 0 44 36 0

Total ............................ 3 3 4 11 4 5 4 14 10

Census Region
Northeast ................................ 7 14 8 23 10 14 16 17 W
Midwest ................................. 4 6 5 46 7 7 9 13 21
South ................................... W W 6 9 5 6 5 22 10
West ................................... W W 10 17 8 17 15 0 W
Total .................................. 3 3 4 11 4 5 4 14 10

Value of Shipmentst (million dollars)
Under 20 ................................ 12 12 18 22 13 22 29 23 W
20-49 ................................... 6 6 9 " 7 9 10 20 16
50-99 ................................... 5 7 6 29 g 8 9 Q 28
100-249 ................................. 4 6 5 14 8 7 6 17 13
250-499 ................................. 6 6 7 26 8 9 7 18 13
500 and Over ............................. 5 8 5 15 9 14 10 27 W
Total .................................. 3 3 4 11 4 5 4 14 10

Employment Size1
Under 50 ................................ 33 Q 46 Q Q Q Q Q 0
50-99 ................................... 17 14 23 0 15 16 21 28 Q
100-249 ................................. 4 5 6 27 6 7 8 24 12
250-499 ................................. 8 6 10 30 8 8 8 15 W
500-999 ................................. 5 8 6 16 11 9 8 15 25
1,000 and Over ........................... 4 5 5 10 6 10 7 24 12
Total .................................. 3 3 4 11 4 5 4 14 10

a "Alternative types of energy" consistof those that could have been substitutedfor coal and coke during 1988. The quantities are expressed as the percent of coal
and coke that could have been displaced by the given alternative type of energy.

b The estimates of total consumption includethosequantitiesthat were ascertainedswitchable or not switchable, plusan additional quantity for which the switching
status was not ascertained.

c "Electricity Receipts"represents thosequantities of electricitygenerated off the manufacturingestablishmentsiteand available at the site for consumption, lt
includes those quantities for which paymentwas made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasingentity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not includeelectricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts"hasnot been adjusted to account for any quantitiesthat might
have been resoldor transferred out. The estimates includethose quantitiesthat were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switchingstatuswas not ascertained.

cl"Other" includes ali other types of energy not already identifiedthat respondents indicated could have been consumed in piace of coal and coke.
e See Appendices A and E for descriptionsof the Standard Industrial Classification system.
f Value of Shipments and Employment Size were supplied by the Bureau of the Census. See Appendix A.
*=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosingdata for individualestablishments. Data are includedin higher level totals.
Q=-Withheldbecause Relative Standard Error Is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Source:Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 ManufacturingEnergy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 21. Relative Standard Errors for Table 7
(Percent)

LPG Alternative Types of Energya

Total Not E'ectr'cWlNaturailD_sti,,ateiRes,duailCoaiandl

Selected Characteristics Consumedb SwitchableSwitchableReceipts°I aasI Fue,a, I Fue,a, ! CokeI Other'
SlC Industry Groups
Codee and Industry

20 Food and Kindred Products ............ W 27 Q * 30 49 * " *
21 Tobacco Products ................... 15 * 16 0 0 0 0 0 *
22 Textile Mill Products ................. 12 13 16 * 14 * 31 0 *
23 Apparel and Other Textile Products ...... 37 Q 43 Q Q * 0 0 *
24 Lumber and Wood Products ........... 16 32 20 ° 42 47 Q 0 Q
25 Furniture and Fixtures ................ 19 39 22 * 44 * * 0 °
26 Paper and Allied Products ............. 8 12 9 33 24 15 " * *

2621 Paper Mills ....................... 7 14 7 * 16 W 0 0 °
2631 Paperboard Mills ................... 8 18 8 * 19 0 ° 0 "

27 Pdnting and Publishing ............... 23 Q 26 ° Q * 0 0 Q
28 Chemicals and Allied Products.......... 11 11 15 " 11 26 17 0 21

2819 Industrial Inorganic Chemicals, nec ..... 15 20 25 * 21 36 " 0 "
2821 Plastics Materials and Resins ......... 13 16 22 * 16 " * 0 *
2869 Industrial Organic Chemicals, nec ...... 14 19 22 * 19 * * 0 *
2873 Nitrogenous Fertilizers .............. * 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0

29 Petroleum and Coal Products .......... 7 7 11 20 8 11 8 26 20
2911 Petroleum Refining ................. 7 7 11 15 8 W 8 W 20

30 Rubber and Misc. Plastics Products ...... W 18 18 ° 24 27 " 0 °
31 Leather and Leather Products .......... 25 * 23 * * * 0 0 *
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products ........ 10 14 15 15 15 18 14 0 43

3241 Cement, Hydraulic ................. " ..... 0 0 *
33 Primary Metal Industries .............. 12 11 20 27 12 24 * * 23

3312 Blast Furnaces and Steel Mills ......... 14 W W 0 W * 0 0 *
3334 Primary Aluminum ................. 8 * 9 0 * * * 0 0

34 Fabricated Metal Products ............. 12 20 14 35 21 46 * * 31
35 Industrial Machinery and Equipment ...... 15 26 20 * 33 39 * 0 Q
36 Electronic and Other Electric Equipment... 31 Q 20 47 Q ....
37 Transportation Equipment ............. 13 12 17 * 12 ....
38 Instrumentsand Related Products ....... Q Q 30 * * Q 0 0 *
39 Misc. Manufacturing Industries .......... 39 33 23 * " * 0 " *

Total ............................ 5 6 7 15 6 9 8 25 15
Census Region

Northeast ................................ W W 10 47 12 12 25 ° 20
Midwest ................................. W W 22 24 8 16 11 W 26
South ................................... 7 12 9 16 13 12 12 * 14
West ................................... 9 10 13 21 11 15 12 W 26
Total .................................. 5 6 7 15 6 9 8 25 15

Value of Shipments t (million dollars)
Under 20 ................................ 15 20 23 44 24 32 Q Q 27
20-49 ................................... 8 17 10 15 20 39 25 0 27
50-99 ................................... 7 10 10 22 12 12 17 * 44
100-249 ................................. 6 9 8 26 10 17 24 * 16
250-499 ................................. 10 11 11 22 12 18 13 " 17
500 and Over ............................. 8 g 12 16 9 12 10 W 22
Total .................................. 5 6 7 15 6 9 8 25 15

Employment Sizef
Under 50 ................................ 23 28 30 Q 32 49 Q Q 44
50-99 ................................... 11 15 15 46 16 26 50 * 39
100-249 ................................. 8 11 9 35 12 16 14 " 38
250-499 ................................. 6 9 10 15 9 14 12 W 18
500-999 ................................. 7 8 12 25 8 12 W * 23
1.(300and Over ........................... 11 15 11 22 15 22 W " 23
Total .................................. 5 6 7 15 6 9 8 25 15

a "Alternative types of energy" consist of those thal could have been substituted for LPG during 1g88. The quantities are expressed as the percent of LPG that could
have been displaced by the given alternative type of energy.

b The estimates of total consumption include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the switching
status was not ascertained.

c "Electricity Receipts"represents those quantitiesof electricitygenerated off the manufacturingestablishmentsiteand availableat the site for consumption, lt
includes those quantities for which paymentwas made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchasedand paudfor by a central purchasingentity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts"hasnot been adjusted to accountfor anyquantitiesthat might
have been resoldor transferred out. The estimatesinclude those quantities that were ascertained switchableor not switchable, plus an additionalquantity forwhich the
switchingstatuswas not ascertained.

d "Other" includesali other types of energy not already identified that respondentsindicated could have been consumed in place of LPG.
o See AppendicesA and E for descriptionsof the Standard IndustrialClassification system.
f Value of Shipmentsand Employment Size were suppliedby the Bureauof the Census. See AppendixA.
•=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withhetdto avoid disclosingdata for individualestablishments. Data are includedin higherlevel totals.
Q=-Withheldbecause Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are incJudedin higherlevel totals.
Source:Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division,Form EIA-846, "1988 ManufacturingEnergy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 22. Relative Standard Errors for Table 8
(Percent)

Quantity Switchable a

Census Region

Type of Energy and Total !1
Minimum Leadtime to Switch b United States Northeast Midwest South West

Electricity Receipts c (million kilowatthours)

Less than one day ....................................... 6 14 9 9 12

One day through one week ................................. 10 14 17 8 38
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 14 40 17 23 44
Leadtlme not ascertained .................................. 26 Q 45 30 36

Total ................................................ 5 16 8 8 17

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet)

Less than one day ....................................... 2 5 4 4 5

One day through one week ................................. 3 7 4 6 6
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 4 7 6 6 9
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 5 10 9 7 12

Total ................................................ 2 4 3 3 4

Distilleta Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 8 11 11 15 12

One day through one week ................................. 14 21 27 28 18
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 21 22 48 32 46
Leadtirne not ascertained .................................. 13 23 27 16 38

Total ................................................ 8 10 26 12 11

Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 3 7 7 5 7
One day through one week ................................. 6 9 13 9 10

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 11 14 14 10 Q
LeadlJrne not ascertained .................................. 27 17 20 Q 42

Total ................................................ 3 5 6 4 8

Coal and Coke (thousand short tons)

Less than one day ....................................... 4 10 7 5 10

One day through one week ................................. 6 28 12 6 20
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 7 33 10 W W
LeadtJrne not ascertained .................................. 14 Q 22 18 0
Totel ................................................ 3 14 6 W W

LPG (million gallons)
Less than one day ....................................... 8 13 9 7 14

One day through one week ................................. 9 W W 19 12

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 15 23 17 Q 20
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 15 25 37 24 27

Total ................................................ 6 W W 12 10

a A specifictype of energy may be switchable if the combustorshad the necessary machinery or equipmentin place so that the substitutioncouldhave been
introducedwithin 30 days, while holding output constant, and without extensivemodificationsto the combustor. See AppendixA for more details. The estimatesof
quantitiesswitchablerepresent the total consumptionduring 1988 that could have been replaced byan alternativefuel within the standard leadtime. These amounts
can also be interpreted as the amount of 1988 consumptionthat couldhave been avoided if ali possibleswitchingwithin the leadtime had taken place.

b "Time to switch"representsthe minimum leadtime required to convertto a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated type of energy.
c "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricitygenerated off the manufacturingestablishmentsiteand available at the site for consumption, lt

includesthose quantities for which payment was made, quantitiestransferredin, quantities purchased and paidfor by a central purchasingentity, and quantities for
which paymentwas made in kind. lt does not includeelectricitygenerated onsite. "ElectricityReceipts" has not been adjustedto accountfor any quantitiesthat might
have been resold or vansferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable,plus an additional quantity for which the
switchingstatuswas not ascertained.

W=Withheldto avoid disclosingdata for individualestablishments. Data are includedin higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division,Form E_,-846, "1988 ManufacturingEnergy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 23. Relat've Standard Errors for Table 9
(Percent)

Census Region

Type of Energy and
Minimum Leadtime to Switcha Total United

States Northeast Midwest South West

From Natural Gas (billion cubic feet)
Less than one day ....................................... 9 21 43 11 17

One day through one week ................................. 14 23 17 21 39
More than one week but wilhin 30 days ........................ 10 19 16 19 28
LeadtJrne not ascertained .................................. 30 Q 33 Q Q

Total ................................................ 6 12 14 9 15

From Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)
Less than one day ....................................... 27 19 29 37 Q

One day through one week ................................. Q Q Q 32 0

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 28 46 Q 41 0
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 49 Q 25 * 0

Total ................................................ 19 33 32 34 Q

From Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 10 W W 14 23

One day through one week ................................. 20 27 Q 33 44
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 27 Q Q 31 0
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 31 35 0 35 0
Tota I ................................................ 8 12 38 12 21

From Coal and Coke (thousand short tons)

Less than one day ....................................... 13 34 Q W W

One day through one week ................................. 11 20 26 W W
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 29 38 38 Q 0
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 0 0 0 0 0

Total ................................................ 11 23 46 9 17

From LPG (million gallons)
Less than one day ....................................... 15 " W W W

One day through one week ................................. Q * Q * W

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 27 Q 24 W 30
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 45 " Q * *
Tote I ................................................ 15 47 24 16 21

a "Time to Switch" represents the minimum leadtime required to convert to a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated type of energy.
"=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 24. Relative Standard Errors for Table 10

(Percent)

Census Region

Type of Energy and 1 _

Minimum Leadtime to Switcha Total United
Stales Northeast Midwest South West

From Electricity Receipts b (million kilowalthours)

Less than one day ...................................... 6 W 10 10 W
One day through one week ................................ 15 W 28 8 W

More than one week but within 30 days ....................... 16 44 19 31 46
Leadlirne not ascertained ................................. 42 Q Q 34 Q

Total ............................................... 6 23 9 9 18

From Distillate Fuel OII (thousand barrels)
Less than one day ...................................... 8 13 13 17 14

One day through one week ................................ 17 23 30 31 27

More than one week but within 30 days ....................... 24 24 Q 46 23
Leadtime nol ascertained ................................. 13 22 29 17 39

Total ............................................... 7 10 21 14 12

From Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)
Less than one day ...................................... 4 7 8 5 7

One day through one week ................................ 7 10 16 11 12

More than one week but within 30 days ....................... 8 15 16 11 25
LeadUme not ascertained ................................. 26 17 18 Q 16

Total ............................................... 3 6 7 4 6

From Coal and Coke (thousand short Ions)
Less than one day ..................................... 5 11 8 6 11

One day through one week ................................ 8 W 13 8 W

More than one week but within 30 days ....................... 8 Q 11 14 W
Leadlime not ascertained ................................. 13 Q 20 17 0

To_l ............................................... 4 10 7 5 8

From LPG (million gallons)
Less than one day ...................................... 8 16 9 7 15

One day through one week ................................ 10 17 34 21 13

More than one week but within 30 days ....................... 19 28 24 Q 26
Leadlime not ascertained ................................. 16 22 30 29 27
Total ............................................... 6 12 8 13 11

a "Time to Switch"representsthe minimumleadtime required to convertto a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated typeof energy.
b "Electricity Receipts" representsthose quantitiesof electricitygenerated off the manufacturingestablishmentsite and available at the site for consumption. II

includesthose quantities forwhich payment was made, quantitiestransferredin, quantitiespurchased and paidfor by a central purchasingentity, and quantitiesfor
which paymentwas made in kind. lt does not includeelectricitygenerated onsite. "ElectricityReceipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or _ansferred out. The estimates includethose quantitiesthat were ascertained switchableor not switchable, plus an additionalquantity for which the
switchingstatuswas not ascertained.

W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are includedin higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division,Form EIA-846, "1988 ManufacturingEnergy

Consumption Survey."
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Table 25. Relative Standard Errors for Table 11
(Percent)

Census Region

Type of Energy and J J

Minimum Leadtime to Switcha Total United
States Northeast Midwest South West

From Electricity Receipts b (million kilowatthours)

Less than one day ........................................ 13 46 13 24 17
One day through one week .................................. 15 15 33 16 39

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 18 39 20 33 50
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 38 Q 48 Q *

Total ................................................. 10 23 13 18 25

From Natural Ges (billion cubic feet)
Less than one day ........................................ 3 9 5 5 8

One day through one week .................................. 5 10 6 8 8

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 4 8 7 7 11
Leadtirne not ascertained ................................... 6 14 11 10 16

Total ................................................. 2 6 4 4 5

From Residual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)
Less than one day ........................................ 9 17 15 18 16

One day through one week .................................. 8 13 30 11 15
More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 10 13 20 11 44
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 39 34 28 Q 27

Total ................................................. 6 8 14 8 16

From Coal end Coke (thousand short tons)

Less than one day ........................................ 5 W 8 9 W

One day through one week .................................. 8 W W 12 W
More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 9 18 21 11 19
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 20 Q W 28 0
Total ................................................. 5 14 7 6 17

From LPG (million gallons)
Less than one day ........................................ 15 19 29 16 22

One day through one week .................................. 18 41 28 34 23

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 9 18 17 15 17
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 32 * Q 38 *

Total ................................................. 9 12 16 12 15

a "Time to Switch" represents the minimum leadtime required to convert to a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated type of energy.
b "Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt

includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not include electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities that were ascertained switchable or not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switchingstatuswas not ascertained.

•=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosingdata for individualestablishments. Data are included in higherlevel totals.
Q=Withheldbecause Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higherlevel totals.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division,Form EIA-846, "1988 ManufacturingEnergy

ConsumptionSurvey."
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Table 26. RelaUve Standard Errors for Table 12
(Percent)

Type of Energy and I I CensusjRegi°n
Minimum Leadtime to Switcha Total United

States Northeast Midwest South West

From Electricity Receipts b (million kilowatthours)

Less than one day ........................................ 9 15 16 19 11

One day through one week .................................. 9 W 15 10 W
More than one week but witt)in 30 days ......................... 16 W 19 26 W
Leadtime not ascertaine<'; ................................... 50 Q Q Q Q

Total ................................................. 7 14 10 13 17

From Natural Ges (billion cubic feet)

Less than one day ........................................ 3 7 5 5 6

One day through one week .................................. 4 9 6 7 9

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 5 13 8 8 12
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 7 15 13 12 18

Total ................................................. 2 5 4 4 5

From Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)
Less than one day ........................................ 15 32 Q 28 20

One day through one week .................................. 30 26 W 47 W

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 29 28 Q 24 W
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 31 40 42 32 *

Total ................................................. 20 21 Q 20 16

From Coal and Coke (thousand short tons)
Less than one day ........................................ 6 W 13 7 W

One day through one week .................................. 7 27 13 7 29

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 10 W 20 11 W
Leadtime not ascertained ................................... 14 Q 21 16 0
Tote I ................................................. 4 16 9 5 15

From LPG (million gallons)
Less than one day ........................................ 10 " 13 18 13

One day through one week .................................. 16 0 19 W W

More than one week but within 30 days ......................... 15 28 23 W W
Leadtirne not ascertained ................................... ° 0 0 " "

Total ................................................. 8 25 11 12 12

a "Time to Switch"represents the minimumleadtime required to cenvert to a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicatedtype of energy.
b "ElectricityReceipts"represents those quantitiesof electricitygenerated off the manufacturingestablishmentsiteand available at the site forconsumption, lt

includesthosequantities for which paymentwas made, quantitiestransferredin, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasingentity, and quantities for
which paymentwas made in kind. ltdoes not includeelectricitygenerated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjustedto account for any quantitiesthat might
have been resold or trans,_erredout. The estimatesinclude those quantities that were ascertainedswitchableor not switchable, plusan additionalquantity for which the
switchingstatuswas not ascertained.

•=Estimate less than 0.5 roundedto zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosingdata for individualestablishments. Data are included inhigher level totals.
Q=Withhald because Relative StandardError is greater than 50 percent. Data are includedin higher level totals.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 ManufacturingEnergy

ConsumptionSurvey."
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Table 27. Relative Standard Errors for Table 13
(Percent)

Census Region

Type of Energy and 1 !

Minimum Leadlime to Swllcha Total United
Slates Northeast Midwest South West

From Electricity Receipts b (million kilowatthours)

Less than one day ....................................... 10 25 19 W W

One day through one week ................................. 18 W W 12 0
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 36 Q Q 45 Q
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. W 0 0 W 0

Total ................................................ 11 W 25 12 W

From Natural Gas (billion cubic feet)
Lass than one day ....................................... 6 17 8 9 16

One day through one week ................................. 10 Q 13 15 W

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 9 W !4 12 W
Leadtirne not ascertained .................................. 18 27 19 36 °

Total ............................................... 5 14 7 8 12

From Distillate Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 16 Q 26 22 25

One day through one week ................................. Q 0 Q " 0
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 32 Q Q 43 Q
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. Q Q W 26 0

Total ................................................ 15 37 26 27 24

From Reeidual Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 8 19 17 11 16

One day through one week ................................. 13 W W 13 W

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 16 W W 37 0
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. Q Q 47 48 0

Total ................................................ 7 14 18 8 15

From LPG (million gallons)

Less than one day ....................................... W 0 W " W

One day through one week ................................. Q " Q 0 0

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ * * * " 0
Leadlime not ascertained .................................. • 0 0 0 "
Total ................................................ 25 * W " W

a "Time to Switch" represents the minimum leadtime required to oonvertto a primary replacementtype of energy in piace of the indicated type of energy.
b "ElectricityReceipts" representsthose quantitiesof electricitygenerated off the manufactudngestablishmentsite and available at the site forconsumption, lt

includesthose quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferredin, quantitiespurchased and paid for by a central purchasingentity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not includeelectricity generated onsite. "ElectricityReceipts"has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimatesinclude those quantitiesthat were ascertained switchableor not switchable,plus an additionalquantity for which the
switchingstatus was not ascertained.

•=Estimate less than 0.5 rounded to zero.
W=Withheld to avoid disclosingdata for individualestablishments. Data are included inhigher level totals.
Q=Withheldbecause Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are includedin higher level totals.
Source:Energy InformationAdministration,Office of Energy Markets and End Use, EnergyEnd Use Division,Form EIA-846, "1988 ManufacturingEnergy

ConsumptionSurvey."
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Table 28. Relative Standard Errors for Table 14
(Percent)

Census Region

Type of Energy and ]
Minimum Leadtime to Switcha Total United JStates Northeasl Midwest South Wesl

From Electricity Receipts b (million kilowatthours)

Less than one day ....................................... 10 W W 16 14

One day through one week ................................. 11 W W 13 16
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 23 Q W 46 34
Leadlime not ascertained .................................. 47 Q Q 40 0

Total ................................................ 12 28 18 28 14

From Natural Gas (billion cubic feet)
Less than one day ....................................... 4 10 5 7 8

One day through one week ................................. 7 13 8 9 11

More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 5 12 8 7 11
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 7 19 14 12 13

Total ................................................ 3 6 4 5 6

From Dietillete Fuel 011 (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 14 18 21 23 29

One day through one week ................................ 16 30 W 30 W
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 31 26 Q 35 W
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 27 45 Q 39 50

Total ................................................ 20 20 Q 26 15

From Reslo_Jel Fuel Oil (thousand barrels)

Less than one day ....................................... 9 19 14 21 13

One day through one week ................................. 12 W 19 19 W
More than one week bu! within 30 days ........................ 10 W 18 17 W
Leadlime ngl ascertained .................................. Q 0 0 Q 0

Total ............................................... 7 13 11 12 9

From Coal end Coke (thousand shod tons)
Less than one day ....................................... 18 0 W W 0

One day through one week ................................. 20 W W W 0
More than one week but within 30 days ........................ 20 17 16 30 0
Leadtime not ascertained .................................. 22 Q W 0 0

Total ................................................ 14 17 13 22 0

a "Time to Switch" represents the minimum teadtime required to convert to a primary replacement type of energy in place of the indicated type of energy.
D"Electricity Receipts" represents those quantities of electricity generated off the manufacturing establishment site and available at the site for consumption, lt

includes those quantities for which payment was made, quantities transferred in, quantities purchased and paid for by a central purchasing entity, and quantities for
which payment was made in kind. lt does not ir.clude electricity generated onsite. "Electricity Receipts" has not been adjusted to account for any quantities that might
have been resold or transferred out. The estimates include those quantities thatwere ascertained switchable o, not switchable, plus an additional quantity for which the
switching status was not ascertained.

W=Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual establishments. Data are included in higher level totals.
Q=Withheld because Relative Standard Error is greater than 50 percent. Data are included in higher level totals.
Source: Energy Information Administration, Office of Energy Markets and End Use, Energy End Use Division, Form EIA-846, "1988 Manufacturing Energy

Consumption Survey."
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Appendix A

Survey Design, Implementation, and Estimates

Introduction

The 1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey (MECS) has been designed by the Energy Information
Administration (EIA) to provide information related to energy consumption in the manufacturing sector. It
is the second such survey to be completed. The first survey collected data covering the year 1985. The MECS
is an ongoing survey that is conducted every 3 years.

There were a few methodological and statistical refinements in the 1988 MECS. Most importantly, the 1988
data represent the entire manufacturing sector. This coverage is more complete than that of the 1985 MECS,
which did not represent the smallest manufacturing establishments. Also, the 1988 MECS collected both
consumption-related and fuel-switching data on the same data collection form. These were two separate
collections on the 1985 MECS. Fuel switching refers to the capability of manufacturers to substitute
alternative fuels for those actually consumed in 1988. The fuel-switching data are presented in this
publication. The consumption-related estimates were presented in an earlier report, z9 Finally, the 1988
MECS sample was supplemented to account for new establishments (since the time of the 1985 survey), and
to improve coverage of establishments that self-generated electricity.

The basic unit of data collection for this survey was the manufacturing establishment. A nationally
representative sample of these establishments supplied the information through mailed questionnaires. The
Industry Division of the Bureau of the Census selected the MECS sample according to EIA design
specifications; conducted the fieldwork; and handled data processing, again with EIA input.

This appendix presents a summary of the design and implementation procedures for the survey and describes
the types of estimates included in this report. Further details relating to the background of the survey, forms
design, sample design, and estimation procedures can be found in the appendices to the consumption report.
This appendix also presents a brief overview of these topics and describes the changes made for the 1988
survey.

Concept of Fuel-Switching Capability

EIA continues to employ the concept of fuel-switching that was developed prior to the 1985 survey. After
extensive consultation with potential data users and data providers for the 1985 survey, EIA developed a
tightly-specified concept of fuel-switching capability based on the following set of principles:

1. Switching data would cover consumption of energy for heat, power, and onsite electricity generation
only. Switching of energy consumed as feedstock or raw material inputs would not be considered.

2. Switching data would focus on capability (what could be done) rather than actual performance (what
was, or is being done) or future possibilities (what might be possible).

3. Switching capability would be collected for a closed historical reference period, rather than the present,
or some future reference period.

ZgEnergy Information Administration, Manufacturing Ener_ Consumption Survey: Consumption of Ener_ 1988, DOE/EIA-
0512(88) (Washington, DC, 1991).

1
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4. Switching capability would be collected for the one-year reference period used for MECS consumption
data, to tie in with the consumption data and avoid seasonal bias.

5. The survey would measure short-term response capability; that is, actions that could have taken place
within 30 days of a decision to switch.

6. Switching capability would reflect the total flexibility provided by an establishment's equipment
configuration. Both multiple-fired equipment and redundant or backup equipment could contribute
to capability.

7. The survey would measure in-place capability; that is, capability provided by equipment that was
already installed, or was available at the establishment for installation during the reference period.
Major modifications to the design capabilities of equipment and major capital expenditures were not
to be considered in assessing capability.

8. Switching capability would be valid only if, following the switch from one type of energy to another,
the establishment would have been able to maintain its actual production schedule during the reference
period.

9. Switching capability provided by an establishment's equipment configuration could be limited or
negated by legal or practical constraints such as binding supply contracts, interruptible service,
environmental regulations, or unavailability of supply or delivery systems for a potential alternative.

10. Economic considerations were not to be considered a practical constraint in evaluating switching
capability. The survey was designed to measure potential response to changes in economics or supply
patterns.

The MECS obtained fuel-switching data by asking respondents to determine the amounts of 1988 energy
consumption of six major types of energy that could have been switched to one or more alternatives in
accordance with the previously listed principles. The six types of energy were purchased electricity, natural
gas, distillate oil, residual oil, coal and coke combined, and LPG. (For the 1985 survey, LPG was not one of
the major energy sources for which fuel-switching data were required.) Respondents were directed to provide
the quantities of switchable consumption by subtracting the quantities that were not switchable from the
quantities that were actually consumed during 1988. Such an approach is clear and saves burden on the
respondent because it permits subtracting those quantities known to be nonswitchable because of any one of
the various conditions discussed above, rather than adding up those quantities for which ali aspects of the
concept are satisfied. Once the total switchable quantities had been determined, the remaining task was to
determine how much of each switchable quantity could have been replaced by specific alternatives.

Description of the Manufacturing Sector

The manufacturing sector consists of ali manufacturing establishments in the 50 States and the District of
Columbia. The working definition of an establishment is the definition stated in the Office of Management
and Budget's Standard Industrial Classification (SLC) Manual.

... an establishment is an economic unit, generally at a single physical location, where business
is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed...

Where distinct and separate economic activities are performed at a single physical location
(such as construction activities operated out of the same physical location as a lumber yard),
each activity should be treated as a separate establishment where: (1) no one industry
description in the classification includes such combined activities; (2) the employment in each
such ec_nc_mic activity is significant: and (3) separate reports can be prepared on the number

=
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of employees, their wages and salaries, sales or receipts, and other types of establishment
data. 3°

In a later section, the SIC Manual describes the the types of operations engaged in by manufacturing
establishments.

[Manufacturing establishments are] ... engaged in the mechanical or chemical transformation
of materials or substances into new products. These establishments are usually described as
plants, factories, or mills and characteristically use power driven machines and materials
handling equipment. Establishments engaged in assembling component parts of manufactured
products are also considered manufacturing if the new product is neither a structure nor other
f'txed improvement. Also included is the blending of materials such as lubricating oil, plastics,
resins, or liquors? _

The SIC Manual contains a hierarchial classification system that groups establishments according to their
primary economic activities. This system divides the manufacturing sector into 20 major industrial groups that
are relatively homogeneous with respect to primary output. Each of these major industrial groups is assigned
a two-digit code. The two-digit codes for the manufacturing sector range from SIC 20, Food and Kindred
Products, through SIC 39, Miscellaneous Manufacturing Industries. Each major group is subdivided into
three-digit groups which are further divided into four-digit industries. For example, SIC 20 includes SIC 201,
Meat Products, which, in turn, is subdivided into SlC 2011, Meat Packing Plants; SIC 2012, Sausages and
Other Prepared Meat Products; SIC 2016, Poultry Dressing Plants; and SlC 2017, Poultry and Egg Processing.

The SIC category is the single most important classification variable in the MECS data system, both for
selecting the MECS sample and for analyzing the MECS data. The categories of primary interest for both the
1985 and 1988 MECS are the 20 major industrial groups (SICs 20 through 39) and the 10 most energy-con-
sumptive four-digit industries within these industry groups. A description of these 20 major industrial groups
and 10 industries appears in Appendix E.

The 1988 MECS uses the SIC classification scheme presented in the 1987 edition of the manual. The 1985
MECS was based on the 1972 through 1977 SIC Manual. For the most part, the revisions were minor and
had a negligible effect on the MECS estimates. However, there was one relatively significant revision in the
way certain petrochemical plants were classified for the 1988 MECS as opposed to the 1985 MECS. If the
primary product of a petrochemical plant in 1985 was a liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), e.g., ethane, propane,
it was classified in SlC 2911, Petroleum Refining, regardless of how the LPG was produced. For the 1988
MECS, the establishment was classified in SIC 2911 only if the LPG was produced by a refinery process. If
the LPG was produced by a chemical process, the establishment was classified in organic chemicals (SIC 2865
or 2869). Thus, when comparing the estimates for SIC's 2911, 2865, and 2869 between 1985 and 1988, the
reader is cautioned to take the classification differences into account. A comparability study is currently being
conducted to assess the effects of the changeover to the new edition. Results will be available in the fall of
1991.

The Sampling Frame and
Its Relationship to the Manufacturing Sector

The 1988 MECS has expanded coverage over the 1985 MECS. The 1988 MECS estimates are for the entire
manufacturing sector. The 1985 estimates excluded the smallest establishments from coverage. Therefore,
caution must be exercised by readers who wish to compare 1985 with 1988 estimates. EIA estimates that the
smallest establishments represent 2 to 3 percent of overall 1988 energy consumption. The percentage varies
by industry group. In certain SIC's with many small establishments, such as Apparel (SIC 23) and Leather

3°Office of Management and Budget, Standard Industrial Classification Manual, 1987 (Washington, I)C, 1987), p. 12.

3lr_c._,. ,-,¢_A..,,-_g,_m,_,_, .,na r_,_rlg,_, _'ro.,4nrz/ l,d,_trial t"l,'z_'i/_cation Manual. 1987. o. 67.
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(SIC 31), the percentage difference is much larger. In SIC's dominated by large establishments, such as
Chemicals (SlC 28) and Pulp and Paper (SlC 26), the coverage difference is negligible.

The 1988 MECS collected both consumption-related and fuel-switching data on the same questionnaire. Thus,
no establishments were excluded beforehand from responding to the fuel-switching portion of the
questionnaire as was the case in 1985.3z

As mentioned in the Introduction to this appendix, the Bureau of the Census serves as the collecting and
compiling agent for the MECS. A major responsibility of the Industry Division of the Census Bureau is to
conduct the Census of Manufactures (CM) and the Annual Survey of Manufactures (ASM). The CM is
conducted for years ending in "2" or "7" (for example, 1982), and obtains economic data for the complete
universe of approximately 350,000 manufacturing establishments in the United States. For the purpose of data
collection, the CM universe is divided into two major subsets as follows:

1. Small Single-Establishment Companies Not Sent a Report Form. These companies are excused from
filing a CM report. Generally, those with less than 5 employees are excused while ali with more than
20 are mailed report forms. Those with 5 through 20 employees are excused or sent a report form
based on the magnitude of their annual payroll and shipments data. Approximately 125,000
establishments are excused due to this criterion.

2. Establishments Sent a Report Form. The remaining manufacturing establishments in the universe are
sent a report form.

The ASM is conducted during non-CM years to provide estimates of economic characteristics for the universe
of manufacturing establishments. As with the CM, the ASM contains two components. The mail portion is
a probability sample of manufacturing establishments selected from the list of establishments that are sent the
CM report form (see above). Those establishments are weighted so that they represent the mail portion of
the CM universe. The second component of the ASM is the nonmail portion of the CM. These small
establishments are not sent an ASM questionnaire, but their contribution to economic statistics is estimated
based on selected information obtained annually from other Federal agencies.

The approach to building a sampling frame for the 1988 MECS was to update the 1985 MECS frame for
changes in the population since that time. This was accomplished by the following means:

[] The 1987 Census of Manufactures (CM) mail file list was separated into two groups according to
whether an establishment was in operation before 1984. 33

[] The establishments in operation before 1984 were represented by 1985 MECS sample establishments
that were still in operation when the MECS was mailed in 1989. This was done by retaining 1985
MECS sample establishments that were matched to the 1987 CM list. This group of establishments,
called the holdover sample, retained the sampling weights based on their probabilities of selection for
the 1985 MECS. (See "The Estimation Process" in this appendix.)

[] A supplemental sample was drawn directly from those establishments on the 1987 CM list that came
into existence after 1984. Together with the holdover sample, this supplement updated the sample to
represent the 1987 CM mail file.

32For the 1985 MECS fuel-switching supplemental questionnaire, MECS respondents to the consumption questionnaire were

excluded if (a) they did not return their consumption report in time for the fuel-switching questionnaire, and (b) they reported only

consumption of electricity. See Energy Information Administration, Manufacturing Ener D, Con.rumption Survey: Fuel Switchbll¢ 1985,

DOE/EIA-0515(85) (Washington, DC, 1988).
33The year 1984 was used as a cutoff because establishments that began operation during that year were omitted from the 1985

ME('S sample.
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= The MECS sample results were then further modified to represent the entire manufacturing population
(including tile nonmail file of the CM) by an adjuslmcnt to the sampling weights. (See "The
Estimation Process" section in this appendix.)

Sample Design

In order to maximize EIA's ability to estimate cha_gcs in consumption from 1985 to 1988, the 1988 MECS
sample consisted of two major components. The first, comprising approximately 10,600 establishments, is a
"holdover" component that included establishments in the 1985 MECS sample that were still in operation
when the MECS was mailed on June 15, 1989.

For the 1985 survey, the overall desired size of the MECS sample was set at 12,000 establishments based upon
available resources and preliminary estimates of expected and desired sampling error. The desired sample size
was allocated among 30 industry-based strata consisting of the 10 most energy-consumptive four-digit SIC
industries and the remaining portions of the 20 two-digit SIC industry groups. Due to random variability in
the sample selection process, the actual sample contained 12,065 establishments. For the 10 most
energy-consumptive industries, ali the establishments in the 1984 ASM sample were included in the 1985
MECS sample with certainty. The remaining establishments were sampled from ASM sample cases in the 20
two-digit groups in a pattern designed to keep sampling errors within pre-established bounds for estimates of
total consumption and consumption of four major types of energy: electricity, natural gas, residual oil, and
coal. The procedure for subselecting ASM sample establishments into the MECS sample was such that their
overall probabilities of selection for the MECS were proportional to an estimated energy measure of size. The
overall probabilities for selection of the MECS sample establishments ranged from 0.002 to 1.000.

The selection of the MECS sample for 1985 was, therefore, a two-stage process, with the first stage being the
selection of the ASM mail sample, and the second being the subselection of the MECS sample from the ASM
sample. Thus, a MECS sample establishment was selected conditional upon its having been selected into the
ASM mail sample, which means that its probability of selection from the ASM sample was a conditional
probability. Therefore, the overall probability of selection into the 1985 MECS sample was represented by
the product of this conditional probability and its ASM selection probability. The 1985 probability of selection
was carried over as the basis for sampling weights attached to holdover establishments in the 1988 sample.

The second component of the 1988 MECS consisted of two supplemental samples. The first, comprising about
1,500 establishments, represented that part of the 1987 CM mail file not covered by the hold-over sample.
Establishments beginning operation after 1984 were selected into the 1988 MECS using an energy measure
of size that estimated 1987 purchased fuel consumption. The probabilities for selection into the MECS sample
are proportional to an energy measure of size computed similarly to the 1984 measure. The measure of size
is the ratio of average 1985 total Btu per cost of fuels within an establishment's sampling stratum and region,
multiplied by the establishment's 1987 CM value for cost of fuels. If the new establishment was: (a) large
enough to be mailed an ASM form in any year after 1984; and (b) was also classified in one the 10 four-digit
industries previously found to be the most energy-consumptive, it entered the MECS with certainty.
Otherwise, its entry would be as a result of the same random selection process used for the original selection
of the 1985 MECS sample.

The second supplement comprised ali establishments not otherwise selected for the 1988 MECS that reported
onsite electricity generation of over 10,000 kwh on the 1987 CM. The purpose of this supplement was to
produce the best possible estimates of onsite electricity generation and associated measures. The generation
supplemental sample added approximately 300 establishments to the total MECS sample. (Because the fuel-
switching data collection only dealt with electricity receipts, the electricity generator supplemental sample was
not relevant to the data presented in this publication.)

The 1988 MECS sample thus consisted of approximately 12,400 establishments; the 10,600 establishments in
the holdover sample, plus the 1,80/3establishments in the two supplemental samples. Of the initial sample,
approximately 2(X)were dctermined to be out of business or out of scope based on updating procedures used
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by the Bureau of the Census. Thus, a final sample of 12,200 establishments were mailed a questionnaire. Of
these, usable responses were received from 10,650 or 87 percent of those establishments. However, those
respondents represented 96 percent of the total unweighted value of shipments and receipts of the final
sample.

Fieldwork, Editing, and Quality Control

The 1988 MECS used customized questionnaires (see Appendix D) for specific industries, with similar energy
consumption characteristics. The three questionnaires were:

m Form EIA-846(A). This questionnaire was sent to the majority of the sample and was used to collect
the basic consumption, expenditure, and fuel-switching information.

• Form EIA-846(B). This questionnaire was sent exclusively to establishments in the petroleum refining
industry (SIC 2911). The design of the questionnaire took advantage of the fact that other EIA surveys
collect certain consumption and expenditure data from the refinery population. Thus, the EIA-846(B)
did not require respondents to report on particular data items. The questionnaire also was used to
collect data on nonfuel use and shipments of energy sources from adjoining petrochemical plants.

• Form EIA-846(C). This questionnaire was sent to establishments in the blast furnaces and steel mills
industry (SIC 3312), producers of chemicals and allied products (SIC 28), and producers of petroleum
and coal products other than petroleum refiners (SIC 29 excluding SIC 2911). It is identical to the
EIA-846(A) except that the questionnnaire was used to collect additional information on shipments
of energy sources produced onsite.

The questionnaires were mailed to the inscope MECS sample establishments on June 15, 1989. Returned
questionnaires were subjected to initial screening procedures for completeness. Forms that were incomplete
or that contained responses with obvious inconsistencies were set aside for review by industry specialists. Valid
returned questionnaires were forwarded directly to check-in and then to data entry.

All forms that failed the initial screening procedures were carefully reviewed by industry specialists from the
Census Bureau and EIA. The specialists obtained missing data and verified questionable items by telephone
contact with the individual who completed the questionnaire. Once the forms were completed and verified,
they were forwarded to check-in and to data entry.

The resulting MECS data file was then subjected to a series of computer edits. These edits included
consistency checks against data items from other parts of the MECS and the 1988 ASM, as well as checks for
outliers in the distribution of individual variables. Records with failed edits were reviewed and followed up
by industry specialists.

Development of the Data File

The estimates in this report were developed from a data file consisting of directly reported values and of more
complex measures derived from a combination of directly-reported values. The data relevant to the fuel-
switching tables are for the most part aggregates of directly-reported values. The one exception is Table 8,
which summarizes minimum leadtime necessary to switch from various fuels. These data were formed by an
iterative process described in the section titled "Survey Estimates'.

Reported values for fuel consumption and fuel switching consist of responses to the 1988 MECS questionnaire.
The responses to the questionnaire for each responding establishment were supplemented by the following
economic data:

• Value of shipments and receipts

t-,- .r._; " ......................... ., .... .._o E, ;V !nfor.'n...-.*.!onAd.m..!n!s*'"*lnn/M-mJfac'turino Fuel Swltchlna Capability. 1988



• Value added by manufacturing

• Total employment.

These economic data were not collected by the 1988 MECS, but were provided by the Census Bureau by
linking the 1988 ASM economic data and MECS energy data at the establishment level.

Estimation Process

Estimates in this report represent the entire population of manufacturers in the CM universe that were
covered in the 1988 ASM. Full representation is accomplished by weighting the data from the establishment
records in the consumption data file. Weighting is the process of multiplying the reported or derived values
by a case-specific constant designed to inflate the data from each sample case to that portion of the population
which it represents. The basic component in the MECS weights is the sampling weight. The sampling weight
for a MECS sample case is the reciprocal of its overall probability of selection, first into the ASM and
subsequently into the MECS.

The second component of the MECS weights is an adjustment for nonresponse. Adjustment factors to account
for nonresponse were calculated by using the known energy measures of size of the respondents and the total
sample. Because a MECS respondent is selected with probability proportional to its energy measure of size,
that measure of size can be viewed as a measure of an establishment's estimated contribution to energy

consumption in 1987. A separate adjustment factor was computed for each of the 30 sampling strata 34and
took the form:

sa_,u

MOSsj
J (1)

E uos,,,
t

where MOS,.j is the measure of size for MECS sample establishment j in stratum s, and MOS,._ is the measure
of size for MECS respondent i in stratum s. The sampling weight for each MECS respondent was multiplied
by the adjustment factor the stratum to produce a nonresponse-adjusted weight.

The last adjustment to the weights took advantage of the fact that a recent enumeration of the population,
the 1987 CM, was performed prior to the compilation of the MECS data. lt is difficult to maintain the
accuracy and currency of a sample over a number of years even employing the established updating methods
used by the Census Bureau. Time restrictions and the desire to have a longitudinal component in the MECS
precluded drawing a completely new sample. Therefore, the MECS sample data were further adjusted by using
known CM totals.

The adjustment that was used is different from the one that is routinely employed for ASM data. In the ASM
case, cell totals have high correlations from year to year as a result of including many of the same
establishments for each ASM within a CM cycle. By taking advantage of those correlations, cell totals can be
made more reliable. The adjustment the Census Bureau chose maximizes those benefits, asIn that adjustment,
CM data are substituted into the ASM sample establishments and a difference between that estimate and the
actual Census total for any particular variable is computed. That difference is then added to the ASM data
for the current year. The adjustment is shown in Equation (2):

34For the 1985 MECS, there was a separate adjustment for employment size category as well as for sampling stratum. That added

separation proved not to be worthwhile.
35For a more detailed discussion, see U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, The Annual Survey of Manufactures:

A Report on Methodology, Technical Paper No. 24, U.S. Government Printing Office (Washington, DC, February 1971).
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y// = y/_ X / + X, (2)

where )_' is the adjusted ASM value, Y_ is the ASM sample estimate for the current year, X _is the ASM
sample estimate for the Census year, and X is the Census total for the Census year.

As ali ASM quantities are also collected by the CM, the ASM coverage adjustment can be done in summation
form, customized to individual ASM variables. In order to have the MECS sample represent the 1988 MECS
population as closely as possible, analogous adjustments for the MECS data items would be desirable.
However, most data items collected by the MECS are not included on the CM. Data items included in the
MECS are related to energy consumption and fuel switching, while ASM and CM data items are economic
in nature. Therefore, a simple difference for corresponding items cannot be used to adjust MECS data as was
done for the ASM data. Rather, a single measure collected on both the CM and the MECS was used to ratio-
adjust ali the MECS data items. The measure chosen was cost of fuels as it has shown a high correlation with
energy consumption in the past. _

Each MECS nonresponse-adjusted weight was thus further adjusted by multiplying the weight by the ratio of
cost of fuels as measured by the 1987 CM to the 1987 cost of fuels estimate based on CM reported data, but
restricted to MECS respondents. This ratio was computed for each of the 30 MECS sampling strata (20 two-
digit industry groups and 10 four-digit industries). The ratio adjustment to the MECS weights takes the
following form:

CA#

E (cp.)
R, : Y (3)MF-.C$

(m,,,,.,cr,)
i

where R, is the adjustment to the MECS nonresponse-adjusted weight in stratum s, CF,o is the 1987 cost of
fuels value for establishment j in stratum s from the 1987 CM, NW,,_ is the nonresponse-adjusted 1988 MECS
weight for establishment i in stratum s, and CF,,_is the 1987 cost of fuels value for 1988 MECS sample
establishment i in stratum s. The final adjusted weight for MECS respondents is its nonresponse-adjusted
weights multiplied by the appropriate value of R,. That is,

where W,._is the final adjusted MECS weight for establishment i in stratum s, R, is the ratio adjustment based
on cost of fuels for stratum s, and NW,,_ is the nonresponse-adjusted weight for establishment i in stratum s.

As was discussed in "The Sampling Frame and Its Relationship to the Manufacturing Sector," the adjustment
of the sampling weights according to Equation (3) extends the MECS sample coverage to the entire
manufacturing sector. This was not the case for 1985 when no CM-based ratio adjustment was performed. 37
The CM totals for cost of fuels includes the nonmail file imputed totals for cost of fuels as well as the mail
file totals. Hence, by using the adjustment described in Equation (3), nonmail cases are also covered by the
MECS.

36Correlation cocfficicnts between 1981 ASM cstablishmcnt values of total purchased fucls and electric energy and the cost of
fuels and electric energy rznged from .78 to .98 within two-digit SlC categories. (Unpublished document, U.S. Department of
Commerce, Bureau of the Census.)

37 The 1985 and 1988 MECS samples were both based on the 1982 CM file, augmented with updates to represent subsequent

population changes as well as possible. Because the elapsed time between the 1985 MECS and the 1982 CM was shorter, there was

less covcragc degradation in the first cycle. As the 1987 CM and the 1988 MECS covcrcd the same population, the adjustment

dcscri_cd in l.q_l;tli,n (3) i_;lt _mtural one I k_wcvcr, there wcrc no corresponding Census data available to adjust the 1985 MECS.
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For highly disaggregated estimates, the ratio adjustment is not as advantageous as for others. Indeed, as the
same adjustment is used for ali estimates within a stratum, it is po.%iblc that the adjustment could affcct some
estimates in an adverse way. This problem is discussed in greater detail in Appendix B.

Survey Estimates

Ali estimates of fuel-switching capability appearing in this rcport were calculated by multiplying the data
collected from the sampled establishments by the final adjusted weights. Those weights establish the
relationship between the responding establishments and the manufacturing sector as defined for the MECS.

Table 1 presents estimates of nonswitchable minimum requirements and the maximum consumption potential
of the different types of energy covered specifically by the fuel-switching section of the MECS. An estimate
of the actual consumption of each type of energy is provided as a reference point. That consumption estimate
represents the quantity that was consumed onsite for the production of heat, power, and the generation of
electricity in 1988. The estimates are identical to the ones found in Table 3 of the consumption report, except
for estimates of electricity. For fuel-switching, the electricity quantity considered is electricity receipts found
in Table 4 of the consumption report. (The reasons for using electricity receipts are explained in this section.)

One of the purposes of Table 1 is to provide an estimate of the smallest possible quantity of a given type of
energy that would have been required in 1988 (keeping production constant), if ali possible ascertained
switching away from that type of energy had taken piace. The quantities given in the minimum consumption
column of Table 1 are likely to be higher than the true minimum energy requirements because they include
the quantity of 1988 consumption for which switching capability was not ascertained. Some unknown
proportion of this latter quantity could likely have been replaced.

Table 1 also provides estimates of the maximum energy consumption that would have been possible if all
ascertained switching to that type of energy had occurred. The estimates assume that all indicated
substitutions were simultaneously possible and the substitutable amount consists of the sum of ali possible
switches to the designated type of energy. An assumption of this kind is necessary because there is no
specified limit to a respondent's ability to switch into an energy source. Note that there is a given limit to a
respondent's ability to switch out of an energy source provided by the third row of the fuel-switching section
of the MECS questionnaire (see Appendix D). For the 1985 MECS, Table 1 had both a "high" and "low"
estimate for maximum energy consumption for an energy source. The high estimate employed the current
assumption described. The "low" estimate assumed that when a type of energy was reported as an alternative
for two or more other types of energy at an establishment, only a single substitution was possible at any one
time. The substitutable amount consisted of the single, largest switchable amount from any type of energy to
the designated energy type. Because the actual differences between the "high" and "low" estimates for
maximum consumption in 1985 proved to be relatively small, EIA decided to present only the high estimate
for the 1988 MECS. _

Tables 2 through 7 present estimates of the capability of substituting specific alternative types of energy for
those actually consumed, holding production constant. Each table contains information for the specific type
of energy that was actually consumed for the production of heat, powcr, and generated electricity in 1988. It
should be noted that the first column of Table 2 refers to "total receipts" of electricity, while the first column
of Tables 3 through 7 refers to "total consumed" natural gas, distillate fucl oil, residual fuel oil, and coal and
coke, respectively. Thus, the quantities of electricity generated onsite are excluded as are the quantities of

38The "low" and "high" estimation techniques may be illustrated by an example. Assume a respondent reported that the total

consumption of natural gas for 1985 was 15 million cubic feet, and that 2 million and 5 million cubic fcet of nalural gas could have

been consumed as alternatives for residual fuel oil and coal, respectively. The "low" estimate of the m_ximum ct_nsumption of natural

gas for that respondent would have been 20 million cubic fcet, and the "higlf' estimable would have been 22 millicm cubic feet.
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electricity leaving the establishment site. 39 When considering fuel-switching capabilities, total electricity
receipts is a more meaningful quantity than total electricity consumption. A respondent who has onsite
generation of electricity has, more than likely, used an additional amount of a combustible energy source to

operate the gcncrator, lt is a valid question to ask, "how much of that self-generation is replaceable by
electricity receipts?" t towevcr, it is more reasonable and of greater interest to collect the fuel-switching data
for the fucl used to generate the electricity by asking respondents to show the quantity of electricity receipts
that could replace the combustible fuel.

In Tables 2 through 7, the estimates provided in the columns lat_eled "alternative types of energy" should be
read independently because respondents were instructed to enter the maximum amount of the quantity of the
energy actually consumed, which could have been replaced by a given alternative. For example, Table 3 shows
that for Papcr and Allied Products (SIC 26), a total of 237 billion cubic feet of natural gas was ascertained
switchable. Electricity receipts could have replaced 12 billion cubic feet of that quantity. The other
replacement quantities are distillate fuel oil, 90 billion cubic feet; residual fuel oil, 151 billion cubic feet; coal
and coke, 20 billion cubic feet; LPG, 12 billion cubic feet; and other, 3 billion cubic feet. Because each value

represents the maximum quantity of natural gas that could have been replaced, their sum exceeds the total
quantity of natural gas that was ascertained as switchable. This difference indicates that some establishments
had more than one type of energy that could have been substituted for natural gas usage during 1988.

Table 8 presents estimates of the 1988 quantities of specific types of energy that could have been switched to
an unspecified alternate energy type, categorized by the time required to make that switch. Each potential
switch on the questionnaire had an associated leadtime. 4° The quantities in Table 8 represent the minimum
leadtime for any possible switch out of an energy source. For cases in which a respondent had two or more
possible alternativcs that could substitute for the energy source under consideration, the fuel-switching

capability was allocated in order of the descending leadtime to switch. For example, if a respondent indicated
that the substitutable natural gas consumption could be switched into distillate fuel oil or LPG, the

substitution that could be made within the shortest leadtime would be counted first. The remaining switchable
natural gas consumption (if any) would be covered by the second alternative and assigned that leadtime. If

there are more than two alternatives, the process is done iteratively in this fashion until the entire amount of
switchable consumption is covexed. This process ensures that the sum of the quantities of switchable fuel
categorized by lcadtime would exactly equal the total switchable consumption. (The total amount of switchable
fuel is less than or equal to the sum of the quantities of replacement fuels). In addition, this process
minimizes the overall leadtime of switching out of a fuel. lt is based on the assumption that manufacturing
establishments will make the most rapid substitution possible in a time of emergency.

Tables 9 through 14 present estimates of leadtimes to switch into the energy source under consideration from
the major energy, sources. The totals represent aggregations of specific cells on the fuel-switching section of
the questionnaire. Each substitution is counted without regard to whether the substitution can be done

simultaneously with another switch. This is not a problem as long as the totals are considered independently
of each other. For example, if a respondent indicated that both coal and natural gas could be replaced by
purchased electricity, both amounts would be counted in the Table 9 quantities under the appropriate fuel
subtotals, lt is conceivable, although not measurable by the current design of the questionnaire, that ali or
part of the switching from one of the fuels into electricity could not be accomplished if the switch from the
other had occurred. In other words, the totals represent the amount of switching from one fuel into another

if ali other switching had no bearing on the outcome. This same assumption was used for developing the
maximum consumption estimates in Table 1. Indeed, if the totals in Table 9 were converted to million

39The quantity of electricity used for fuel switching in the 1988 MECS differs from the one used for the 1985 MECS. The 1985

MECS excluded transfers in as well as the other quantities mentioned leaving only purchased electricity. The fuel-switching

information was gathered separately from the consumption data in the 1985 MECS. This situation necessitated pre-printing

consumption data on the fuel-switching questionnaire before mailout, t tence, electricity purchases were chosen to facilitate a timely

mailout and to present the respondent with an easily recognizable quantity.

4°In the 1985 MECS, leadtime data were collected only for the primary replacement fuel (i.e., the replacement fuel of greatest

magnitude). For the nonprimary replacement fuels, leadtimes were not assigned. If two or more replacement fuels were of equal
magmtudc and no _)thcr replacements were larger, respondents were instructed to indicate the leadtime for the substitution that could
have been made in the shortest timc_
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kilowatthours, summed together, and then added to the actual consumption of electricity receipts, the result
would be the national level estimate of maximum consumption of electricity receipts found in Table 1.

The Heat Content of Energy

The estimates in the tables of this report are presented in physical units (kilowatthours, barrels, short tons).
For comparative purposes, it may be desirable to convert these physical units to a common base. Conversion
to British thermal units (Btu) provides such a base (see Table A1 below). A Btu is the quantity of heat
required to raise the temperature of 1 pound of water by 1 degree Fahrenheit. Thus, converting physical units
of a given type of energy to Btu is a means of expressing the heat content of that energy. Ali Btu quantities
are in terms of higher heating value, with no regard for efficiency of use. Because no energy consumption
process is 100 percent efficient (although some are considerably more efficient than others), Btu figures must
be considered as the maximum available heat content. The following table presents the Btu conversion factors
of major types of energy.

Table Al. Conversion of Physical Units to British Thermal Units

Type of Energy I British Thermal Units

i

I (thousands)

Electric Energy (1,000 kilowatthours) ...................................... 3,412
Residual Fuel Oil (42 gallon barrels) ...................................... 6,287
Distillate Fuel Oil (42 gallon barrels) ...................................... 5,825
Natural Gas (1,000 cubic feet) ........................................... 1,032
liquefied Petroleum Gas (42 gallon barrels) ................................ 3,603
Coke and Breeze (shod ton) ............................................ 24,800
Coal Used as Fuel (shod ton) ........................................... 22,012
Coal Used for Coking (shod ton) ........................................ 26,800

Source: Energy Information Administration, Monthly Energy Review, (September 1990), pp. 124-127.
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Appendix B

Quality of the Data

Introduction

Ali data collection activities and the estimates produced from them are subject to a variety of errors. Fhese
errors may be broadly classified under two general types, sampling error and nonsampling error.

Sampling error is defined as the variability in a survey estimator that arises because data are collected from
a sample of units rather than ,he entire population. Each possible sample produces different estimates of
population parameters, depending on the set of respondents that are selected. Nonsampling errors, on the
other hand, occur in any data collection activity, whether a sample survey or a complete census. Nonsampling
errors are attributable to ali aspects of the total survey design other than the sampling process, and can include
both random and systematic (biasing) errors. Commonly recognized sources of nonsampling error include
undercoverage, random and systematic response errors, nonresponse, data processing errors, and tabulation
errors. This appendix describes the effect of both sampling and nonsampling errors on data from the MECS.
More details are presented in the methodological report for the MECS. 41

Sampling Error

The estimated values appearing in this report were developed from a sample of manufacturing establishments
and, as a result, will differ from true population values that would be obtained from a complete census. This
is because the MECS sample is only one of a very large number of samples that could have been selected
under the same sampl,ng specifications. Each possible sample would yield its own estimates of the true
population values, with the differences attributable to the particular set of establishments selected into each
_ample.

One measure of variability due to sampling is the average difference between the estimates that would be
produced by ali possible samples and the mean value of these estimates. This type of measure is commonly
known as sampling error. Estimates of the magnitude of these sampling errors based on data from a single
sample are provided by a statistic known as the standard error of an estimate. Standard errors for MECS
estimates are computed from the reported data using the formula:

l"St = _,y_(W)(W,- 1) , (5)
l-I

where _ = _(y_ _) is the MECS surveyestimator,y_is the reportedvalue of characteristicY for the l"aMECS
samplecase,W_is the final adjustedweight usedto inflate thesample data to population estimates,andn is
the numberof MECS respondents.Justification for this formula is found in the MECS methodological report.

Estimates of standarderrors havebeencomputed from the MECS sampledata for the estimatedaggregate
valuesand ratios appearing in this report. They arepresentedin the form of relative standarderrors (RSE);
that is, the standarderror dividedby the estimatedvalue to which it refers. The RSE's are given in Tables
15 through 28.

41Energy Information Administration, Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey: Methodological Report 1985, DOF_jELA-0514(85)

(Washington, DC, November 28, 1988). Although this report describes data quality in the 1985 MECS, much of the discussion still
holds for the 1988 MECS.
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The estimates in this report cat: be used to produce proportion statistics based on the ratio of various
estimates reported in the table_.. Proportions are not given in therdetailed tables but can be used to clarify
the analysis. A proportion is a statistic of the form

p ? (63
£

where $"and _ are survey-based estimates of aggregate t:arameters Y and X, respectively, and characteristic
X "encompasses" characteristic IT. That is, each population element (and, thus, each sample case) that
contributes to Y also contributes to X, and the value of X for each element is greater than or equal to the
value of i1.

The RSE's of aggregate statistics shown in Tables 15 through 28 can be used to produce approximate errors
for proportions. The straightforward additive error formula shown in Equation (5) gives rise to a similarly
straightforward upper bound approximation to the error of an estimated proportion. The approximation can
be expressed in terms of relative error as:

R,sz(e3< • (1 - 2e3+ 2. (7)

Justification for this formula is found in the MECS methodological report.

Nonsampling Errors and Bia

Nonsampling errors that affect MECS survey data can be divided into four major categories:

,, Operational errors, including editir_, coding, and tabulation errors,

• Errors of measurement, including a lack of precSsion by the respondent, failure of the respondent to
understand instructions, etc.,

• Errors of estimatic, :, including the assumptions underlying the values for maximum consumption,

• Errors of nonobservation, including nonresponse and noncoverage.

These errors are collectively referred to as nonsampling errors because they are not related to the sampling
process, and thus would be equally likely to occur in a complete census or a sample survey.

It i3 felt that operational errors are not a major concern for the estimates included in this report. The quality
control procedures that were employed for check-in, editing, coding and keying the returned questionnaires
(see Appendix A) are standard procedures that are in piace at the Bureau of the Census and have withstood
the test of tiiae. Data tabulations were verified by comparing marginal totals in tables generated from flies
supplied to EIA with corresponding totals generated directly from microdata flies held at the Bureau of the
Census.

Errors of measurement are a concern in any data collection activity. The survey results for the MECS were
subjected to extensive editing procedures that were specifically designed to detect errors of measurement.
Failure of any of these tests for reasonableness and consistency resulted in the respopndent being called by
an analyst familiar with manufacturing processes and energy use. Major errors, including omissions and
misreporting by orders of magnitude, were c_rrected. No editing procedure is capable of identifying ali

•" - _"-,,,_,,,'," and some sre_al!errors will remain. To the extent that these errors are due ton'teasurcrneat ,,r,c,_, ......... ,

random, rather than systematic misjudgments, they are compensating in the aggregate totals presented in this
report, and it is believed that there are few large systematic biases that result from them.
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Errors of estimation could have resulted from the assumptions that underlie the formation of the maximum
consumption estimates. Implicit in those estimates is the assumption that ali potential switches at an
establishment can be made simultaneously. For example, if a respondent indicated that natural gas could
substitute for both distillate fuel off and coal, the two quantities are summed together (after conversion to like
units) to count toward maximum consumption of natural gas. To the extent that one or more substitutions
are constrained by the performance of another, the published maximum consumption quantities would
overestimate the "true" value.

An error of estimation might occur using the method employed in Table 8, which presents estimates of
capability to switch from designated energy sources to unspecified replacement fuels. The allocation of total
switching capability of an energy source to leadtime category is performed iteratively in order of descending
speed of substitution. If a respondent has three or more possible replacements for a specified energy source,
it is possible that the respondent would not be able to switch in order of fastest to slowest. For example, a
respondent might indicate that 1,000 barrels of residual fuel oil could be switched to three replacement energy
sources: natural gas, coal, and LPG. Each of the fuels could alone replace 800 barrels of the residual oil with
natural gas switchable in less than a day, coal in three days, and LPG in three weeks. The method employed
in Table 8 would allocate 800 barrels of switchable residual oil to the category "less than one day"and 200 to
the category "one day through one week" (1000 minus 800). It is possible that if a switch to :natural gas was
made, due to the system of boilers in piace at the establishment, LPG might be the only pos_,ible substitution
available. That would mean that the 200 barrels would have been more appropriately allocated to the category
"more than one week," and the Tables 8 method would have misrepresented the true sirt_ation. The
expectation is that this source of error should be minor. A respondent rarely reports m( ,e, than two
replacements for any one switchable energy source. Moreover, it is even more unlikely that each of the
replacements would have a different leadtime associated with it.

Finally, several potential sources of nonsampling error and bias result from errors of nonobservation. As
described in Appendix A, the 1988 MECS data were adjusted to cover the entire universe of manufacturers.
Although this represents more complete coverage than the 1985 MECS, the additional coverage does not
eliminate the need to make certain assumptions about the adjustments. For both the coverage and the
nonresponse adjustments, the procedure was to ratio adjust the weighted data from the MECS respondents
to Ikc estimated totals for the universe that was targeted by the MECS frame and sample design. Clearly, had
these adjustments not been performed, the estimates produced from only the responding establishments would
not have been representative of the target universe for the MECS. Such estimates would have been biased.
Adjusting the sampling weights to reflect the target universe is an attempt to mitigate the potential effects of
such a bias.

As described in Appendix A, separate adjustment factors were developed for each sampling stratum.
Nonresponse adjustment factors were calculated for each of the 30 sampling strata using estimated 1988 fuel
consumption for heat and power as estimated by the total energy measure of size for each stratum. Each
stratum represents a relalively homogeneous subgrouping of establishments with respect to primary product
output and level of fuel consumption.

Implicit in that procedure is the assumption that primary product output and level of fuel consumption are
highly correlated with energy consumption patterns, so that the establishments within a stratum would also
be homogeneous with respect to the quantities, types, and shares of energy consumed as fuels and for non fuel
purposes. Also, the weight adjustme,it method assumes that the relationship between survey variables of
interest and the size measure used for constructing the weight adjustment is the same for the population
covered by covered by MECS respondents within an adjustment stratum as it is for the rest of the population
within that stratum.

To the extent that the nonresponding establishments within the adjustment cells share the energy consumption
patterns of the responding establishments within strata, the resulting adjustments to the MECS estimates will
tend to be minimally biased. If, on the other hand, the energy consumption patterns of the responding and
nnnrexnc_ndin_ e_lahli,_hrnenl,_ differ suh._lantial!y, lhr rexullin_ adiu._lmenl._ are polenlially hia._ea'l,and may........ IF ....... _ ...................................... • ............. c;_ ................................. • .......... ,_

not represent the originally targeted MECS universe.
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The cost-of-fuels ratio adjustment was a correction for differential changes in the MECS sample and the
population which it represents. The comparison of the 1988 MECS estimate to the 1988 ASM estimate for
electricity receipts indicated that the adjustment benefitted that lVlECSestimate. The expectation is that at
the stratum by United States level and the region total level, the adjustment will provide large benefits. Most
benefitted at these levels are the estimates for each of the major fuel consumption categories as each of these
is expected to have a high correlation with cost of fuels.

The level of improvement at the region by stratum level is unclear. Within a stratum, the same cost of fuels
ratio was used for each establishment. Thus, it is possible that for some estimates at the regional level the
adjustment might have done more harm than good. EIA weighed this possibility against the expected benefits
at the national level and deeded to use the adjustment.

More detailed information on sources of nonsampling error in the MECS can be found in the methodological
report.42

42Energy Information Administration, Manufacturing Energy C_ Survey: Methodological Report 1985, DOF_,/EIA-
o5_4(s5).

_
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Appendix C

MECS Coverage Related to EIA Supply Surveys

The estimates of fuel-switching capability for combustible energy sources are based on the MECS measure of
total inputs of energy for heat, power, and electricity generation. That measure represents a final-use
accounting of energy used for its heat content, and is the appropriate measure on which to base est;mates of
fuel-switching capability. The MECS also collects information to estimate total primary consumption--a
measure of the total requirement for energy sources, whether or not they are used for their energy content.
The comparison of consumption estimates presented in this appendix is on the basis of total primary
consumption.

In addition to the MECS, the EIA conducts a number of supply surveys. These surveys are directed to the
suppliers and marketers of specific energy sources. They measure the quantities of specific energy sources
produced and/or supplied to the market. The results of these surveys are published by EIA in several energy-
specific publications and in the Monthly Energy Review (MER). There are important differences between the
supply surveys and the MECS. These differences need to be taken into account in any analysis that uses both
data sources.

In order to fully appreciate the differences between the MECS and the EIA supply surveys,43it is necessary
to compare the MECS' measures of consumption to the supply surveys. Table C1 presents these estimates.

Table C1. Comparison of EIA Energy Consumption Estimates, 1988

Type of Energy Manufacturing Only Total IndustrialSector==

MECS Quarterly Coal Monthly Electric Power Natural Gas
Report Energy. Annual Annual

Review_

Electricity(billionkilowatthours) ... 703 - 896 896 -

Natural Gas (billion cubic feet) .... 5,695 - 7,479 - 6,383

Coed(thousandshort tons) ....... 97,582 69,546 118,162 - -

PetroleumProducts (thousand
barrels per day) ............. 1,112 - 4,381 - -

aThe indue'ted sector includesmanufacturing, construction,mining, agriculture,and fishing and forestry.
bTheconsumptionestimatespresented intheMonthly Energy Reviewfor the industrialsectorare presentedinBritishthermal units.

These estimates have been convertedto physical unitsfor comparativepurposes only.
Source: Energy InformationAdministration.

A major difference between the estimates for "Manufacturing Only"and the "Total Industrial Sector" in Table
C1 is coverage. The manufacturing sector (SIC 20 through 39) includes establishments engaged in
manufacturing operations, while the total industrial sector includes manufacturing as well as construction,
mining, agriculture, and fishing and forestry (SIC 01 through 39). In addition, there are also differences in
the respondents to the surveys. The unit of data collection in the MECS is the manufacturing establishment
and the estimates represent energy consumption by manufacturing establishments. The unit of data collection

_For further discu_ion of the dberepaney in supply and consumption data, see Energy Information Administration, Energy
Cormonption by End-Use Sector: A Comparison of Measures by Consumption and Supply Surveys, DOFJEIA-0533 (Washington, DC,
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for the industrial sector surveys is an energy supplier--for example, a utility. The estimates represent deliveries
to customers, which may not be the same as consumption by establishments. Moreover, the designation of a

customer's account by an energy supplier is frequently based on the rate class to which a customer belongs
rather than direct knowledge of a customer's type of operations. Therefore, it is likely that some "industrial"
customers are, in fact, classified as "commercial," and visa versa, depending on their rate class. In addition,

there are other differences that are specific to individual energy sources.

Electricity. The estimates of electricity from the MECS _ represent "net electricity," defined as the sum of
purchases, transfers in, and generation from noncombustible renewable resources, minus the quantities sold
and transferred out. Net electricity does not include electricity inputs from the onsite cogeneration or

generation of electricity from combustible fuels. The estimates of electricity appearing in the Monthly Energy
Review 45 are taken directly from the Electric Power Annual _. This estimate represents sales by electric
utilities to industrial customers. Thus, in addition to the major differences outlined above, the estimates differ
in the definition of electricity.

Natural Gas. The estimates of natural gas from the MECS represent consumption as a fuel and a raw
material input by manufacturers. The estimates appearing in the MER represent sales to customers in the
industrial sector and would also includes natural gas consumed as a fuel and raw material input. The MER
estimates are taken from the Natural Gas Annual and represent the sum lease and plant fuel consumption and
deliver.: es to industrial customers. 47 Lease and plant fuel is consumed primarily at natural gas extraction sites,
which are excluded from the MECS because they are classified as mining establishments.

Coal. There are numerous differences between the estimates of coal consumption as reported by the MECS

and the Quarterly Coal Report. The estimates of coal consumption at manufacturing plants in the Quarterly
Coal Report 48are the only non-MECS estimates that are based on a survey of manufacturing establishments.
Therefore, the difference between the MECS estimates and the estimates in the Quarterly Coal Report cannot
be attributed to sectoral coverage or to the cc,llection of delivery data rather than consumption data. There
are, however, other differences between ttte two series. The MECS estimates include the coal consumed as

a raw material input at coke plants. Coking coal is excluded from the manufacturing plant estimates in Table
30 of the Quarterly Coal Report and shown separately in Table 23 of that report. The sum of these two
Quarterly Coal Report estimates is included as the industrial sector estimate in the MER. Moreover, the coal

consumed at coal gasification projects in included in the manufacturing plant estimates appearing in Table 30
of the Quarterly Coal Report. These estimates are excluded from the MECS because such plants would be
classified in the mining sector. Finally, the estimates for manufacturing plants appearing in Table 30 of the
Quarterly Coal Report include the coal consumed at electric generating facilities owned by manufacturing

plants, but not located on a manufacturing establishment site. These establishments are excluded from the
MECS because, according to the Standard Industrial Classification Manual, such operations are not classified
as manufacturing, but as "electrical services" (SIC 4911). 49

44EnergyInformationAdministration,ManufacturingEnergyConsumptionSurvey,Consumptionof Energy1988, DOE/EIA-0512(88)
(Washington, DC, May 28, 1991),Table 1.

45EnergyInformationAdministration, MonthlyEnergyReview,DOE/EIA-0035(91/05)(Washington,DC, May 1991),Table 2.4.
46EnergyInformationAdministration, ElectricPowerAnnual 1988,DOE/EIA-0348(88) (Washington,DC, December1989), Table 19.
47EnergyInformationAdministration, NaturalGas Annual 1988,Volume 1, DOE/EIA-0131(88)/1(Washington, DC, October

19892,Tables 16 and 17.
"°EnergyInformation Administration,QuarterlyCoalReport, October- December1989, DOE/EIA-0121(89/4Q)(Washington, DC,

May 1990),Table 30.
49A specialanalysiswas undertaken to determinewhich MECS manufacturingestablishments received electricityfrom company-

owned, offsite generation facilities. These identified generating facilitieswere then matched to the respondents to "Quarterly Coal
Report--Manufacturing Plants,"Form EIA-3. The coal consumed by these identified generating facilitiesaccounted for much of the
difference between the MECS estimates and those appearingin the QuarterlyCoal Report. This analysisprovidedadditional evidence
that the separate estimates are, indeed, correct, giventhe populations that the respective surveysare intended to cover. Specific
results of this analysiscannot be publishedbecause of the confidentialityprovisionsunder which the MECS wasconducted.
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Petroleum Products. There are major differences between the MER estimates of total petroleum product and
the MECS estimates. The MER estimate of petroleum products includes ali of the petroleum products
consumed by the industrial sector---aviation gasoline, asphalt, distillate fuel oil (including diesel fuel), jet fuel,
kerosene, LPG, lubricants, motor gasoline, petroleum coke, and residual fuel oil. The MECS estimates shown

in Table C1 include only distillate and residual fuel oil, and LPG.

Fuels Consumed at Refineries. In addition to estimates of the primary consumption of energy, the MECS
publishes estimates of total inputs of energy for the production of heat and power. 5° These estimates are
available for specific manufacturing industries including "petroleum refining," SIC 2911. Estimates of "refinery
fuel use" are also pt_blished in the Petroleum Supply Annual. 51 The MECS estimates for the fuel consumption
by the petroL" ,,na refining industry are uniformly higher than the estimates appearing in the Petroleum Supply
Annual. Th,_e differences are due to the fact that the estimates in the Petroleum Supply Annual are prepared
from the "Annual Refinery Report," Form EIA-820, which collects data for petroleum processing operations
(including refiners and blenders) only. The MECS data, on the other hand, cover the entire establishment site
including any co-located petrochemical operations, which would be excluded from the EIA-820.

5°EnergyInformation Administration,ManufacturingEnergyConsumptionSurvey: Consumptionof Energy1988, Table 3.
5tEnergyInformation Administration, PetroleumSupplyAnnual 1988, Volume 1, DOE/EIA-0340(88)/1(Washington, DC, May

1989),Table 38.
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form FI.A.-846A (Continued)
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846A (Continued)
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846A (Continued)

i i i iii lUUlliin i in nn ii n iii i ilmUllU I li

I I IU I In n I

Section III -- FUEL SWITCHING

Item descrJpt+on I E|l¢lri©lty ) Tori4 oodd _ ooko
III I " ,2_ J4_r_ ., (31

1. (_J4lnt_0 Conluml4:l - Copy the total eiectr:c_t¥ , ._._ih_,.,_ Short tons
receipts from line 4 of section I and the Clu_nt_tiP_.of
coal and coke. natural gas distillate fuel .l! LP_ _ln_
residual fuel ol) consumed cns=taas a rues h,_
column (9) of sect=onIi

Now answer lines 2 and 3 as approp.ate for the _ "_, ,,_thn_,,.. Short tons
columns with nonzero enfrles in line T.Do nor
consider differences in energy prices when
estimating amounts,

2. _l_mtl11y no41_witchab4Je- Enter the amount o#
the quantity in line 1 thai could NOT have been
replaced within 30 days by another energy source
in 1988.

_I. _ ilwltcdk4dl3_-- Subtract line 2 from line I K*l'.)'_dtlhoIJrS Short tons
and enter the results. This represents the total
quantity of energy consumption that COULD HAVE
BEEN replaced within 30 days by one or more
alternative energy sources in 1988.

Now answer/ines 4a through lob as apWopriate /or Short tons
the columns with nonzero entries in line 3. Complete
one column before stirring another.

44. Of the amount shown in line3, what 0sthe maxomum
amount that couldhave been replaced by electrtcat'y?

...........................

switch to electricity? 2[--] 1 dowto 1 week

3[-']Mo_otMn i w_il_ wt,l_ 30 d_

64. Of the Imoum lhown in line 3, what is the maximum Ki|owlltthourl
Imo_nt that could have been rel_aced by coal and
coke)

Ilwitch to co_lland coke? 2_] I daytOI week

3[_Mo_o _ 1 w_ekbutwWNn30_ym

k Of the Irno_t =how. in llne 3, what ii rho maximum Kilowltthourl Short to.li
Imo_tt that co*Jldh4ve been replaced by natural
Oa|?

_.-_-,_ ;_;.-_ _;._-_;r,;_-,o-._._, ........... ,-_-_"-/_;X; ............ ;_ _-_5-_, .............
switch to netu_ld Oas? 21-')i _v to I week 2(_ 1 de/to 1 w_k

_(:_Mo_0_ i w_k, l_n wlth_ 30 daW :' :--IP,k_ ttvm I v_ _ wttt_ 30drum

7,,- Of the amount _own In line 3, wh_t t_rho maximum Kllow=tthours Short tone
amoum that could h_vo boen rep_¢_ by dledlteto
fu_ oa7

...........................................

lwlt0htO _t fur40_l? 2[_]Id_IytoIwook 2F-lldeytO 1

3[:::]Morn_M_ 1w,_ _ wehin30 O_r_. 3[_ M_o _a_ 1wNk _ v,_hl. :)0 deV_

Of the m_x)um _own in Ik_ 3. Wl'mt is rho maximum Kilowlmhour_l Short toni
_moum tMt could I_ve b_m r,pk_c_KIby LPG7

on,._,_,,-_-,__ _,_-,_._;,;_]_-._a,_,-,_.......... -,_-_,-,;;; _,-;............ ;_ _,;-,;-,-_ .............mwftct__ I.POI

'k oI rh4 _ M1oi_vnIn lln4 3, W kl th4mlxk11_ Kliowltthou_m 8trOt tons
wnoum U.M could haro been re¢laced IW rukk_
fuel o41

mL_,;,-;_.-_-_;_,-_;o_,;,;-,,; ........... ,_-&;.-,;,,;;_-.......... _- ;(:3;.;,;-_-,-_.............
=r.dtch to ru_iu_d fuel oi? =[-'1_ lV,v to i w_.,_ =l-'Jl davis t

3r"_ Mo_ th4m1 weekI=_rt_dt_Vn30doyI 3r"] Mo,t thanI wwk _ _d_N_,10dlyfl

i"dkh Of the anoint _ I_ _ 3, what ts rho maximum Kllowotlhour= _ tone
_mnt lhat could h4wobe_mrepl=¢ed by tonyother

eneqly oou_e)/denny _hm _W _. 7

.....................................................

_wltch to that energy sou_c_?
_(:]i_vto iw_ al-li d4wto I

3E_p_t_am iwo_b_w_30d_o _F]Mo_m,Nm I _.wNmk_wCewm_(l=yo

Page 4

ii i iii l i mill I I ml mm ......
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846A (Continued)

Ieetlkm III - PUEL IWITCHING - Coetimmd

Natural. J ok.m_e.. I LPO _ I_elduml fvel ea_oy |4| _z, Ilil _,o t§J ,s i7]
1,000 cu. li Barrels Cdllon_ Barrels

1,000 Cu. h. Berrele Gml*nn_ Berrela

1,000 cu. h. Barrela Gallons hrrals

1.000cu.h. Barrels Gallons Barrels

al-'l1d_m I w_ 2D1 ddwtot wm _l-I1 _vto 1wee_ al'-I I clevto I wm

10000 Cd. h. hrrlll Gallons Osrflla

-,_3-_-,;,;,n-;"_,"............ _[:3[_,-_-_-;,';............ ";[::3_-,_-_-_-............
:l"_ _ to _m :l-I_ d,_to _wm _I-I__v _o_w_

1.000(na.ft, Gamins l_s

,O,--_..,_ ,O_..N.,_,, ,0;,_,-,,_-;_-............
_011v_ wwk _0_ 4evto_w_ _OI_o_ wwk

1,000 _, h. Berfele Oerrele

.... ._............................................... _ .........................

_Olam_ __w_ _Otm u_m__ _Ot_mmmen _

1,000cu.h. Bl_rrels Gallona

IO_ lhleI_ I_"l_ _ l_ IOl.a.lhlmIcl_y
z01_o Ii _0_ _vto _week aO_ m:vto_week

1,OGO ¢U. h. Barrels Oellone Barrels

aD 1ce, to1we_ aO __v to_wee_ _[-]__evto_wee_ _1--11d_vto 1week

30_ll_m 1weekl_wMvn310days:)[-']Mo_eth4_1weekl_we_n30(l_ 3[-lMo_emm_1wmekl_tw_,n30(llmye30Mo_eU_mn1w_mkb_wtthln30d_ye
lil_ _.. (_-1-_

Pl_e 5

_ ii
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846A Contin

Immmmmmmllm, I I I I Iii I li

_1 _ II I I II I I I
IV -- IllUMAIIINI - Pleaseuse fh#eepeceor attach aseparatesheet for any explenationmthat may be emsential

in underefon_tngyour reported date. Besure to include fheneme. address, and telephonenumber of power generating
establishmentsof your company that freneferr_l ot deliveredelectr#cltyor steam Toyouresfeblishmenf in |988 if youdid
not here enough roomin section I.

_" v ' ' ._CllllrllltCATlOli - 11_ _ in mi_ hovoMo_ _ _ o¢oo_lonoowith rho InotruClona.
., IIII I I I

,,=,_,a04_,_,on to conto¢lrogawdlngthkoreport-/_t or_ _ _ Number I_te_

To_,_o_

A(k_,,- Nu,,,_id_,_, m0M: I.o ;o.v ;vw
_,_-m,, TO: I-o. io,-;;-------:v,.

City State ZIPCode Sk_malweof mJth_'lzed
I 1 ii

I

DMe

Plge6
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form. EIA,846A (Continued)

EIA-B48A-I us DEPARTMEKrOFCOMMERC_
(ll-_ i-I_1 I¢IqEAU OFTHEC_iWJt_

INSTRUCTION8 FOR FORM EIA-846A

1988 MANUFACTURING ENERGY CONSUMPTION SURVEY

A. _ is II__e for Coetdu_ the are engeged in separate or distinct activities. These
Mmwflmtudi_i Energy Ccmmmtptkm IkanNrf? units may be separated physically as well as

economically, with separate records or substantially
The Manufacturing EnergyConsumption Survey accurate reports available for each. if this
(MECS) was designed, and is being sponsored, by the establishment has previously completed the Annual
Energy information Administration (EIA) of the U.S. Survey of Manufactures (ASM), Form MA-1000,
Department of Energy. The survey is being conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau,
administered and compiled by the U.S, Bureau of the e=tablishment boundaries should correspono to
Census. thou used for the ASM. EIN_b _ _bould be

treMed na a separate Itabldtment ONLY if that
8. Whalt ie The _ of This _kulrvey? wN the di4_ll_m•tk_ made for tl_ ASM. De

na_ ooneo4&late two ASM eetabNek,nents into a
The MECS will collect data on energy consumption _ eetxb41m_'ltuN for pullp(leee of the MECS,
end usage patterns for the manufacturing sector of or m • Idngte ASM _ into
the U.S. economy. In addition, it will measure the two MEC8 iMl_e/_v4l_Mm_, Match the 11 -digit
short-term (within 30 days) capability of your Census File Number (CFN) located on the MECS
estabiishrnent to have used substitute fuels in piece questionnaire mailing label with the CFN onthe ASM
of those ectuaUy consumed in 1988. The information mailing label. Responses to MECS questions should
obtained from the MECS will be used to publish include the same activities as those considered
aggregate statistics onthe consumption of energy when responding to the matching ASM. if this
for fuel and nonfuel uses, and on some energy- establishment hasnever completed sn ASM, report
related issues such as energy prices, electricity for ali activities that occur st this physical location.
generation onsite, and fuel-switching capabilities.

C. Who Should Report? _ 1 - NONCOMBUSTIBLE ENERGY
8OURCE8

This survey is mandatory under the Federal Energy
Administration Act of 1974, P.L. 93-275, and Energy sources used in manufacturing can be divl#_:l
under Title 3, Subtitle Bof the Omnibus Bu_at into two groups: combustible (capable of being
Reconciliation Act of 1986. Public Law 99-509. burned), and noncombustible (such as electricity,

steam, and industrial hot water). The purpose of
This form is addressed to establishments op_.'sting section 1 is to collect 1988 data for noncombustible
pnmarily in the manufacturing sector. SlC 20 through energy sources, in particular, electricity and steam.
39, except for SlC 28. 29, and 3312, u defined by
the 1987 Standard Industrial Classification Manual Column 2 collects data that will provide important
(SLC). Establishments operating in SlC 28, 29, or information on the components of electricity
3312, wtll complete similar MECS forms. Response production, and permit sn estimate to be made of the
by establishments included in the MECS sample total consumption of electricity st your establishment.
selected for the survey and receiving the MECS Column 3 collects data on the additional contdbutlon
survey form ii required by law. Failureto respond that steam makes to the total consumption of energy
may result incdminel fines, civil penalties, and other at your establishment through net transfers and
sanctions as provided by law. steam generated onsite by renewable energy sources.

Column 4 collects data on hot water purchased for
use as an energy source and used at this

D. How la My IP_V Protm:ted? establishment she,

By Section 9 of Title 13, U.S. Code, your report _o Electricity is to be reported in thousands of kilowatt-
the Census Bureau is confidential, lt may be seen hours. Steam and industrial hot water nra to be
only by swam Census Bureau empk>yeesand may reported in millions of Btu. Sfyou keep your record3 for
be used only for statistical purposes, The law also steam inpounds, uses factor of 1,200 Btu per pound
provides that copies retained in your files sre of steam to convert four data into Btu.
immune from legal process.

I. When le _ Report Due? IIPECIFIC 11118TRUCTION8

The questionnaire should be returned by the due tJbtela - Ouam41tyPurettalmd r-fern _ -date a_)ectfl(don the form. Please use the enciolNKI
Enter the quantity of each nonct _nbultible energy

return envelope. If the envelope has been source that was purchasedfrom a utility enddelivered
mispl_,ed, return the completed questionnaire to: to this establishment sitein 1988, regardlessof when

Bureau of the Census payment was made. For purposesof this question,
1201 East Tenth Street utilitieS sre compenise that produce m_l/or deliver
Jefferxonville, IN 47132 electricity 8ndlo_ -mturelgas, and ere ie_lly obligated

to provide_ :, ,o the generalpublic within their
F. Now le • Ma_dkl_ud_l lstabll_msa_ franchise area. ;.!'ilitiss do not includesuch oeneratorl

Defined? of electricity as _ndependentpower producers,xmall
power producers, or cogem)_ors not located et this

A manufacturing establishment le an economic unit sstM_el_nent site. Include quantitiespurchased for
at a single physical location where the mechanical or ANY on.tta use, for ex,.npie, producdon of hem and
chemical transformation of rnatodals or substances power, electrolysis processes, or Itaam ctsenlng.
into new products is performed. These operations Exolude Idi:
are generally conducted infacilities det,¢dbed lm
plentx, fectod4m, or mills end cherectm,istically use • qmmtit_s purchased from independent power
power-driven rrmchinesand metering producers, smallpower producers, or cogenerators

_ equipment. Manufacturing also inolu_s such not located at this satablishmem site.

ecttvittes as the assembly of components of • qu_mtitles delivered from other establkdlmentxmanufactured products and the blending of materiels
such as lubricating oil, pieatJcs, resins, or liquors, in your company even if those quantities wererepurchased from them by your establishment.

An establishment is not necessarily identical to s • quantities purchased nnd paid for by a central
business concern or firm, either of which may purchasing entity separate from this establishment.consist of one or mos eslabltshm4mta. An
eatsb/iehment may consist of one or more unitsthat • quantities for which payment was made in-kind.

CONlrlN(I_ O_ PA4NI2
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1988 Manufacring Energy Consumption Survey
........ Form EIA-846_A(Continued

Page 2

Lkne lb -- Expenditu,Nm F_r Purchamm From Line 8 -- Ikekm or Trimaran; to Utilities -- Enter
Utilities -- Enter the total expenditures for the the total quantity of electricity sold or transferred
purchased quantities re_orted online 1a. Include ali by your establishment in 1988 to utilities. For
expenditures regardless of when payment was purposes of this question, utilities are companies
actually made. that produce and/or deliverelectricity and/or

natural ges, and are legally obligated to provide
Use 2= -- Guantity Purchased From ,,_ _JtllHies -- service to the general public within their franchise
Enter the quantity of electricity and steam that was area. Utilities dc not include such generators of
purchased from offsite nonutuility power producers electricity as independent power producers, small
and delivered to this establishment site in 1988, power producers, or cogenerators not located st
regardlessof when payment was made. Include this establishment site. Include quantities
quantities purchased for ANY onsite use. exchanged for the same or any other energy
Exclkade all: source(s).

• quantities delivered from other Line 9 -- 8ales or Trllnlfeell to N_ --
establishments in your company even if Enter the total quantity of each noncombustible
those quantities were repurchased from energy source sold or transferred in 1988 to
them by your establishment, establishments other than utilities. Include

quantities exchanged for the same or any other
• quantities purchased and paid for by a energy source(s).

central purchasing entity separate from this

establishment. Lkm 10 -- Non_ Ikap_ - If any
electricity rer )rted in column 2, line3 was

• quantities for which payment was made in-kind, obtained by transfer from another
establishment of your ¢om(p4my, enter the

Line 2b -- Eqlenditurm; For Purchases Front name, address end telephone number of the
PJonutilltkm -- Enter the total expenditures for the supplying establishment, If you received
pur"_ased quantities reported on line 2a. include ali transfers from more than one of this type of
exl_ _ditures regardless of when payment was establishment, us_' the "Remarks" section to
actut y made. identify remaining _ ippliers.

Line _ -- Other Rece_ -- Enter ali additional Questions 11 and 1_ sL_uldbecoml_etadlffhere
quantities delivered to your establishment site in was any electricity germreted at this
1988 but not reported on lines 1a or 2a. establishment site in 1988 (column 2 has a
Inolklde: natural entry on #nea 6, 6, or Tj. If your

establishment had no oneite generation in 1988,
• quantities purchased and paid for by a omit questions 11 end 12 and proceed with

central purchasing entity separate from this Section II - Combustible Energy Sources.
establishment.

Question 11 -- Indicate by checking the
• quantities transferred from another appropriate box whether or not this establishment

establishment of your company for which was electrically interconnected with an electdc
payment was not made. utility (that is, able to deliver electricity to the grid ml

well as receive electricity) es of December 31, 1988.
• quantities delivered from another

establishment of your company even if those Oueetk)n 12 -- Indicate by checking the
quantities were repurchesed from them by appropriate box whether or not this establishmentyour establishment.

WaSdesignated as a Qualifying Facility (QF) under
the Public Utility Regulstow Policies Act of 1978

• quantities for which payment was made in-kind. (PURPA) as of December 31, 1988.

Line 4 -- Total Ele_ Reoeipto -- Enter
the sum of lines 1a, 2e and 3 for electricity only.
Copy this total electricity receipt figure to
column 2, line 1of Section III - Fuel Switching. laotian Ii -- COMeUITIIILE ENERQYIIOURCEII

Lkle 5 -- Oumrlt_ Cogenmlltt_ -- Enter the
to_al quantity of electricity cogenerated from Co4uelm I -- Elrteqly Ikxaroee to lbl _ --
ali energy sources, including renewable Twenty-three energy sources have been preprtnted
sources. For purposes of this survey, electrical incolumn 1. separated into the general categories
cogenerstio_ is defined as the production of of solids, gases, and liquids. Prior to completing
electric energy and another form of useful columns 4 through 10, determine from the criteria
energy (such as heat or steam) through the below which of the prepdnted energy sources

should he included for reporting and which
ee¢luantisl use of energy, excluded.

Use 6 - Ommmy Generated from Itenewalde= --
Enter the total quantity of each noncombustible First, EXCLUDE ali energy sources that were not
energy source generated onsite directly from solar consumed for any purpose et this establishment
power, wind power, hydropower, or geothermal site during 1988. Ali excluded energy sources
sources. Any etectricilry produced as s part of s should be lined out, and no entries should be made
cogeneration process (that is. electricity generated incolumns 4 through 10. Next, if your
from geothermal steam which is then itself used) establishment consumed any energy sources for
should be excluded. Such quantities should be any purpose during 1988 that ere not included in
inchxk)d on line 5. the preprinted list, addthose energy sources under

the "Other" heeding for solids, gases, or Ik:lutds.
Line 7 - Other QemN'l_ltm -- Enter the total
quantity of electricity generated onaite by ali other Ali unlined energy source=, including arty sddttions
means not included on li,_es5 and 6 above. For to the preprinted list, should be further evaluated
example, electricity generated by diesel generators for inclusionor exclusion by the specific crfterk)n in
should be reported here. the following paragraph.

_-Ma,_ _12_ CONTINUEONPA4N!• J

I_ "|' i|
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846A (Continued)

Page 3

If your only means of supply of an Column 7 -- On=diteProduction -- Enter the
energy sourceduring1988 was as a total quantity of any energy source that was
byproduct of energy source inputsto produced onsite in 1988 as a product, a
any of yourmanufacturing processes, byproduct, a waste material, or an output from a
it shouldbe includedONLY if it wasat captive (onsita) mine or weil, and was at least
least partiallyconsumed on=dteasa partially consumed onsite. Enter the TOTAL
fuel during 1988 (that is for heat, quantity produced onsite, regardless of whether
power, orelectricity generation). If some or ali of it was consumed as a fuel or
none of that onsite-producedenergy feedstock, transferred offsite, sold, 6_ otherwise
source wasconsumedonsite asa disposed of. Examples of byproducts include coke,
fuel, it shouldbe excluded, hydrogen, stillgas, coke oven gas, wood chips

and black liquor. Examples of waste products
Completecolumns4 through 10 for alienergy include wood scraps, packing materials, waste
sourcesthat were not excludedby the abovLTM paper and cardboard, and waste oils.
procedures.Entriesshouldbe made inaccordance
with the specific instructionsfor these columns. Column 8 -- 8ource of On=CiteProduction - For

each energy source that hasan entry in column 7,
Celumnm3 - Rel_ctktg Units - Usa the indicated check the "Yes" box if the amount listed in column
unitsfor reporting ali quantities. Forthose 7 resulted from consumption of any other energy
establishmentsthat keeprecords inBtu, note that source listed in Section II - Combustible Energy
volume measuresshouldbe reported as actual Sources. Check the "No" box if the energy source
physicalquantities, rather than adjusted to came from captive wells or mines, or is a product or
represent • standard energycontent. One barrel byproduct/waste product from materials not listed
contains42 gallons.The approximateliquid in section II as a combustible energy source.
equivalentconversionfactor of LPG is 3.603 million Examples include:
Btu perbarrel. Petroleum coke shouldalso be
reported inbarrels. A barrelwill holdapproximately • hydrogen produced as a byproduct of
400 pounds of petroleumcoke, or the equivalentof natural gas in an ammonia plant would
6.024 millionBtu. A short ton of petroleum coke have the "Yes" box checked.
containsapproximately30.12 millionBtu. Natural
_)_sshouldbe reported inthousands of cubic feet. • hydrogen produced throughthe

• thousand cubic feet of natural gas is equal to electrolysisof brine in achlorineplant
about 10.3 therms, or t .03 millionBtu. would havethe "No" box checked.

• coke oven gasproduced during the
CohBmm4 -- Gumntlty Purchmmd _ Enter the coal coking process would have the
quantity of each energy source that was purchased "Yes" box checked.
and delivered to this establishment in 1988,
regardless of when payment was made. Include • wood chipsproduced asa byproduct of
quantities of those energy sources that were wood purchasedfor useasa raw
purchased for ANY onsite use, for example, the material rather than a fuel would have
production of heat or power, electrolysis processes, the "No" box checked.
steam cleaning, or as a petrochemical feedstock or a
raw material input to any manufacturing operation. • pulping (black) liquor, used in the chemical
Exclude ell: pulping of wood, that is burned ina

recovery furnace or otherwise combusted,
• quantities delivered from another establishment would have the "No" box checked.

in your company even if those quantities
were repurchased from them by your Coluntn 9 - Onlite Fuel Consumption -- Enter
establishment, the quantity consumed onsite as a fuel for the

production of heat, steam, power, or the generation
• quantities purchased and paid for by a central of electricity. Also include fuel consumed by

purchasing entity st,parete from this vehicles dedicated primarily for useonsite. Copy the
establishmen', entries, if any, in column 9 for natural gas, distillate

fuel oil, residual fuel oil, LPG, and total coal products
• quantities for which payment was made in-kind, to line 1 of Section III - Fuel Switching.

Column 10 - Onelte Nontluol Commmptlon --
6 -- Exl_ -- Enter the total Enterthe quantity of each energy source that was

expenditures for each of the purchased quantities consumed onsite for ali purposes other than fuel use.
reported incolumn 4. Include ali expenditures Include ali quantities consumed as feedstocks (for
regardless of when payment was made. example, butane processed in producing rubber

compounds), raw materials (for example, coal used
6 -- Other Receipts -- For each ir,cluded to produce coke), additives, or ingredients for

energy source, enter ali additional quantities product=; manufactured by this establishment.
delivered to your establishment site in 1988 but not Exclude alioffsite dispositions such as sales and
reported incolumn 4. transfers to other establishments.
Im=lude:

(_ 1 -- Enter the total design storage capacity
• quantities purchased and paid for by a located onsite as of December 31, 1988, for residual

central purchasingentity separate from this fuel oil, distillate fuel oil, and LPG. Report the shell
establishment, capacity (that is, the design capacity of the storage

tanks) in the units of measure specified.
• quantities transferred from another Include:

elrtablilhment of your company for which
Payment was not made. • Onsite capacity of ali storage facilities

regardless of the intended disposition of the
• quantities delivered from another energy source (include both product storage

estlblishment of your company even if these tanks and tanks dedicated for onsite use).
quantities were repurchased from them by
your establishment. • Onsite capacity dedicated or leased for storage

of energy sources owned by other
• quantities for which payment was made in-kind, establishments.
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
F.ormEIA-846A (Continued)

Pegs 4

Sectio, III - FUEL SWITCHING • the characteristics of your physical plant (for
example, single-fired combustors or the

This portion of the survey is intended to measure the absence of redundant and/or standby
short-term capability of your establishment to have combustors), or the requirements of your
used substitute energy sources in piace of those manufacturing I:,rocess.
actually consumed in 1988. Capability to use
substitute energy sources means that this • binding take or pay contracts with energy
establishment's combustors (for example, boilers, suppliers that were in place.
furnaces, ovens, blast furnaces) had the machinery • environmental regulations which limit the
or equipment either in place or available for amounts of potential replacement fuels that
installation in 1988 so that substitutions could could be burned.
actually have been introduced within 30 days
without extensive modifications. DO NOT consider current relative prices of

fuels as a limitation to switching capability.
NOTE - Fuel-switching capability as measured by
this survey does not depend on the relative prices of Lime 3 -- OumntJIty8w|ltoh4ij4o -- Subtract line 2
energy sources; it depends only on the trom line 1 and enter the results. These values
characteristics of your equipment and certain legal represent the quantity of each energy source
constraints. Fuel-switching capability sets limits on consumed that COULD HAVE BEENrepleced
the extent to which you could switch to • substitute within 30 days by at least one other energy source
energy source if you wanted to or needed to. lt has in 1988. NOTE -- If aUentries on line 3 are zero,
nothing to do with whether you would want to complete the Remarks and Certification sections of
switch if you could. Therefore, relative prices of the survey and return it to the Census Bureau. For
energy sources are not related to fuel-switching each entry on line 3 that is nonzero, complete the
CAPABILITY and should be ignored when remainder of that column. Complete one column
completing this section, before starting another.

We recognize that records of fuel-switching Unee 4 _ 10, Petit • --
capability are not regularh,,maintained. Accordingly, Olmntlti_ -- Report the maximum amount of the
reasonable approximations of fuel-switching quantity shown on Une 3 that could have been
capability are acceptable. These approximations replaced within 30 daya by elm,h of the energy
should be based on the judgment of a person sources on lines 4 through 1O, under the
knowledgeable about the fuel-switching capability constraints listed in the instructions for line 2.
and operations of your establishment. They are not Report ali amounts in the units of the energy source
expected to be formal engineering estimates based that ii being replaced. DO NOT convert this
on a day-by-day analysis of the operating levels of amount to units of the replacement energy
individual combustors and interactions between sources. NOTE -- Be sure to take into account not
them. Respond as realistically es possible, given only the fuels that could be directly substituted for
your actual operations in 1988. offaite-produced electricity, but Idso the fuels

needed to generate electricity onsetsthat could
Base your estimates on the availability of substitute have been used in piace of electricity receipts.
energy sources and the physical condition of your
equipment during 1988. Include switching NOTE -- The sum of lines 411through 10e for each
capability that could have resulted from the use of column must be at least lm k_rQelm the entry on line
redundant and/or standby combustors, and from 3 of that column, end may be larger if more than
combustors that were already equipped to fire one alternative fuel could have been used.
Mtemstive fuels. Lines 1 through 3 of this portion of
the form measure your establishment's overall Lines 4 themllllt 10, Past b -- Leed Time -- Mark
capability to have switched from specific energy the minimum leed time required to switch to e_ch
sources in 1988. Lines 4a through 1Obdescribe replacement ermrgy Ioufce identified.
your capability to replace a given energy source by
specific alternative energy sources. Seetkm IV -- IIIEMAMKS

Please provide any axplenatkms that may be
SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS helpful to us in understanding your reported data.

Attlmh a separate sheet if necessary. Be sure to
Lkte I -- Gmmttty Costumed -- Enterthe total include the name, address, and tldephone number
electricity receipts figure from column 2, line 4 of of nonutility power get, rating setab_/dlme_ of
Section I, and the fuel consumption figures from your company that supplied electricity to your
Section II for total coal and coke, natural gas, estsbiishment if you did not have enough room in
dlstlllata fuel oil, LPG, and residual fuel oil. The section I to identify them.
¢luantitles to be copied ere noted in the
appropriate-boxee of sections I and II. _ V -- CIIMTIFICATION

Lbte2 -- Qmmllty Nmmwttoltall4e -- Enter the PelrkJ C_mmd I1¥ Tldl8 illellaR -- Enl_ the month,
amount of the quantity reported on Line1 that day, and year of the beginning and thf, end of the
could NOT have been replaced within 30 days by period cove_d by york report. If • cs_er year
any other energy source in 1988, even given a report: "From January 1to December 31, 1988,"; if
severe curtailment. NOTE -- Include only that a fiscal year, _)e_4y which (such lm "From
portion of total electricity receipts (purchases plus December 1, 1987 to November 30, 1988"). If •
transfers in) that could NOT have been replaced pert-year report is submitted because the
by either onsite-generated electricity or energy establishment was not in opefstlon or cruder your
source(sl which accomplish the same purposes as company's control fur the entire year, specify the
the offsets-produced electricity (e.g. supplying actual period covered: for examine "JonuMy 2, 1988
heat or power). Portions of individual fuels may be to August 15, 1988," or "June 1, 1988 to
non-switchable due to limitations such as: December 31, 1988."

EUt4144A._(!_ t 2-11_

I

z -- i I
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846B (Continued)

i

ii i ii ii

Sectkxt II COMBUSTIBLE ENERGY 8OURCE$
n

i

F_r iXXlXXNm of thll portion of the ourvey, m refinery ie an ktMalMkm th4n menufKturee flnlehed P4eroloum _ _ _
o_, unfkdetwd oils, natutol gas liquids, oth_ hydrocarboml, imcl eleohcA. Products include motar IMme4ine, unflldohed oil0,

coke, _ _ _MI ilxm_chemtcel feed_mcko, ll_mmmr or i_lem_Mmli¢_ qmeetmne _ mamwm_4m _rf
chemtr_ t_Nim_ent of raw _ delved from IxDt_bl_m cw nMural gee. Among the fkwl produc_ m _ (_

._ mMe_)..W_he_ ¢llx_, clm.,_._, deule. Jmd_

Check the box nexf to the correct descriptlon of the est&bl_shment idenDhed o_ the lddrels label. Then supply datll for Section U

according to the #nsfrucDon$ for that description

CLAIalFICATION INaTRUCTIONI

112 1 { Elulbt_shment Conllltl of REFINERY ot_tlt_ons ONLY {There may be C4Pfetl_e4M Ve_aon A of Sectm_r) II but do NOT make ImF
norwefinery Cpetrochem_cll) operotlonl coio¢ited, but thole og_lt_s on_Mo_l_DWlfO. Igr_reVel'll_ongofSecfk_ll
0to .dlent0fied as • lel_rllte ist_pkshrnent tor I_tposes of the Annul!

Survey of ManufKturos. Census F_rm MA. 1000) on _lge# 4 and 5

2 _ -_ Elulbklhment co_s|sts of both REFINERY AND NONREFINERY _ Vm A of Secf_n II I_CLUOI_
o_erlltlon| JPW lf0. Ignore Vefll_n g of Socflon II on _ 4 end 5,

3[- i E|tlblmhment co-li|ts of NONREFtNERY opetlltions ONLY. (There

may be coloc41ted refinery ol:xmltlonl but those o94_rations Me _ V_N'ld_l • of Secf_on II on p_ge414 _ 5.
Klent_fNKI as • INIl_lflltO Olltllbli_lh_l_t for ptXpoles of the A_n_411 Vofllkxl Ao
Survoy of Mm%/fectwel, C_ms_g Form MA-1000 )

iii -- --

VERIION A

u,,_ - in_,..,_unt._w.mim..tln=au,mm.....
Census used Ou4mtlt_ Totel .xpe_llture.

Energy sources Use for I_tCNm4_ by _ delivery chM_, for the Tot4d other recelptl
Only _ del_vefKI to th_ qu4mtilry in co_. (4) (tronMofll in lhd

quentltim est_nenz !5) cemr_i;wche4m)

I

A, PETROLEUM BASED II

1. Crude oiUklolNI CO_kmMte 208 !

i

2. Residual _ Oil (numberl _). 6, navy IIImm_ iI

Ipo¢ial, im¢l b_nk_ c) 216 / [
I
I

3. Distillate fuel o_1(numbers 1,2, end 4

fue( 0_s IrKI dielS) 224 I

T ;
4. LPG lethane, ethylene. Wopane, i

t ,
|. Motor _loollne 232 .. I |
e. Waste _md byproduct _ (e.g.. r_mer_ MlUlen

off _m,vent_, p_mgas,_ilgu) e2o otu ]
I

7, Potrok_n coke 703 IIm_mle _ _1I

8. W.at. O/d. Mid UK. 711 T !

O. off_ {_ty) mmJen 0j
950 Btu 1

,I968 j
!

II. NONP|TROLEUM BASED _ I
I

1. Anthrec_e 406 t
I

2. B_lt._rninoos end subl_tum_nous coel 4 14 I I
I

I I

_. _leze 448 8hoeSt I
tone i t

4. Cool coke 430 |l

, ,,
6. L_ni_,a 422 I

0. T_oi coal mind coke (Sum of anttv#c_te,

bi_nous _ subb_tuminou: CO#I,

breeze, co41 coke #hd I_n_t#) 46 S

1,000 ! ;t
7. NIturll gis 307 ,ma. h. l I

l ', i
' I|. Hydro_n 638 ..... I

I). Wllte matlrlilll (Wllteplpe,, I I

picklr_ mlte_tlll, etc.) 729 MNIkm I I

10. Other (Specify) Btu ;I t
976 | I I

I I
984 I I

_F,* n_S_,_ ' e_, Page 2
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846B (Continued) _

Pleaoe enter title emmbllshment'a 11 -digtt Census File Number

Bection II - COMBUSTIBLE ENERGY SOURCES - Continued

• i

VERSION A -- C_nddbtued

-- Cen=u|
Quantity consumed _s offsets to Energy sources Use

OUOnlb_Ofeach QulmtdYconsumed onsitafoqrali nonfu4d Only
ectecgysot_ce onaita as a fuel other estabIP41hments

woduced onehe purposes ZoI
(11) (12)

(7) (8) (9) (IO) ,,

A. PETROLEUM IIAIED

1. Crude oHlleelm condensate 208

Copy to l_ne ! of _teon 3 _
2. Residual fuet oil (numbers 5, 6, navv

special, and bunker c) 2 l.._L

COPylo I._ I of_crlon 3_.
_1. Distillate fuel oil (numbers 1,2, and 4

fuel o_s and diesel) 224

Copyro l_neI of jwcr_n 3e7
4, LPG (ethane, ethylene, propene,

w p'opylecNI, butane, butylene) 240

li. Motor _ 232

Ii. WMte and bylxoduct gases {e.g., refinery

__ off lj_s, vent ips, pMnt gas, stillgdl) 620

7. Petroleum coke 703

Ii. Waste _ls end tars 711

I. Other
950

968
..--..._.

Ii. NONPETROLEUM IIAIED

1. Anthracite 406

2. Bituminous end subbctuminoue coal 414

_. Breeze 448

4. Coal coke 430

So Lignite 422

o_ovro l,ne I or seer,on3 _ 6. Te_II coil and coke {Sum of anthracite,

b/tuminoua and subbituminous coal,
breeze, coal coke and hgnire) 455

7. Natural gas 307

8. Hydrogen 638
J. Waste materials (wastepaper.

packing materials, etc.I 729
10. Other

976

984

FO_ [lA1481qS_el, Pega 3
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form FIA-846B (Continued)

i i iiiii ii iii iii

,,

cen|us uled Quantity Total expenditure, including Total other recelptl
Energy sources Use for Dutchlled by and delivery chlrQel, of th4p

Only fOlpd)lft_ dQ|ivefedto thll qulntH_f incol, (4} (tflnlflrll in Mldcentral i_rchalel)
eltlb(tshment (5) __

(I) , (2) (3) (4} Mit. I Thou. _, Dol. t(_]

A, |0LIDI _ qt
.I. Anthracite 406 ,

, i
i

2. Bituminous and subl_tum*nous coal 414 , ..
.... i i

448 __ , ._
3. Breeze _ Short

tone , l
4. Coal coke 43_.___0 I _ _"

[
b

S.L_nit, 422 __ I _ --
6. To4a4 coal end coke (Sum of RnthrJcite,

b4tuminous mhdsub_4tummous coal,
breeze, co&l coke and lignite/ 455 i

MINk_

7. Biomass 901 Btu t_- 1
i

Ilam_o
II. Petroleum coke 703 =1

II. Roundwood (wood cut specifically t
for fuel use) 802 II

10. Wlltl m•terillll (wlltepeper, I

packing materials, etc.) _ _1
Mime.

11. Wood chip|° bark, and wood waste 810 Btu
12. Other solids (Specify/

919

_.11z_
l. GA=El 1,000

1. Nlt url!__S _ ma. ft.

2. Acetylene 64......._6 --

3. Blast furnncegas 604

4. Coke oven gll 612 ___
MlUkm

6. Hyd/ogen 638 It. ,/
Q. WIMltoand byproduct gates (e.g., refinery |

off _l, vint pi, ptlnt gel, stillQII) 62.___._0 _ _ , I

7. Other gl_es (Specify/
I

93_._._5 I
I

943 i ,,
i

C. UGUIDI l
1, Dislilhlte fuel oil (numbers 1,2, and 4

f_ Oilslhd die=ell 224
!

2. Kerolene 273 _ a |

3. LPG (ethane. ethylene, I_Ol>lne,

pr ,opylene,but=na, butylene) 240 OeMcme II L

4. M=o,_,,o,,_ 232 _ ',
MIWkm i li

I
6. Pulpir_ or black liquor 737 Btu _ ii .... j

i t
Q. Reeidult fuel oil (numbers 5, 6, navy Ikmmlo i I

llpl_illf and bunker q] 216 t i

7.W=,teoilsandtar, 7_I 1 ',
8. Other liquids {Specify/ MINion = '

950 It. i| ;

I I
968 , , ,

For the purpojes of questmns I. 2a. and 2b below, energy *outces include: mcetyMr_, b_ze. l._far_/buW_, coal cok•, dilf#l=fe
fuel eel, if hen•/ethylene, isobutane, petroleum coke, p_opanelpropylene, #nd residual fuel oil ts

1. Totll Btucontent of energy source products sh_pped durmg 1988 ....... Million Btu
Sfthe #n_wer fo question I #szero, omif quesflons 2a end 2b and prOceed direcfly _o question 3 on page 5.
II que•f_on I has • nonzero response, include in the answers to ouesteons 2• and 2b only tholeenergy
source products thai were reported in question 1

2==.Total Btuvalue of ali energy source ,nventorms as of December 31. 1987 Million _tu

2b. Total Btuvalue qf alienergy source*nventorms asof December 31. 1988. Million Btu

PP),,|H4
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846B (Continued)

_
uii ii

llqeeee eAteq tltll° _'e 1 l"dqll_ Ceewue FNe Numdmer p i ill i

k .-=*-,,- - v,..,o.. - =-.--,
lr

I;

En_ _ j onltte in 1988 Energy sources eemeilmell onsite in 1988
0040 the m in CO4.17) OMent_ CSnlL=l

consumed Energy sources Use
Qu_ _ _o_1 oW°_f Ouanti,V fm'. nonfu_ Only

onett, c__)n_e consumed, • ,ue_ p_rpolel
|7| (8) (9l ll0) i11} (12)_

A. 0OUDO
1. Anthrlmite 406

2. Bituminous and eubt:_lumtnouscoal 414

1 [] Yes 2 [] NO 3. BII4ZO 448

t [] Yes 2 [] No 4. COalcoke 430

Cow to llne _of Norton 3j7 ii. "lrMll coal _d coke (Sum of Rnthroclle,
bltumlnmm end =ubbltunV, nous coli,
tnoze, co_ coke _ _nlte;

7. e_n_u 901
_ F-] ,_.s 2 F-INo

0. I_ coke 703

0. Roundwood (wood cut ol_¢_,_ly
foq fuel use) __ e02

10. Weme m_xim (wu tt)ep_,
peckklg rnatedlds, etc. 729

I []Yes 2[-'INo
11. Wood cN_. berk. and w )od wsete 810

1 Ova= 2DNB 12.0thet_kb
..1Lt_

1 [] Yes 2 [] No
,,, _27

Cow ro ins I of _ 3_ L gAUl
I. N=_ I_ . J.g.L

1Ores 2 I'-I No

[] Yes=I-]No
S. 61a_ furnaoi ii_

Dyes 2ONe
4. Coke oven gu 012

BYe. =O,o

r-Iv. ;l I'-lNo I.Wute_dbyproductoelmle,O,,_lnery
off tta, vera tta, pl_t tta, _11gel 820

i--_Yes ;lE]No 7. Oth_ glmm

[]Yo, ;lO.o

Copy ro Ins _Of _3_-_ C. LIOUIM
("]Yes ;lE]No 1. Oietlote fuel ali (numbers 1, 2, end 4

f._o_,_ (,e,._) =24
[]Ys, ;lDNo

2. Kl_'o_14me 273

[-']Yes ;lE]No C°Pyrotkle|°flecfl_n317 3. LP_ (e_, ethy_Nle, I_,
pro_m, _=,t,m,=x,_n,) 2,o

[-"] YeS =['--]No
4. Moto_ ilam_i_ne __Z,I.L.

[]._.. 2[]No

I r-_ Yes 2 ['-_ No Co_yroV,r_fof_ecflon3_ I. Residuld fuel oil (ntm'tbete 5, 6, mwY
Itpe¢iet, end .bunkgr (;) 210

[]Y,, _E]No
7. Wute one end ten= 711

_vss _E]No 0. Ome_ ,quids
950

l[]Y,, Z[]No 98e

I 3. Enlerthetotllde=igneto¢lgecapacitylocsrldormlmeeofDecember31, 1988for:le. Distill•ts fuel oil ......................................................... _' Barrels

Bsrrels
3b. Rel_duol fuel ell ................................................. _'"

lk=. LPG .............................................................. z,, G IllO_S

Energy information .............. ".... " ..... _.__ .e.._..,.._.,,t,_.,. e-..,.k._,, _anm OlAgmlnlllrlUOnlllllllUli_tl_n Illll_ rMWWO*a'net_*OlO"Wll_ _l"r'u'o"]r " "--" " ""



1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
.... Form EIA-846B {Continued) .....

ii i I lll I

I iiii| I III I llIll I I

Section III - FUEL SWITCHING

Item descr,ptlonill lie ' lE|ecttkl:lt_/!21 , [ T_LII @oalJIMI o0411.si i_ll
1. (],ulntl1_f COhlUmd -- Copy the tOte1 electricity K.loWBllhOUrS Short tOni

receipts from line 4 of section I. and the quantities of
coal and coke, natural gas. distillate fuel oil, LPG. and
residual fuel sd consumed onslte as a fuel from
column (8) of section li. version A or column (9} of
Section I_, vefslOR8

Now answer lines 2 and 3 as appropriate for the Kdowatthou,'s Short tong
columns with nonzero entries in line I, Do ns!
consider differences in energy pr#cea when
astJmatlno amounts

2. Ouanthlf nonlwJtchable -- Enter the amount oi
the quantity m line 1 that could NOT have been
replaced within 30 days by another energy source
_n 1988.

3. OAumntttyew#©h4dble - Subtract line 2 from line 1 Kdowetthourll Short long
and enter the results. This represents the total
quantity of energy consumption that COULD HAVE
BEEN replaced within 30 days by one or mote
alternative energy sources in 1988.

Now answer hnes 4e through 1Obas appropriate for Short tons
the columns with nonzero entne= m line 3. Complete
one column before starting another.

44. Of the amount shown inline 3, what is the maximum
amount that co_ld have been replaced by eleCtricity?
..............................................................................

4b. What is the minimum lead time required to make the 1r'lLees then I clayswitch to electricity?
2[] 1 daYtO 1 WlNIk

3[]Mo_ th_ 1weekb_l w_hin30 dayI

61, Of the amount shown in line 3, what is the maximum KdowstthourI
amount that could have been replaced by coal and

rdb.What is the minimum lead time required to make the i [] Lessthin 1dly

switch to coal and coke? 2J-_ 1day lo 1 week
3[] Msrethan I week10utwRt_l 30 dsyI

61. Of the amount shown in line 3, what ii the maximum KilowltthourI Short toni
amount that could have been replaced by natural
gas?

ab. Whet tsthe minimum lead time required to make the 1[] Lessthin 1day 1[] Lell than1 dly

switch to natural gas? 2{'-] 1day lo I we_k 2[] | daylo | wiNik
3{--_Macethlm1wimkbutwRhtn30 days 3[-'] Mats than1 weekI>dtwdtW_30 dayl

71. Of the amount shown in line 3, wt ,el is the maximum K,Iowetthourl Short tons
amount that could have been re_-_ced by distillate
fuel oil?

SWitChtO distillate fuel oil? 2{-] 1dlV tO 1 wNk 2{--]1 daytO 1 week

3[]More th;m 1WOOk _Jt WfthN't 30 ears 3[]Mofsthe¢l 1 WN_ _ W_ 30 (M_lfl

81. Of the amount shown in hne 3, what iii the maximum Kilowat'thouri Sho_ toni
amount thai could have been replaced by LPG ?

Swttch to LPG? 2(_ 1clayto I week 2[] I day to 1 week
3(-_ Mo_eshim1wNk butw_ffw_300¢yl 3(-] IVlmsthan 1 weekrx.ltwithin30dayi

DI. Of the amount shown in line 3, whet ii the maximum Kilowetthou_'I Short toni
amount that could have been redlaced by realdull
fuel oil?

......................................................................................................

I_b. What iSthe minimum lead time required to make the I {-1Lessthin 1day 1[] Lessthan 1 day
switch to residual fuel od? 2[] 1clayto t week, 2[_) 1 clayto I week

3[]Msre than 1W(NIkbUtWft_ 30dlyl 3[]MO¢0 their1 w0ekbutwlth_ 30deyl

101. Of the amount shown in line 3, what is the maximum Kdowstthouri Short tonl
amount that could have been ral_aCed by any other

energy source? Identify that energy Source. -_

_o_.vvh_i,i,;ih_-mi"_,_um_ea,_time,o_,_i-,_,:iio,_ai_i,lh,; .......... ,__....,_,,_,_e, ,_..,, ,ha,,_'_,v
SWItchtO thai energy source? 2[ i 1day 1o1 week 2_'_ 1 dayto 1 woek

3,_J_Morethin I weekhuew_th_n,10days 3[_]Mo_eIh_ 1 WlN_burwtth_ 30di.y1

_onut_ 84SB.__a_'
Page 6
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
.... Form EIA-846B (Continued)

I ,a i ii _ --- ii __

ii -- i

III -- FUEL SWITCHING - Cont_ued

Natwol gee l DletlNate fuel oil ,40 LPG I Residual fuel ota
t.O00 cu 11 Barrels Gallnns Barrels

1.000 cu ft. Barrels Gallons Barrels

1.0OO cu ft Barrels Gallons Barrels

1,0OO cu. ft. Barrels Gallons Barrels

1E_LII= then 1 day I EgLees than t day ! _.._Llle thin ] day I E_Lae= that, I day

2E_ 1 day to 1 week 2[--] 1 day to 1 week 2E_ 1 day to 1 week 2(--} 1 (Jay to 1 week

3E_More _ 1 walk t)vt wlthm 30 allyl 3['-} More th_ n t week Ixn w_nln 30 dlys 3EgMorl shim I wssk but wrlhJn30 days 3E_ More thin 1 week but wrlhm 30 days

1,000 CU, ft, Barrels Gallons BlrrelP

t [] Less thin 1 day t [] keu than 1 day 1 [] Less thin 1 (Jay 1 [] Lass than 1 day

2[]I doyle I we_k =Egl dlyto I week 2E_1 dlyto t week 2Egl dlyto 1 week

3[]Morathaml wordlbutwtthm3Od4yl 3[]Morathlnl weekbutwrtl"_n3Odlyl 3EgMorath_ml weekbutw_htn3Odsyl 3E']Morlthiml weekbutwrthin3Odeys

Barrels 6lllOnl Barrels

t E_LIII thin I day 1[]Lals than 1 day 1[]Le. than 1 day

2[] 1 day to 1 week 2[] 1 day to 1 week 2[] 1 diy to 1 week

13[]Moo'ota'ian I waek Jp(jIw_l_l,_O(_yl 3[]_kprs_horl I w_ _x._ wJt_l_l._'POdlyl 3_J_pfl the4'11 WiN)k J_J1w _'1_130days

1,000 CU. ft. Gallonl Barrel-,

1 [] Llle then 1 day 1 [] Lass thin 1 day t [] Lasl then 1 day

2[_1 dlytO I wNk 2E'J1 dByto 1 week 2E_1 dey(o 1 week

3[-'_Mo_ thin 1 wmbut wfthm 30dlyI 3[]MOre _ 1 wsskI_.n wRhm 30 dayl 3E_Morethan I week but wfth_n 30days

1,000 CU. ft. Barrels Barrels

t [] Lass thin I day t E_Lees thin I day 1 [] Less than 1 day

2[] 1 day to I week 2[] t ally to 1 week 2[] 1 day to I week

3 [] More _ 1 w_ _ w_ 30 daya 3[] More _ 1 week i_n wnf_ 30 _vs .1[] More mn 1 week _ w_',m 30 days

1.000 CU. ft. Barrels Gallons

1 [] Lasl than 1 Clay I [] LOSSthin 1 day 1 [] Less thin 1 day

2[]1 dlyto 1 wlNik 2[]1 dlvto I weak 2E_]1 _lVtO | week

3[]Mars th4m I week but w_flm30dlys 3[]Moritham 1 wssk bul wn'hm 30allyl 3E_Mo¢ethlm 1 wssk bul wfthin 30dlys

1.000 cu ft Barrels Gallons Barrels

1[]Lies thin 1 day 1 _Llls than t dl¥ t (-_ Llls thin 1 day 1[]Less thin 1 day

zE] t daytot week z(_J1daytot ,,ee_ Z[] 1dayto t week 2E-JI dayt( _week
3 [] More fh4_ | wl_k but withal 30 allyl 31 J _k_e thlll I week b_1 w_h_l _ allyl 1_} Mo_e ff_an I week b_ wRh_ 30 days 3 [] Mo_e P In I week t)_P w_un 30 deyl

FOI_4 IL& 14141IS. 1 lSl
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li l i ml i Ill li l

Section IV - REMARK8 - Pteaae use fhls space of &ttach a |Sparafe sheet for any explanlltionl thiltmay be eelential

_n undefslandmg your reported data. Be sure to _nclude the name, address, and telephone number ol power generating
estabhshmentl oi your company fhllt transferred or delivered electttclty Or steam to your est&bllshrnenf in 1988 if you did

not h4ve enough room in section I

ii iiIleotion V -- CERTIFICATION -- Themittinthis report have been ix'epifed in ec,¢ofdlmce with the in_ructk)na.
I I i I

Name of Person to cent|ct togerdlng this report - Ptlnt or type Area code Number Extension

Telephone

Address _- Number and street FROM', IMo 11Dli¥ _1Year
Plwtml oovemel i, t -
lllqf II11_ l'e_oell TO: iMo. qOav iYeaF

l I ! . -

City State ZiP Co_e S_gnaluro ot authorized person Date

8
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US DEPARTMENTOFCOMMERCE
EI A-846B- I mUMAuo,T.t CENSUS

INSTRUCTION8 FOR FORM EIA-846B
Petroleum Refineries

1988 MANUFACTURING ENERGY CONSUMPTION SURVEY

A. Who la Responsible for Conducting the are engaged in separate or distinct activities, These
Manufacturing Energy L :nsumption llurvey? units may be separated physically as well aseconomically, with separate records or substantially

The Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey accurate reports available for each. If this
IMECS) was designed, and is being sponsored, by the establishment has previously completed the AnnualSurvey of Manufactures (ASM), Form MA-IO00,
Energy Information Administration (EIA) of the U.S.
Department of Energy. The survey is being conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau,
administered and compiled by the U.S. Bureau of the establishment boundaries should correspond tothose used for the ASM. Eaoh unit should be
Census. treated ao I imtll4fate aatabllehment ONLY If that

B. What la The Purpose of Thio Survey? was the determination made foe the ASM. Donot conlmlldate two ASM ostablishmentl Into a

The MECS will collect data on energy consumption single eetabll_hment foe purposes of the MECS,
and usage patterns for the manufacturing sector of o_rlelNIrate i single ASM ae_, btlehme_,,
the U.S. economy. In addition, it will measure the two MEC8 altabllahmentl. MatCh the 11-OIgit
short-term (within 30 days) capability of your Census File Number (CFN) located on the MECS
establishment to have used substitute fuels in piace questionnaire mailing label with the CFN on the ASM
of those actually consumed in 1988. The information mailing label. Responses to MECS questions should
obtained from the MECS will be used to publish include the same activities as those considered
aggregate statistics on the consumption of energy when responding to the matching ASM. if this
for fuel and nonfuel uses, and on some energy- establishment has never completed an ASM, report
related issues such as energy prices, electricity for ali activities that occur at this physical location.
generation onsite, and fuel-switching capabilities.

C. Who Should Report? Ilecticm 1 --NONCOMBUIITIBLE ENERGY
IIOURCE$

This survey is mandatory under the Federal Energy
Administration Act of 1974, P.L. 93-275, and Energy sources used in manufacturing can be divided
under Title 3, Subtitle Bof the Omnibus Budget into two groups: combustible (capable of being
Reconciliation Act of 1986, Public Law 99-509. burned), end noncombustible (such as electricity,

steam, and industrial hot water). The purpose of
Thisform is addressed to establishments operating section 1 is to collect 1988 data for noncombustible
petroleum refineries SlC 2911, as defined by the energy sources, in particular, electricity and steam.
1987 Standard Industrial Classification Manuel
(SLC). Establishment_ operating in the Column 2 collects data that will ph_vide important
manufacturing sector, SlC 20 through 28, the information on the components of electricity
remainder of SlC ?.9, and SlC 30 through 39 will production, and permit en estimate to be made of the
complete similar MECS forms. Response by total consumption of electricity at your
establishments included inthe MECS sample establishment. Column 3 coUects data on the
selected for the survey and receiving the MECS additional contribution that steam makes to the total
survey form is required by law. Failureto respond consumption of energy at your establishment through
may result in criminal fines, civil penalties, and other net transfers end steam generated onsite by
sanctions as provided by law. renewable energy sources. Column 4 collects data on

hot water purchased for use es en energy source and
D. How le My Privacy Protected? used at this establishment site.

By Section 9 of Title 13, U.S. Code, your report to Electricity is to be reported in thousands of kilowatt-
the Census Bureau is confidential, lt may be seen hours. Steam and industrial hot water are to be
only by sworn Census Bureau employees and may reported in millions of Btu. If you keep your records for
be used only for statistical purposes. The law also steam inpounds, use • factor of 1,200 Btu per pound
provides that copies retained inyour files are of steam to convert your data into Btu.
immune from legal process.

i. When lo The Report Due? IPECIFIC INITRUCTIONI

The questionnaire should be returned by the due I.km li - GuantlW Puf4h4NNNIFrom UtllltMe --
date specified on the form. Please use the enclosed Enter the quantity of each noncombustibleenergy
return envelope. If the envelope has been sourcethat was purchased from a utility and delivered
misplaced, return the completed questionnaire to: to this establishment site In 1988. regardlessof when

Bureau of the Census payment was made. For purposes of this qua|rien,
1201 East Tenth Street utilities are companies that produce and/ordeliver
Jeffersonville, IN 47132 electricity and/ornatural gas, and are legally obligated

to provideservice to the generalpublicwithin their
franchisearea. Utilities do not include suchgenerators

F. How lo a Manufacturing Establishment of electricity as independent power producers, small
Defined? power producers, or cogenerators not located at this

establishmentsite. Includequantities purchased for
A manufacturing establishment is an economic unit ANY onslteuse, for example, production of heat end
at a single physical location where the mechanical or power, electrolysis processes,or steam cleaning.
chemical transformation of materials or substances Exclude all'
into new products is performed. These operations
are generally conducted infacilities described as
plants, factories, or mills end characteristically use • quantities purchased from independent power
power-driven machines and material-handling producers, small power producers, or cogeneratorsnot located at this establishment site.
equipment. Manufacturing also includessuch
activities as the assembly of components of • quantities delivered from other establishments
manufactured products and the blending of materials in your company even if thole quantities were
such as lubricating oil, plastics, resins, or liquors, repurchased from them by your establishment.

An establishment is not necessarily identical to s • quantities purchased and paid for by • central
business concern or firm, either of which may purchasingentity sllparate from this establishment.
consist of one or more establishments. An
establishment may consist of one or more units that • quantities for which payment was made in-kind.

CONTINUll ON PAtIli 3
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Use lb -- Expendhuree For Purchases From Use E - 8ases of Transfers to Utilities - Enter
Utilities -- Enterthe total expenditures for the the total quantity of electricity soldor transferred by
purchased quantities reported on line 1a. Include ali your establishment in 1988 to utilities. For purposes
expenditures regardlessof when payment was of this survey, utilities are companies that produce
actually made. and/or deliver electricity and/or natural ges, and are

legally obligated to provide service to the general
Mete 2a - Quantity Pur©hase<l From Nonutllltlee - public within their franchise area. Utilities do not
Enter the quantity of electricity and steam that was include such generators of electricity es independent
purchased from offsite nonutuility power producers power producers, small power producers, or
and delivered to this establishment site in 1988, cogenerators not located at this establishment site.
regardless of when payment was made. Include Include quantities exchanged for the same or any
quantities purchased for ANY onsite use. other energy source(s).
Exclude all:

Use 8 -- 8ases or Transfers to NoflutUNies --
• quantities delivered from other Enter the total quantity of each noncombustible

establishments in your company even if energy source soldor transferred in 1988 to
those quantities were repurchased from establishments other than utilities. Include
them by your establishment, qucntities exchanged for the same or any other

energy source(sl.
• quantities purchased and paid for hy s

central purchasing entity separate from this _ 10 -- NoflutlliW Ilupp41ero -- If any
establishment, electricity reported in column 2, line 3 was

obtained by transfer from another
• quantities for which payment was made in-kind, establishment of your comp4my, enter the

name, address and telephone number of the

line 2b -- Expenditures Fm, Purchases From supplying establishment. If you received
Nonutllltieo - Enter the total expenditures for the transfers from more than one of this type ofestablishment, use the "Remarks" section to
purchased quantities reported on line2e. Include ali identify remaining suppliers.
expenditures regardless of when payment was

actually made, Questions 11 and 12 should be completed if there

Line 3 -- Other Reee_ts -- Enter ali additior_sl was any electriclW generated st this establishment
quantities delivered to your establishment site in site in 1988 (column 2 has a nonzero entry on
1988 but not reported on lines 1a or 2e. lines 5, 8, sr7/. If your establishment had no onstte
Inelude: generation in 1988, omlt questions 11 and 12 and

proceed with Section II - Combustible Energy
Sources.

• quantities purchased end paid for by •
central purchasing entity separate from this
establishment. Question 11 -- Indicate by checking the

appropriate box whether or not this establishment

• quantities transferred from another was electrically interconnected with en electricutility (that is, able to deliver electricity to the grid as
establishment of your company for which well as receive electricity) as of December 31, 1988.payment was not made.

• quantities delivered from another
establishment of your company even if those GueMkm 12 -- Indicate by checking the
quantities were repurchssed from them by appropriate box whether or not this establishment
your establishment, was designated es a Qualifying Facility (QF) under

the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978

• quantities for which payment wee maKlein-klnd. (PURPA) as of December 31, 1988.

Line 4 -- Total Eieetrlelty ReoMpts - Enter the
sum of lines 1s, 2a and 3 for elec_rlclty only. Copy
this total electricity receipt figure to column 2, line f 8eetklm II -- COMBUITIBLE ENERGY
of Section III - Fuel Switching. 8OURCEII

IJne E -- Quantity CogenarMid -- Enter the There are two versions of Section li - Combustible
total quantity of electricity cogenersted from Energy Sources. In order to determine which
nii energy sources, including renewable version you should complete, first determine
sources. For purposes of this survey, electrical whether your establishment consists only of a
cogeneration is defined es the production of refinery, only of a petrochemical operotion, or
electric energy and another form of useful some combination of the two. For purposes of this
energy (such na heat or steam) through the survey, s refinery is sn installation that
sequential use of energy, manufactures finished petroleum products from

crude oil, unfinished oils, natural gas liquids, other

Lkte 6 -- Ouamlily Oemefsted from Renowab4ee -- hydrocarbons, and Mcohol. Processes used by s
Enter the total quantity of each noncombustible refinery include fractional distillation, cracking
energy source generated onsite directly from astor (both catalytic and hydrocracking), coking,
power, wind power, hydropowsr, or geothermal reforming, alkylation, isomerization.
sources. Any electricity produced as I pert of • polymerization, hydrotrsating and sweetening.Products include, but sre not limited to, unfinished
cogeneration process (that is, electricity generated otis, motor gasoline, aviation gasoline, specialfrom geothsrmol steam which is then itsetf used)
should be excluded. Such quantities should be naphthas, kerosene, distillate fuel etl, residual fuel

oil, lubricating oils, asphalt end road oil. waxes,
included on line 5. petroleum coke, still ges and petrochemical

feedstocks. A petrochemical operation produces
Lkte 7 -- Other Ge=rotaRies -- Enter the total substances by the chemical treatment of raw
quantity of electricity generated onsite by ali other materials derived from petroleum or natural gas.
means not included on lines 5 end 8 above. Fo_ Among the final products are plastics (including
exomple, electricity generated by diesel generators synthetic rubbers), synthetic fibers, chemicals,
should be reported here. drugs, end detergents.
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Second, determine what establishment Column 3 - Reporting Units - Use the indicated
boundaries were used when completing the unitsfor reportingali quantities. Forthose
1988 Annual Survey of Manufactures. Check establishmentsthat keep recordsin Btu, note that
the box next to the correct descriptionof the volume measures shouldbe reported as actual
manufacturing site that contains the physicalquantities, rather than adjusted to
establishment identified on the address label, representa standardenergy content. One barrel
Opposite each box is the schedule of Section II contains42 gallons.The approximate liquid
that should be completed, equivalentconversion factor of LPGis 3.603 million

Btu perbarrel. Petroleumcoke shouldalso be
• If the establishment site contains reported in barrels.A barrelwill holdapproximately

refinery operations only, complete 400 poundsof petroleum coke, or the equivalent of
version A of Section II ontitttngcolumns 6.024 millionBtu. A short ton of petroleum coke
9 and 10. (If the site contains both containsapproximately 30.12 millionBtu. Natural
refinery and adjacent petrochemical gasshould be reportedinthousandsof cubic feet.
operations that are identified as One thousand cubicfeet of natural ges is equal to

e_bli_hm_mt= for purposes about 10.3 therms, or 1.03 millionBtu.
of the ASM, version A of Section II
should be completed, ontitting columns Column 4 -- Ouentity Purchased _ Complete for
9 end 10.) nonpetroleum based energy sources only. Enter the

quantity of each energy source that was purchased
• If the establishment site contains both and delivered to this establishment in 1988,

refinery and petrochemical operations regardless of when payment was made. Include
that are identified as a IdlNIle quantities of those energy sources that were
establishment for purposes of the purchased for ANY onsite use, for example, the
ASM, complete ALL unshaded areas of production of heat or power, electrolysis processes,
version A. steam cleaning, or as a petrochemical feedstock or a

raw material input to any manufacturing operation.
Exclude all:

• If the establishment site contains
petrochemical operations only, complete • quantities delivered from another establishment
version B of Section II. (If the site inyour company even if those quantities
contains both petrochemical and refinery were repurchased from them by your
operations that are identified as Bell=arM= establishment.
eMJbHtChmmcdmfor purposes of the
ASM, complete version Bof Section II.) • quantities purchased end paid for by a central

purchasing entity separate from this
establishment.

VERSION A - SECTION II --
COMBUSTIBLE ENERGY 8OURCEI • quantities for which payment was made in-kind.

C@lumm I - Energy Ikata=es to be Reported -- Column S - Expenditure -- Complete for non-
Sixteen energy sources have been preprinted in petroleum based energy sources only. Enter the total
column 1, separated into the generalcategories of expenditures for each of the purchased quantities
petroleum end nonpetroleum based. Determine from reported in column 4. Include ali expenditures
the criteria below which of the preprinted energy regardless of when payment was made.
sources should be included for reporting and which
excluded. Column 6 -- Other Receipts - Complete for non-

petroleum based energy sources only. For each
First, EXCLUDE ali energy sources that were not included energy source, enter ali additional
consumed for any purpose at this establishment quantities delivered to your establishment site in
site dudng 1988. Ali excluded energy sources 1988 but not reported in column 4. Include:
should be lined out, and no entries should be

mode in any column, Next, if your establishment • quantities purchased end paid for by •
consumed any energy sources for any purpose central purchasing entity separate from this
dudng 1988 that are not included in the establishment.
preprinted list, add those energy sources under
the "Other" heading for petroleum based or • quantities transferred from another
nonpetroteum based energy sources. NOTE - In establishment of your company for which
making additional entries, the preprinted entry payment was not made.
"Waste end byproduct gases" includes ali waste
gas streams (for example, refinery gsa, fuel ges, • quantities delivered from another
vent gas, offgas, stillges, and other waste gases) establishment of your company even if these
produced onsite except hydrogen, quantities were repurchased from them by

your establishment.
Ali unlined energy sources, including any
additions to the preprinted list, should be further • quantities for which payment was made in-kind.
evaluated for inclusion or exclusion by the
specific criterion listed below. Exclude any quantities transferred between o

petroleum refinery and a chemical plant if the two
If your only means of supply of an energy were treated as a single establishment by the ASM.
source during 1988 was as abyproduct of
energy source inputs to any of your Column 7 -- Op41t_ ProdkJctUlon-- Complete for
manufacturing processes, it should be nonpetroleum based energy sources only, Enter th,_
included ONLY if it was at least partially total quantity of any energy source that was
consumed onsite as s fuel dudng 1988 (that produced onsite in 1988 es a product, e byproduct, a
is for heat, power, or electricity generation), waste material, or an output from • captive (onsite)
If none of that onsite-produced energy mine or weil, and was at least partially consumed
source was consumed onsite as a fuel, it onsite. Enter the TOTAL quantity produced onsite,
should be excluded, regardless of whether some or ali of it was consumed

as a fuel or feedstock, transferred offsite, sold, or
Complete the appropriate columns for ali energlV otherwise disposed of. Examples of byproducts
sources that were not excluded by the above include petroleum coke, hydrogen, and still ges.
procedures. Entries should be made in Examples of waste products include wood scraps,
accordance with the specific instructions for packing materials, waste paper and cardboard, and
these columns, waste oils.

(s-tz_J CONTINUEON PAGE4
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Column 8 - Oneite Fuel Cocmulnptio¢l - Coltltl_ 3 - _ Units -- Use the
Complete for ALL energy sources. Enter the Quantity indicated units for reporting sil quantities. For
consumed onsite as a fuel for the production of heat. those establishments that keep records in Btu.
steam, power, or the generation of electricity. Also note that volume measures should be reported as
include fuel consumed by vehicles dedicated primarily actual physical quantities, rather than adjusted to
for use onsite. Copy the entries, if any. in Column 8 represent li standard energy content. One barrel
for natural ges, distillate fuel oil. residual fuel oil, LPG. contains 42 gallons. The approximate liquid
and total coal products to line 1 of section III -- Fuel equivalent conversion factor of LPG is 3.603
Switching. million Btu per barrel. Petroleum coke should siso

be reported inbarrels. A barrel will hold
Cokmm 9 -- _ Noqn4Nml_ -- approxlmstely 400 pounds of petroleum coke, or
Complete ONLY if your establishment contains both the equivalent of 6.024 million Btu. A short ton
refinery and non-refinery operations that are of petroleum coke contains approximately 30.12
identified es s _ _ for purposes of million Btu. Natural gsa should be reported in
the ASM. Note that this column rKluests data for thousands of cubic feet. One thousand cubic feet
the NON-REFINERY operations only. Enterthe of natural gas is equal to about 10.3 Shares, or
quantity of each energy source that was consumed 1.03 million Btu.
onsite for ali purposes other than fuel use. Include MI
quantities consumed as feedstocks (for example, C_mmm 4 - i_Ummlity _ -- Enter the
butane processed in producing rubber compounds), quantity of each energy eource that was purchased
raw materials (for example, coal used to produce and delivered to this establishment in 1988,
coke), additives, or ingredients for products regardless of when payment was made. Include
manufactured bv this establishment. Exclude ali quantities of those energy sources that were
offsite dispositions such as sales end transfers to purchased for ANY onlite use, for example, the
other establishments, production of heat or power, electrolysis processes,

steam cleaning, or as a petrochemical feedstock or a
Cokmm 10 -- _ _ lo _ raw matedal input to any manufacturing operation.
immildllhmemts - Complete ONLY if your Enmludle MI:
establishment contains both refinery end non-

ofnsthat are identified Is a_ • quantities delivered from another establishment
or purposes of the ASM. Note that in your company even if those quantities

this column requests data for the NON-REFINESY were repurchaled from them by your
operations only. Enter the quantity of each energy establishment.
source that was shipped Offlite to any other

establishment. • quantities purchased led paid for by a central
purchasing entity separate from this
establishment.

VERSION S -- IECTION II --
COMBUSTIBLE ENERGY SOURCIE8 • quantities for which payment was made in-kind.

C4_umm I -- EmmllY Ik)m_m tm be Itelmelmd- C_km_ 6- IEalNmIBIMms- Enter the total
Twenty-three energy sources have been preprtnted expenditures for each of the purchased Quantities
in column 1, seoarsted into the general categories reported in column 4. Include MI expenditures
of solids, gases, end liquids. Determine from the regardless of when payment was made.
criteria below which of the preprtntad energy

sources should be included for reporting and which Cokamm S -- Ollklw _ - For each included
excluded, energy source, enter eli additional quantities

First, EXCLUDE ali energy sources that were not delivered to your establishment site in 1988 but not
consumed for any purpose st this establishment site reported incolumn 4. ImdlM41o:
during 1988. Ali excluded ermrgy sources should be
lined out, and no entries should be made inwhy , quantities purchased and paidfor by li
column. Next, if your setablilhment consumed any cqmtral purchasing entity separate from this
energy sources for any purpose durtr_g1988 thin establishment.
are not included inthe prepdnt_l list, IKM thole
energy sources under the "Other" heedlng for • quantities transfemKI from Kmther
solids, gases, and liquids. NOTE -- In making eetlblishment of your company for which
additional entries, the prelxintad entry "Waste and payment was not made.
byproduct gases" includes 141waste gel stnmms
(for example, refinery gas, fuel gas, vlmt illS, • quantities delivered from leather
offgas, still gas, and other waste gases) produced estld)6ellment of your company even if these
o_lite except hydrogen, quantities wee mpurchosed from them by

your establishment.
NI unlined energy sources, including any Idditionl to
the preprinted list, should be further evMusted for • quantities for which i_wment was made In-kind.
inclusion OrexdlAsiofl by the iq_ criterk:_l listed
below, l/any quantities transferred between a

petroleum ref_ end e chen_._ p4amif the two
were treed ee a Mml_ emaldhlmmt by theIf your only maim8 of _ of an er_gy

source during 19B8 was as I byproduct of ASM.
er_gy source inputs to any of your
rrmnufacturtng prOCOINNII,it _ be _ 7 -- On_ lqmdtmtlmt -- Enter the torsi
included ONLY if it was at least pertisl_ quantity of any energy source that was produced
consumed onsit_ as a fuel during 1988 (miRe in 1988 es I product, I byproduct, I weeta
(that is for heat. power, or electricity matadsi, or an output from e captive tensile! mine Or
ganers',_)n). Sfnone of that onsita-produced weil, end was lt lelst pertiMiy conlurned onelte,
er_gy Iource will consumed onlttl Is a Enter the TOTAL quantity produ¢_l onelte,
fuel, it al'muldbe excluded, regardless of whether m or eli of it Wee coflsumled

as I fuel or feedstock, trenlferred affairs, sold, Or
Complete the apl_'opriate cotunma for alienergy othe_Nise disposed of. Examples of byproducts
sources that were not excluded by the above Include _ coke, hydrogen, and stillgas.
procedures. Entriesshould be made in Iccordlmce Examples of waste products include wood scraps,
with the specific instructions for these columns, pecking materiels, waste paper end cerdlx)erd, lind

wlmte oils.

i
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Cokummn8 -- Ik_wcm of Onallte P_Bdumtlcm -- For (_UNN_Icm1 -- Enter the total Btu content of ali
each energy source that has sn entry in column 7, energy sourc_ products shipped offsite during 1988.
check the "Yes" box if the amount listed incolumn
7 resulted from consumption of any other energy If the answer to question 1 is zero, omit question 2,
source listed in Section II - Combustible Energy parts a end b. and proceed directly to question 3. If
Sources, Check the "No" box if the energy source question 1 has e non-zero response, include inthe i
came from captive webs or mines, or is s product or response to question 2 only those energy source
byproduct/waste product from materials not listed in products that were r_ported in question 1.

Section II as acombustible energy source. Examples _ 2, -- Enter the total Btu value of ali energy
include: source inventories as of December 31,1987.

• hydrogen produced as a byproduct of _ 2b -- Enter the total Btu value of ali energy
natural gas in sn sm_ortia plant would source inventories ss of December 31,1988.
have the "Yes" box checked, Ouootlkxn 3 -- Enter the total design storage capacity

located nnsita ss of D,_cember 31 1988, for residual• hydrogen produced throughthe
electrolysisof brine ina chlorineplant fuel oil. distillate fuel oil, and LPG. Report the shell
would havethe "No" box checked, capacity (that is. the design capacity of the stor,ge

tanks) in the units of measure specified. Imldudle:

• coke oven gas pruduced during the coal onsite capacity of ali storge facilities
coking process would have the "Yes" • regardless of the intended disposition of the
box checked, energy source (include both product storage

• wood chipsproduced as I byproductof tanks and tanks dedicated for onlite use).
wood purchased for use si eraw material
rather than a fuel would have the "No" • onsite capacity dedicated or leased for Itorege of
box chocked, energy sources owned by other establishments.

• pulping (black) liquor, used in the
chemical pulping of wood, that is Iloctlon III -- FUEL IltlVlTCHINO
burned in a racovon/furnace or
otherwise combusted, would halve the This portion of the survey ii intended to measure the
"No" box chocked, short-term capability of your establishment to have

used substitute energy sources in plaice of those

Cokaeml 8 -- Ono0to Fuol Conmamptkm -- Enter actually consumed in 1988. Capability to use
the quantity consumed onsite as alfuel for the substitute energy sources moans that this
production of heat. =team, power, or the generation establishment's combustors (for exanrqNe,boilers,furnaces, ovens, blast furnaces) had the machinery
of electricity. Also include fuel consumed by or equipment either in piace Oravailable for
vehicles dedicated primarily for use onsits. Copy the installation in 1988 so that substitutions could
entries, if any, incolumn 9 for natural gas, distillate actually have been introduced within 30 daysfuel oil, residual fuel oil. LPG, and total coal products
to line 1 of Section III - Fuet Switching. without extensive modifications.

NOTE - Fuel-switching capability as measured by
Cokaemt 10 -- Omltto Nowhaol Coem4mqlqSon -- this survey does not depend on the relative prices of
Enter the quantity of each energy source that was energy sources, it depends only onthe
consumed onalte for alipurpom other Shimfuel characteristics of your equipment and certain legal
use. Include ali qusntitios consumed lm feedstocks constraints. Fuel-switching capability sets limits on
(for example, butane processed in producing rubber tta extent to which you could switch to a substitute
compound=), raw materials (for example, coal used energy source if you wanted to or needed to. lt Ms
to produce coke}, additives, or ingredients for nothing to do with whether you would want to
products manufactured by this establtlhment, switch if you could. Therefore, relative prices of
Emdkadeelloffsite dispositions such as sales end energy sources sra not ralated to fual-switchtng
transfers to other establiahments. CAPABILITY and should be ignored when

completing this saction.

Ikqqdememml (_aeetlk)lm -- We r_,x)gnize that records of fual-switchlng
capability are not re_Jlariy maintained. Accordingly,
realormble approximations of fual-ewitchtng

For th_ p_ of Questions 1, 2a, and 2b, energy ca¢_lb_lityare ec_. These a_)roxtmatiorm
sources and their Iqqleoldm41to Btu co_veraion should be balled on the judgment of I peraon
fgd-tars include: knowledgeable about the fuel-switching capibtltty

and operations of your eatabtishment. They era not
Acetylene 21,500 Btu/Ib expected to be formal engineering estimates based
Breeze 19.8 million Btu/shot1 ton on a day-by-day analysis of the oporet0nglevels of
Butane 21,308 Btu/Ib individual combustors and interactions between
Butylene 20,787 Btu/lh them. R_ as realiattcally as poMibie, given
Coal Coke 24.8 million Btu/short ton your actual operations in 1988.
Distillate fuel oil 5.825 million Btu/barrel
Ethane 22,320 Btu/Ib Base your estima_ on the availability of substitute
Ethylene 21,844 8tu/Ib energy sources and the phylicat condition of your
Isobutane 21,257 8tu/Ib equipment dudng 1988. Include switching
Patroloum coke 6.024 rrdilion Btu/barrel cal_)ility that could have resulted from the use of
Propane 21,661 Btu/lh redundant and/or standby combustors, end from
Propylene 21,041 Btu/Ib combustors that were alrelKty equlpged to fire

eltarnativo fuels, LJrms1 through 3 of this portion of
Residual fuel oil 6.287 miBio_ Btu/barrel the form measuro your establilhment'e overeU

capability to have switched from specific energy
NOTE - If your setabl/Ihmem um more precise sources in 1988. Lines 4a through 1Ob describe
corlvereion veluel for your operatiorts, use them in your capability to ral_ a given energy aourca by
place of the aOproximations given above. _e¢ifi¢ altlm_tive energy =ounces.

Energy information Administration/Manufacturing Fuel-Switching Capability 1988



1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846B (Continued)

Page 6

Specific Instructions Line4 4 through 10, Part = -- aeldl_=emee_t
O_ -- Report the m_ximum amount of the

Dna 1 -- Ouantity Ccmsumed -- Enter the total quantity shown on line 3 that could have been
electricity receipts figure from line 4 of Section I, replaced within 30 days by each of the energy
and the fuel consumption figures from Section II sources on lines 4 through 1O, under the constraintslisted inthe instructions for line 2. Report alifor total coal and coke, natural ges, distillate fuel
oil, LPG, and residual fuel oil. The quantities to be amounts inthe units of the energy source that is

being replaced. DO NOT convert this amount to units
copied are noted in the appropriate boxes of of the replacement energy sources. NOTE - Be sure
Sections I and II. to take into account not only the fuels that could be

directly substituted for offsite-produced electricity,
Dna 2 -- QJumntttyNonmwJtrhable -- Enter the but also the fuels needed to generate electricity
amount of the quantity reported on Line 1 that COLdd onsite that could have been used in place of
NOT have been replaced within 30 days by any electricity receipts.
other energy source in 1988, even given a severe
curtailment. NOTE - Include only that portion of NOTE - The sum of lines 4a through lOs for each
total electricity receipts (purchases plus transfers in) column must be at least as large as the entry on line
that could NOT have been replaced by either onsite- 3 of that column, and may be larger if more than
generated electricity or energy sourcels) which one alternative fuel could have been used.
accomplish the same purposes as the offsite-
produced electricity (e.g., supplying heat or power). Lktee 4 thfmu_h 10, Pmrt b -- _ Tlkme -- Mark
Portions of individual fuels may be non-switchable the minimum !eed time required to switch to each
due to limitations such as: replacement energy source identified.

• the characteristics of your physical plant
(for example, single-fired com,bustors or
the absence of redundant and/or standby Ileetton IV -- REMARK8

combustors), or the requirements of your Please provide any explanations that may be
manufacturing process, helpful to us in understanding your reported data.

Attach a separate sheet if necessary. Be sure to
• binding take or pay contracts with include the name, address, and telephone number

energy suppliersthat were in place, of nonutillty power generating establishments of
your company that supplied electricity to your

• environmental regulations which limit establishment if you did not have enough room in
the amounts of potential replacement section I to identify them.
fuels that could be burned,

DO NOT consider current relative prices of fuels Ikr,cHtklmV -- CERTIFICATION

as e limitation to switching capability. Pef_d _ By _ I1_ -- Enter the
month, day, and year of the beginning and the

line 3 -- Ouantlty awtt_IMable - Subtract line 2 end of the period covered by your report. If a
from line 1 and enter the results. These values calendar year report: "From January 1 to
represent the quantity of each energy source December 31, 1988,"; if s fiscal year, specify
consumed that COULD HAVE BEEN replaced which (such as "From December 1, 1987 to
within 30 days by at least one other energy source November 30, 1988"). If • pert-year report is
in 1988. NOTE - If alientries online 3 are zero, submitted because the establishment was not in
complete the Comments and Certification sections operation or under your company's control for
of the survey and return it to the Census Bureau. the entire year, specify the actual period
For each entry on line 3 that is non-zero, complete covered: for example "January 2, 1988 to
the remainder of that column. Complete one August 15, 1988," or "June 1, 1988 to
column before starting another. December 31, 1988."

i •
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846C (Continued)

i i i

Units Energysource=meel_NI in 1N8
Census MINId Quimtity Total elqpe_lltwe, knckld_

Energy sources Use fM purch4med by _ ¢1_ _, of the Totol ocher mce_te
Only _ _ to th_ _ in (:oi. i4) (_rMtOfll irt

_mnmlee .e,d=aslvnem (6t cenuetmm=bessel
ct J 12) 13l r_) Ma. _ Thou.I Dol. le)

A. IOUOI
I

1. Anthrm:ite 4oe ,
i

2. _jrnl_o_l IMl_ 114J_u_rl_ot_ col_ 414 i i
I

S. 8_Deze 448 I
8he_ i
liens

4. CCNd coke 430 ! ,
I

6. Li_te 422 I, A i

I. TMal coolandcoke (Sumof anthracite,
b_,nkx:_ _nd _ CCWo
breeze,coo/co_e_ I_pnitel 45S

Mlllen
7. Bionvms 901 Btu

Ilemde
8. Pi_mioumcoke 703

9. Roundwood(woodcutspeci_ 1_
for fuelume) 802 i10. Wastemateriels(waste,
peckingm_w'i_, etc.) .._Z.Z.L_

Mlllkm
11. Woodch_, bork,endwoodwute 8tO litr i

12. Other,-.,mole(S_c_fy/ i

±919
t

IL GAI_II 1,000 '
1. Nel_ gm .._19.2_ m.n.

T

2. Acetylene e4e ,

I

I. Blemhxnecetin 604

4. Cokeowm_lee e12 i

li. Hydmi_ e3o Bl., i

IL Warn nmdbwnduct01mee(e.g..reflneW _ I

o"Ip=. v_ I_. pu,. lm. d gesl e2o

936 _ I

943

l ' '1. DimJknefuoloil (nunm t. 2. lind4
I

baldok lind_) 224 Beemlo| lt

Z. Km 273 _' l I

S. LP(; ,_J_n,,. _r_r., proem, t = '_, _,u,,r_, _e.e) 240 eellmm I I
I I

4. Motor _ 232 1 _ I

|. PulpingorblackI_ 737 Btu '

L _u_ sueo_ (numeer,6. e. new eem_ ', ,
lll)OCild,ondtlunk_ c) 216 | l

T ' '7. Wuto (xlewxlum_ 7_ _
I

L Othe,i _soe_fy/ Imines, _ _,
960 iltv I

] ' ,! I
968 i I

Fo_rhe_urpoN=of _uaUon_ 1,2a. an_ 2b b_ow, _neqW_ourcu lnck_V: _l_ene, bnwze, Ix_ame/b_, coelcoke,dl_
fu_ oA ethe,_erhW_ne._, perro_umco*e. ,¢_n_V_o_V_, _ m_ktu__u_oA

1. To_ Btucomemo_e,wgV,murcewod,x_ ,_mpe_dur_ _988.......................... M_en R_u

If_ w_wer roquestk_ I m zero.omn _tion_ 2a_n_ 2b _,_ proc_ o_ecrlyrooue_tion3on peee3
/fquwOo_ ; h_ a nonzeromWxx_e, tackle _nme_wer= ro_eerk_m 2e_md2bor_ moeew_q/y_ource_0k_ctH marwe_ r_'t_//n _u_Ht_ 1.

TotolBtuvlk_eof MIim_rgyimurceinv_mto_m_sof December31. 1987........... Mtllo_ Btu

2b. TotatBtuvetueofeHenergysource,nventonetHsof Decembe_31. 1988....... IVil(m Btu
_olw lm.1441c ,st II,

P=ge2
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nued

i IL

Pleeem emlot"lhls _'o 11-dq_ Cm FEe Ntm_ee p
m

_ II -- COMIIUITIILE ENERGY 8OURCEI -- Cmttktm_

Ener1_lYImurces _ o_l_te ,in 1988 Energy sources _ Ohi,to in 1988
Doel theentryin col (71 QuentlW Clnlul

reWelen!the Wod_ consumed Energy iourcel Uee
QulmtJtyproduced or byixodu¢lof Quontity Onlytm rollnec4uet

a?_ (81 (9) 1101 1111 1121
A. IOUml

1.Anthr_'tte 4oe

2. _ imd _ coel 414

I [] Yes 2 [] No 3. BI1NIZO 448

1 _'--IYes 2(-'1No 4. Co'coke 430

s. U_o
Copy roline ! of _cfion 3 _ I. TIMI _ lind coke (Sum of MRIvoctte,

bitumtno_end_ coel,
brims,c_ co*om__nttoJ

1 ['] YI| 2[_No
II. Petroleum coke 703

o. Roundwood(woodc_t_
forfuelural _ig.L-

10.Wrotemm_e (w_elml_r,
_. etc.I 7zl

1 ("_ Yel 2 I-'_ NO 11. Wood ¢hIpe, bed_, amd wmxl WNre 810

F_yee 2 ['-1No ¶1. 011llMIlOIdl
919

! I-]yN 2 I-INo
, 927

Copy follrte f of _clrlon 3 _ L _
_. Nm,_ em J92_

OY., 2r-INo 1. k:qm_ww o4¢

['-_ Yes 2 ['7 NO _1.Blllt _141_acega8

[']Yell 2 r'] No 4. Coke 0¥_1__Ndll

[] Y,,, =I-1No I. _ ea_._.L
[--_Yoo 2_]No L Wlltl INI Ilylll_du_ _Ne |O.g., RI4_

I-Iy_, 2 r-lNo 7.O_Iw¢_ee

_y. ,nNo

_["]Ye_ 2["]No 1. I)il_l_ fuel(di(mmCllm1,2.I_14

_I-1_ n[-1No
|. Mmm_ :_7._._).__

¢m_one,t,x_ne,_eno) _4o

1 r]ye, 2 [--JNO Co_foline_ofeectlon3_ t Rmkluel fuel d I_ 6, 6, nevy

_E]Y,. _E]No
7.Wm ok mcltam 7_t

1E_ Yee 2 _] NO L O_IM Ikl_
0lm

1 [] Yell 2 _ NO ttl

li. Enlor the fotal de__Ignrror_,_ cepectty located o*ml_ N of Deceml_r 31, 11_ll Mr:

h_ I)Amdllmmfuelol .............................................................. ]_

h. L,PG........................................................................ ,,o

IlOl_lklllA.IIMI_ ISI lit Plq_ 3
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form FIA-846C (Continued)

ii ii

i

1) Section III -- FUEL SWITCHING

Item descr_pt,on ]1 Electricity 14_5 Total cOM and ooke

1. (_MIl_f co4fteufned - Copy the total electrtclt'v I_,_,,,I_u irs Shot1 Ions
receipts from line 4 of section I, and the quantities of
coal and coke, natural gas, dJshllate rue o LPG and
residual fuel oll consumed onslte as a fuel from
column (9) of section II

NOWanswer hnes 2 and 3 as approp.afe for the KdOWdftr,_,.,'_ Short tonl
columns wlfh nonzero enr.es m line I Do nor
consider differences in energy prices when
esrlmaflng amounts

2. OM4mt_ nonew_chable -- Enter the amount of
the quantity m line 1 that could NOT have been
replaced within 30 days by another energy source
m 1988

3. _ Iwltchllb4e - Subtract hne 2 from hne 1 Kdow4tthou_'s Short toni
end enter the results This represents the total
qtJantltV of energy consumption that COULD HAVE
BEENreplaced within 30 days by or_ or more
atternatwe energy sources in 1988

Now _mswer lines 4a through I Obes appropnate for Short tons
fhe columns wlrh nonzero entries enhne 3. Complete
one column before starting another

441. Of the amount shown in linu 3. whet esthe maximum
Imount that could have been replaced by electricity ?

.......................
411. Whet ii the minimum lead time requ.ed 1o make the 1[_ LessthanIdly

switch to electricity? 2E_ I dayto 1 week

3_More than1 w_k _n w_m 30delta

!i8. Of the amount shown inline 3. what is the maximum KiIowetthourl
amount that could have been replaced by coli end
coke?

..................................................................
etl. _fhet il the minimum leed time required to make the i _ Lns thanI day

SWitChtOcoal and coke? 2_-} I dayto I week

3E] Moreff_mI weekbutw_hm30 days

k. Of the lrno_It lhown in line 3. whet ii tpe maximum Kilowltthourl Short tofll
lmourlt that could have been replaced by natural
gas?

...................................................................................................
ii&. _Nhlt ii the mmmrlum lead tlnle required to mike the 1(-'_Lessthan1 day 1F_ Lessthen1 ally

ewitch to mlturel gas? 21-'JI dayto I wqmk 2[-'] I dayto I week

3["_ Marl trainI WqNlkI_I wRhm30 day| 3[--]Marl th_1 | wa_ b_ w_Nn30doltl

70. Of _1 lmount s_own m line 3. whir ii the mlx_ Kdowltlhourl Short tonl
thal co_ddhave been _ed by diltiHete

fu_ OH?

.....................................................................................................
Til. _ ii _ min_nom lead time req_red tOmaki the I [_ Lessth_ I (:lav I [-] L41uthan1 day

switch to _e fu_ oH? 2_ _day to t week _[-'] I dayto I w_k
3[] Mo_0th_ twm I_ wm_ 30_ 3[--]Mo_ mm I w_k I_ wteW_)0 day_

le. Of the imount Ihown inh 3. what ii the mlxlmum Kilowltlho_rl Short to_l
emounl that could have b4Nmrepla<:edby LPG?

lb. W11411Hl the minimum lead tin_ requUld to mlke the _[-_ Lest than t day t[] Leesthan t d4w
IW_lch tO LPG? 2L-_ t day lo 1 week 21-71 _ to 1

le. O/the w_o_nt _own mIme 3, what Hlthe maximum K,_owe_houru .Sem_to_
_t that couldhave been replaced by resKJUll
fu_ oH?

...............................................................................
_ ii the minimum leed ti_ rerpJirad to mike rh4 I [] Lell than I day t[] Lm thln t d_W

switch to reoKlual fue_OH? 2[] 1 deyto I week 2["_ 1 d_rfto 1 .:"_
_[__Mo_t_ t w_v,t_ wrtt_ 30day_ 3E]Mo_mm I w_w_m3Odayz

1_. O_I _ I1_ IIhov_/l'lin |if_l 3, Whet II the maximum KiIowltthourl Sho_ |o_11
Imo_lt that could have been repllced by Imy other

et_H'gy Iource? kg_¢lt#fy thaf energy source, -_

1011. What le the m_r.mum leed time required to make the _LJLeisr;than t day 1[]Less thant day

lWllch to that energy Source? 2[::_ I day to I week 2_:.]I dayto I wm
_M3[ J o_*th_lweekbutwf1"h(e_:)Oday| 3L-_lMorelhenlwl_kb_w/th_30_kwi

_om:EtA_ _s1el_
Paqe 4
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1000 cu. It. h-elu G_8

1,000 cu. _. h.ets GeNon8 Iarreie

1,0OOcU, ft. Bllrrol8 GINcml

--_-_:_-............-_-_-;_-............__;.-_--_,.............;_;;-_--_ .............
20+ c_vto _ wu, t _F'11 eavto 1 vmk 2DI aavto I vMmu 11"11 arm1
3Dl_i_tllt14n||llu11_1_n30_ll_1 IDMl_llhlA|Wllillul_10dlVl ]rTill_ll1|Wllilllli_lll_l I_||ili_|

1.000 cu. h. 8_rrm O_ kmde

-,-D-_-_,_- ............ ,_-_-_-;_- ............ ,+_-_-,_- ............ ,_-_;-_- ............
31"lt4omm_m_w.ek_we_3_eemj _F')_eu,_u,e_u_w4mm3o_ Ji"10_e_emtmetle_wmmlOem anlumem_IilO_

Gollolu Ilimle

_-_-_-+_- ............ ,_-_-;_ ............. ;_-_;-_- ............

-;m-_-_;_ ............ ,_-_-_- ............ ,_-_-+-_ .............
3_momm_m__,kt.J__ 3o_ +l-'lmmemswoekt,,_o_ _ri04mems_tt_u,em.3o_

_,000 _. _. _ IJ4m_

3_k+ | |i+_+ ini+1 |M_+ I_i|Iiii||

1 oO(X) _'_. 1_, IIl_tll

I[_LIII Illal 1 _ IF-_LIIIt_II11 _ lr7_ lhll I

1,000 m. h+ IIi.lte O4dlo_dl

+ EIA+M_ IS- l .III

PIlaf a

i iiii iiii ii • i II __
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iii i ii i ii i

i iii iii ii | i i, iiii

Ilectk_rt IV -- REMARKS - P/ease this ,llr_sch for • ther be
ule spoce or 4 seDarBre sheet any e_Dlansrlotl ruby ellenti#l

in understanding your reported d4ta. Be lure ro #nclude fhe name, address, and telephone nurnbor of POwer g@rmretlng

eltablishmenfB of your company rhaf transferred or dehvered elecfricsf y ot mfeam fo your esrat_#ilhmen! _n 1988 if you did
not h41ve enough room in section I.

l -- CllWrlPICATINMII - Thedatl _ mls ml_r_ herebe_ II_Nm_i I_ ic¢omemle w_ the ktmmcti_s.
leUkm V

• II I

Ped_ ee_e_l
w_.,_,, TO: 1,_. :D., lr..

I j I
City Stlte ZIPCode Signatureof licRh_.tzedpeflN_ DMe

--_..-_ I_ _ Ilk_.Imt

Poge6

L
ii i ii I I
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846C Continued

U.S. DtEPARTIk_N,T OF COIAitAERCE

ilA-84aG- i =u_r_uoFT.! c._
I_.12.11|1

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FORM IE|A-846C

Chemicals end Allied Products; Steel Works, Blast Furnaces, and Rolling
Mills; Products of Petroleum end Coal

1988 MANUFACTURING ENERGY CONSUMPTION SURVEY

A, Who la Responsible for Conducting the are engaged in separate or distinct activities. These
Manufaoturing Energy Consumption Survey? units may be separated physically as well aseconomically, with separate records or substantially

accurate reports available for each. If this
The Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey (MECS) establishment has previously completed the Annual
was designed, and is being sponsored,by the Energy Survey of Manufactures (ASM), Form MA-1000,
Information Administration (EIA) of the U.S, Department conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau,
of Energy. The survey is being administered end establishment boundaries should correspond to
compiled by the U.S, Bureauof the Census. those used for the ASM, Each unit should be

treated es a separate establishment ONLY If that
B. What la The Purpose of This Survey? was the determination made for the ASM. Do

not conm)lldata two ABM establishments Into a
The MECS will collect data on energy consumption single establishment for purposes of the MECS,
and usage patterns for the manufacturing sector of of separate i single ASM establishment Into
the U.S. economy. In addition, it will measure the two MEC$ establishments. Match the 11 -digit
short-term (within 30 days) capability of your Census File Number (CFN) located on the MECS
establishment to have used substitute fuels in place questionnaire mailing label with the CFN on the ASM
of those actually consumed in 1988. The information mailing label. Responses to MEC_ questions should
obtained from the MECS will be used to publish include the same activities as those considered
aggregate statistics on the consumption of energy when responding to the matching ASM. If this
for fuel and nonfuel uses, and on some energy- establishment has never completed an ASM, report
related issuessuch as energy prices, electricity for ali activities that occur at this physical location.
generation onsite, and fuel-switching capabilities,

C. Who Should Report? Section 1 - NONCOMBUSTIBLE ENERGYSOURCES

This survey is mandatory under the FederalEnergy
Administration Act of 1974, P.L. 93-275, and Energy sources used inmanufacturing can be divided
under Title 3, Subtitle B of the Omnibus Budget into two groups: combustible (capable of being
Reconciliation Act of 1986, Public Law 99-509. burned), and noncombustible (such as electricity,steam, and industrial hot water). The purpose of
This form is addressed to establishments operating section 1 is to collect 1988 data for noncombustible
in SlC 28, 29 (except 2911 ), and 3312, es defined energy sources, in particular, electricity and steam.
by the 1987 Standard Industrial Classification
Manual (SLC).Establishments operating inthe Column 2 collects data that will provide important
manufacturing sector, SlC 20 through 27, and 30 information on the components of electricity
through 39 will complete similar MECS forms, production, end permit sn estimate to be made of the
Response by establishments included inthe MECS total consumption of electricity st your establishment.
sample selected for the survey and receiving the Column 3 collects data on the additional contribution
MECS survey form is required by law. Failure to that steam makes to the total consumption of energy
respond may result in criminal fines, civil penalties, st your establishment through net transfers and
and other sanctions as provided by law. steam generated onsite by renewable energy sources.Column 4 collects data on hot water purchased for

use es sn energy source and used st this
D. How III My PHIvm:y Protected? establishment site,

By Section 9 of Title 13, U.S, Code, your report to Electricity is to be reported in thousands of kilowatt-
the Census Bureau is confidential, lt may be seen hours. Steam and industrial hot water sre to be
only by sworn Census Bureau employees and may reported inmillions of Btu. If you keep your records for
be used only for statistical purposes. The law also steam in pounds, use • factor of 1,200 Btu per pound
provides that copies retained in your files sre of steam to convert your data into Btu.
immune from legal process.

E. When le The Report Due? SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS

The questionnaire should be returned by the due Line la - Ouentlty Ptm:hased From UldlflJlee-
date specified on the form. Please usethe enclosed Enterthe quantity of each noncombustibleenergy
return envelope. If the envelope has bean sourcethat was purchasedfrom autlllty enddelivered
misplaced, return the completed questionnaire to: to this establishmentsite in 1988, regardlessof when

Bureau of the Census payment was made.For purposesof this question,
1201 East Tenth Street utilitiessre companiesthat produceand/or deliver
JeffersonvUle, IN 47132 electricity and/ornatural gsa, and sre legallyobligated

to provideserviceto the general publicwithin their
franchisearea. Utilitiesdo not includesuch generators

F. How Is • ManufaotuHIng Establishment of electricity esindependent power producers, small
Oeflned? power producers, or cogenerstorenot located st this

establishmentsite. Includequantities purchasedfor
A manufacturing establishment is sn economic unit ANY onsite use, for example, productionof heat and
at s single physical location where the mechanical or power, electrolysisprocesses,or steam cleaning.
chemical transformation of materials or substances Exek_l nrl:
into new products is performed. These operations
ore generally conducted infacilities described sl • quantities purchased from independent power
plants, factories, or mills and characteristically use producers, small power producers, or cogenerators
power-ddven machines and material-handling not located at this establishment site.
equipment. Manufacturing also includessuch
activities as the assembly c_"components of • quantities delivered from other establishments
manufactured products lind the blending of materials in your company even if those quantities were
such as lubricating oil, plastics, resins, or liquors, repurcheaed from them by your eszebllshment.

An establishment is not necessarily identical to a • quantities purchased and paid for by s central
business concern or firm, either of which may purchasing entity separate from this establishment.
consist of one or more establishments. An
establishment may consist of one or more units that • quantities for which payment was made in-kind.

CONTINUEON PAll• •
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Page 2

Line I b - Expenditures For Purchases From Une 9 -- 8ales or Transfers to Nonutlllties -
Utilities -- Enter the total expenditures for the Enter the total quantity of each noncombustible
purchased quantities reported on line I a. Include ali energy source soldor transferred in 1988 to
expenditures regardless of when payment was establishments other than utilities. Include
actually made. quantities exchanged for the same or any other

Mns 2m -- Quantity Purchased From Nonutilltkm -- energy source(s).
Enter the quantity of electricity and steam that was
purchased from offsite nonutuility power producers Mns 10 -- NonutUlty SuplpUera -- If any
and delivered to this establishment site in 1988, electricity reported incolumn 2. line 3 was
regardlessof when payment was made. Include obtained by transfer from another
quantities purchased for ANY onsite use. establishment of yol_r company, enter the
Exclude all: name, address and telephone number of the

supplyingestablishment. If you received
• quantities delivered froh_ other establishments transfers from more than one of this type of

in your company even if those quantities were establishment, use the "Remarks" section to
repurchased from them by your establishment, identify remaining suppliers.

• quantities purchased and paid for by a central
purchasingentity separate from this Questions 11 and 12 should be completed if there
establishment, was any electriciW generated at this establishment

• quantities for which payment was made in-kind, site in 1988 (column 2 has • nomm,_ entry on
lines 5, 8, or 7). If your establishment had no onsite

Mns 2b -- Expenditures For Purchases From generation in 1988, omit questions I 1and 12 and
Ncmutllttkm -- Enter the total expenditures for the proceed with Section II - Combustible Energy
,ourchasedquantities reported on line 2a. Include ali Sources.
expenditures regardless of when payment was

actually made. O_N_l(m 11 -- Indicate by checking the
Line 3 -- Other Receipts -- Enter ali additional appropriate box whether or not this establishment
quantities delivered to your establishment site in was electrically interconnected with en electdc
1988 but not reported on lines 1a or 2e. utility (that is, able to deliver electricity to the gdd as
Include: well as receive electricity) as of December 31, 1988.

• quantities purchased and paid for by a OuemHkm 12 -- indicate by checking the
central purchasing entity separate from this appropriate box whether or not this establishment
establishment, was designated es a Qualifying Facility (QF) under

• quantities transferred from another the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978
establishment of your company for which (PURPA) as of December 31, 1988.
payment was not made.

• quantities delivered from another establishment _ II -- COMBUSTIBLE ENERGY
of your company even if those quantities were IIOURCE8
repurchased from them by your establishment.

• quantities for which payment was made in-kind. Cohmm I -- Enelrgy Ikl_mee to be Reported --
Twenty-three energy sources have been preprlnted

Line 4 -- Total Ele_dl¢_ Receipts -- Enter incolumn 1, separated into the general categories
the sum of lines la, 2a, and 3 for electricity only. of solids, gases, and liquids. Prior to completing
Copy this total electricity receipt figure to columns 4 through 1O, determine from the criteria
column 2, line I of Section III - Fuel Switching. below which of the preprintad energy sources

Line E -- GuantHItyCogenefatod -- Enter the should be included for reporting endwhich
total quantity of electricity cogenerated from excluded.
ali energy sources, including renewable
sources. For purposes of this survey, electrical First. E;_CLUDE ali energy sources that were not
cogeneration is defined as the production of con,',umed for any purpose at this establishment
electric energy and another form of useful site during 1988. Ali excluded energy sources
energy (such as heat or steam) through the should be lined out, end no entries should be made
sequential useof energy, in columns 4 through 10. Next, if your

establishment consumed any energy sources for
Lknm6 -- Oulntlty Genes.areal throcnRenewables -- any purpose during 1988 that are not included in
Enter the total quantity of each noncombustible the preprinted list, add those energy sources under
energy source generated onsita directly from solar the "Other" heading for solids, gases, or liquids.
power, wind power, hydropower, or geothermal
sources. Any electricity produced as a part of a
cogeneration process (that is, electricity generated Ali unlinedenergy sources, including any additions
from geothermal steam which is then itself used) to the prepdnted list, should be further evaluated
should be excluded. Such quantities should be for inclusion or exclusion by the specific criterion
included on line 5. listed below.

Line 7 - Other GenermlJ_rt - Enterthe total If your only means of supply of sn
quantity of electricity generated onsite by ali other energy source dudng 1988 was la=a
means not included on lines 5 end 6 above. For byproduct of energy source inputs to
example, electricity generated by diesel generators any of your manufacturing process,
should be reported here. it should be included ONLY if it was at
Une 8 - Ikilee or Tmnefer_ to _ -- Enter least partially consumed onsite ml 8
the total quantity of electricity sold or transferred by fuel during 1988 (that is for heat,
your establishment in 1988 to utilities. For purposes power, or electricity generation), if
of this survey, utilities are companies that produce none of that onsite-produced energy
and/or deliver electricity and/or natural gas, end are source was consumed onsite es s fuel,
legally obligated to provide service to the general it should be excluded.
public within their franchise area. Utilities do not
include such generators of electricity as independent Complete columns 4 through 10 for ali energy
power producers, small power producers, or sourcel that were not excluded by the above
cogenerstors not located st t'_isestablishment site. procedures. Entries should be made in
Include quantities exchanges for the same or any accordance with the specific instructions for
other energy source(sl, these columns.

[iA.s4_c, qb_3.sol CONTINUEONPAtiE •
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846C (Continued)

Page 3

Column 3 - RepoMing Units - Use the indicated Column 8 -- aour©o of Onsito Production --
units for reporting ali quantities. For those For each energy source that has an entry in
establishmentsthat keep recordsin Btu, note that column 7, chec_ the "Yes" box if the amount
volume measuresshouldbe reportedas actual listed incolur ,_ 7 resulted from consumption of
physical quantities, rather than adjustedto any other r ,ergy source listed inSection II -
represent a standardenergycontent. One barrel Combup",ole Energy Sources. Check the "No"
contains 42 gallons.The approximateliquid box if .,re energy source came from captive
equivalent conversionfactor of LPGis 3.603 million weil= or mines, or is a product or
Btu perbarrel. Petroleumcoke shouldalsobe byproduct/waste product from materials not
reported in barrels.A barrelwill holdapproximately listed insection II as a combustible energy
400 poundsof petroleum coke, or the equivalentof source. Examples include:
6.024 milliunBtu. A short tonof petroleumcoke
containsapproximately 30.12 millionBtu. Nat:Jrsl • hydrogen r,:oduced as a byproduct of
gasshould be reportedinthousandsof cubicfeet. natural gas in an ammonia plant would
Onethou_nd cubicfeet of natural gasis equalto have the "Yes" box checked.
about 10.3 therms, or 1.03 millionBtu.

• hydrogenproducedthrough the
electrolysisof brinein 8chlorineplant

Column 4 - Ouantlty Purchamld -- Enterthe would have the "No" box checked.
quanz,ty of each energy source that was purchased
and delivered to :his establishment in 1988, • coke oven gas produced during the
regardless of when payment was made. Include coal coking process would have the
quantities of those energy sources that were "Yes" box checked.
purchased for ANY onsite use, for example, the
production of heat or power, electrolysis processes, • wood chipsproducedas a byproductofwood purchasedfor useas 8 raw
steam cleaning, or as a petrochemical feedstock or 8 material rather then a fuel would have
raw material input to any manufacturing operation, the "No" box checked.
E,,elude al1:

• pulping (black) liquor, used inthe
• quantities delivered from another establishment chemical pulping of wood, that is

in your company even if those quantities burned in a recovery furnace or
were repurchased from them by your otherwise combusted, would have the
establishment. "No" box checked.

• quantities purchased and paid for by acentral Column 9 -- Onslte Ft=elCona_ --
purchasing entity separate from this Enterthe quantity consumed onsite as 8 fuel
establishment, for the production of heat, steam, power, or

the generation of electricity. Also include fuel
• quantities for which payment was made in-kind, consumed by vehicles dedicated primarily for

use onsite. Copy the entries, if any, in

Cokawm B -- Eq=endlttwes -- Enterthe total column 9 for natural gas, distillate fuel oil,
residual fuel oil, LPG, and total coal productsexpenditures for each of the purchased quantities

reported in column 4. Include ali expenditures to line 1 of Section iii -- Fuel Switching.
regardless of when payment was made.

Cekmm 10 -- Omme No.eel CeMumpti_ --

C(_ltmm 6 -- Other Receipts -- For each included Enter the quantity of each energy source that was
energy source, enter ali additional quantities consumed onslte for ali purposes other than fuel
delivered to your establishment site in 1988 but not use. Include 811quantities consumed as
reported in column 4. In(=lude: feedstocks (for example, butane processed in

producing rubber compounds), raw materials (for
example, coal used to produce coke), additives, or

• quantities purchased and paid for by 8 ingredients for products manufactured by this
central purchasing entity separate from this establishment. Exclude al1offsite dispositions
establishment, such 88 sales and transfers to other

establishments.
• quantities transferred from another

establishment of your company for which
payment was not made. Ik_ _ --

• quantities delivered from another
establishment of your company even if these For the purposes of Questions 1,28, and 2b,
quantities were repurchased from them by energy sources and their aiq_mximsto Btu
your establishment, conversion factors include:

• quantities for which payment was made in-kind. Acetylene 21,500 Btu/Ib
Breeze 19.8 million Btu/short ton
Butane 21,308 Btullb

r,,_l=mmt 7 - OnMte II_,odumtlimt -- Enter the Butylene 20,787 Btu/Ib
total qu_rttity of any energy so_,rcethat was Coal Coke 24.8 million Btu/short ton
produced onslte in 1988 as 8 product, 8 Distillate fuel oil 5.825 million Btu/barrel
byproduct, a waste msted81, or 8n ovtput from 8 Ethane 22,320 Btu/Ib
captive (onslte) mine or weil, and was at least Ethylene 21,644 Btu/Ib
partially consumed onsita. Enter the TOTAL Isobutane 21,257 Btu/Ib
quantity produced onsite, regardless of whether Petroleum coke 6.024 million Btu/barrel
some or ali of it was consumed as a fuel or Propene 21,661 Btu/Ib
feedstock, transferred offsite, sold, or otherwise Propylene 21,041 Btu/Ib
disposed of. Examples of byproducts include Residual fuel oil 6.287 million Btu/barrel
coke, hydrogen, stillgas, coke oven gas, wood
chips and black liquor. Examples of waste NOTE -- If your establishment uses more precise
products include wood scraps, packing materials, conversion vltlua8 for your operations, use them
waste pl=psrand cardboard, and waste oils. inpiace of the approximations given above.

i_.e4e_ (f., =-_) CONTINUti ON PAge| 4
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1988 Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
Form EIA-846C (Continued)

Pige 4

OJumstton 1 -- Enter the total Btu content of ali Line 2 -- OJUlamdtyN_ -- Enterthe
energy source products shipped offsite during 1988. amount of the quantity reported on Line 1 that

If the answer to question 1 is zero. omit question could NOT have been replaced within 30 days byany other energy source in 1988, even given a
2, parts a and b. and proceed directly to question severe curtailment. NOTE -- Include only that
3. If question 1 has e non-zero response, include portion of total electricity receipts (purchases plus
inthe response to question 2 only those energy transfers in) that could NOT have blen replaced
source products that were reported in question 1. by either onsite-genersted electricity or energy
Question 2e -- Enterthe total Btu value of ali energy source(s) which accomplish the same purposes es
source inventories as of December 31. 1987. the offsita-produced electricity (e.g. supplying

heat or power). Portions of individual fuels may be
emotion 2b -- Enterthe total Btu value of ali energy non-switchable due to limitations such es:
source inventories as of December 31,1988.

• the characteristics of your physical plant (for
_ulestlJcm3 -- Enter the total design storage capacity example, single-fired combustors or the
located onsite es of December 31, 1988, for residual absence of redundant end/or standby
fuel oil. distillate fuel oil, end LPG. Report the lhel¢ combustors), or the requirements of your
capacity (that is, the designcapacity of the storage manufacturing process.
tanks) in the units of measure specified.
In_,-_Nle: • binding take or pay contracts with energy

suppliers that were in piace.
• onsite capacity of ali storage facilities

regardlessof the intended disposition of the • environmental regulations which limit the
energy source (include both product storage amounts of potential replacement fue_ that
tanks and tanks dedicated for onsite use). could be burned.

• onsite capacity dedicated or leased for DO NOT consider current reletlve prices of
storage of energy sources owned by other fuels al • limitation to switching capability.

establishments. Line 3 -- t_mRity IB_ -- Subtract line 2
from line 1 and enter the results. These values

84¢tton III -- FUEL IIWITCHINiB represent the quantity of each energy source
This portion of the survey is intended to measure the consumed that COULD NAVE eEEN
short-term capability of your establishment to have within 30 days by at least one other energy source
used substitute energy sources in place of those in 1988. NOTE - If adlentries on line 3 are zero,
actually consumed in 1988. Capability to use complete the Remarks end Certification sKcttonsof
substitute energy sources means that this the survey and return it to the Census Bureau. For
establishment's combustors (for example, boilers, each entry on line 3 that is nonzero, comc4ate the
furnaces, ovens, blast furnaces) had the machinery remainder of that column. Complete one column
or equipment either inpiace or available for before starting another.
installation in 1988 so that substitutions could
actually have been introduced within 30 days Unee 4 _ 10, Peat • --
without extensive modifications. _ -- Report the maximum mlnountof the

quantity shown on Line 3 that could have been
NOTE - Fuel-switching csplbllity as measured by replaced within 30 days by each of the energy
this survey does not depend on ¢'herelative prices of sources on lines 4 through 1O, under the
energy sources; it depends only on the constraints listed in the ineuuctionl for line 2.
characteristics of your equipment and certain legal Report Idl amounts in the units of the eneqp/source
constraints. Fuel-switching capability sets limits on that is befng replaced. OO NOT convert this
the extent to which you could switch to a substitute amount to units of the replacement energy
energy source if you wanted to or needed to. lt has sources. NOTE -- Be sure to take into eccount not
nothing to do with whether you would want to only the fuels that could be directly substituted for
switch if you could. Therefore, relative pricesof offsitlPproduced aiectrlcity, but else the fuels
energy sources are not related to fuel-switching needed to generate electricity onaita that could
CAPABILITY and should be ignored when have been used in piece of electricity recelpto.
completing this section.

NOTE -- The sum of lines4a through los for each
We recognize that records of fuel-switching column must be at least amlarge Is the _ on line
capability are not reguiedy maintained. Accordingly, 3 of that column, and may be larger if more than
reasonable approximations of fuel-switching one alternative fuel could have been used.
capability are acceptable. These approximations
should be based on the judgment of • _ I._ 4 tlmmllh 10, Pert b -- I, Imd 1rime -- MMk
knowisdgeable ai)out the fuel-switching capability the minimum leed time required to switch to e4K:h
end operations of your establishment. They ere not repllmement energy source Identtfl_.
expected to be formal engineering estimates based

on a day-by-day imaiyais of the ogerattng levels of _ IV -- NIIIARKIindividual combustors and interactions between
them. Respond a_ reaiiaticaily es possible, given
your actual operations in 1988. Please provide any explanatio_ th_ may be

haipful to us in understanding your reportlKI data.
Base your estimates on the availability of subatttute Attach •saparate sheet Jf_, Be m to
energy sources and the physical condition of your InckJ<lethe name. Ilddm_, led _
equipment dudng 1988. Include switching of nonuti,ty power gormrattng setlmlkmrr_r_ of
capability that could have resulted from the u_ of your company that supplied eiecutcity to your
redundant and/or standby cornbuatore, _ from establishment if you did not hove ee_oughroom in
combumors thst were already equipped to fire section I to identify them.
i_ernattve fu_s. Unis 1 through 3 of this portion of
the form measure your setablishmeHnt'a overall
_tty to have switched from specific energy IleMiem V -- CERTIFICATION

sources in 1988. Lines 41 through 1Obdescribe Paled C_mmd By TI_ _ -- Enter the month,your Cal:NIIbilit_ltto replace • given enerl_y sourc9 by
specific aitamsttve energy sources, day, end year of the begtrmtngend the end of the

perlodcovered by your report, if e _ yeer
SPECIFIC INIITRUCTIONll report: "From JImuery 1 to _ 31, ll)88,"; if

a fiscal yur, speolfy which (such as "From
I.km 1 -- O_mtlW Cmtmmmd -- Enter the total December 1, 1987 to November 30, 1988"). If m
electricity receipts figure from column 2, line 4 of pert-year report is submitted beceulmthe
Section (, end the fuel consumption figures from establiehrmmt ase not in ol_rMion or under yo_r
Section II for total cool end coke, natural gis, company's control for the entire year, specify the
distillate fuel oil, LPG, end residual fuel oil. The actual period covered: for example "Jdmuary 2, 1988
quentitles to be copied ere noted in the to August 1§, 1988," or "June 1, 1988 to
appropriate boxes of sections I and II. December 31, 1988. '"
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Appendlx E

Descriptions of Major Industrlal Groups and
Selected Industrles

This appendix contains descriptions of industrial groups and selected industries taken from the Standard
Industrial Classification Mant4_ 1987 (SIC). s2 This appendix includes descriptions of the 30 groups that
comprise the strata of the Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey. These are the 20 major industrial
groups (2-digit SIC) and the 10 major energy-consuming industries (4-digit SIC). The Standard Industrial
Classification system is described in Appendix A.

SIC 20-.Food and Kindred Products: This major group includes establishments manufacturing foods and
beverages for human consumption and certain related products such as manufactured ice, chewing gum,
vegetable and animal fats and oils, and prepared feeds for animals and fowls.

SIC 2t--Tobacco Products: This major group includes establishments engaged in manufacturing cigarettes,
cigars, smoking and chewing tobacco, snuff, and reconstituted tobacco and in stemming and redrying tobacco.

SIC 22---Textile Mill Products: This major group includes establishments engaged in performing any of the
following operations: (1) preparation of fiber and subsequent manufacturing of yarn, thread, braids, twine,
and cordage; (2) manufacturing broadwoven fabrics, narrow woven fabrics, knit fabrics, and carpets and rugs
from yarn; (3) dyeing and finishing fiber, yarn, fabrics, and knit apparel; (4) coating, waterproofing, or
otherwise treating fabrics; (5) the integrated manufacture of knit apparel and other finished articles from yarn;
and (6) the manufacture of felt goods, lace goods, nonwoven fabrics, and miscellaneous textiles.

SIC 23-Aplmrei and Other Textile Products: This major group, known as the cutting-up and needle trades,
includes establishments producing clothing and fabricating products by cutting and sewing purchased woven
or knit textile fabrics and related materials, such as leather, rubberized fabrics, plastics, and furs.

SIC 24--Lumber and Wood Products: This major group includes establishments engaged in cutting timber
and pulpwood; merchant sawmills, lath mills, shingle mills, cooperage stock mills, planing mills, and plywood
and veneer mills engaged in producing lumber and wood basic materials; and establishments engaged in
manufacturing finished articles made entirely or mainly of wood or related materials.

SIC 2&-Furniture and Fixtures: This major group includes establishments engaged in manufacturing
household, office, public building, and restaurant furniture; and office and store fixtures.

SIC 26---Paper and Allied Products: This major group includes establishments primarily engaged in the
manufacture of pulps from wood and other cellulose fibers, and from rags; the manufacture of paper and paper
board; and the manufacture of paper and paperboard into converted products, such as paper coated off the
paper machine, paper bags, paper boxes, and envelopes.

SIC 2621--Paper Mills: Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing paper from wood pulp and
other fiber pulp, and which may also manufacture _nverted paper products.

SIC 263I--Paperboard Mills: Establishments primarily engaged in manufacturing paperboard, including
paperboard coated on the paperboard machine, from wood pulp and other fiber pulp.

5ZExecutiveOffice of the President, Office of Management and Budget, Stmutard Industrial Classification Manua_ 1987, pp. 67-263.
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SIC 3312--Steel Works, Blast Furnaces (Including Coke Ovens), and Rolling Mills: Establishments
primarily engaged in manufacturing hot metal, pig iron, and silvery pig iron from iron ore and iron and steel
scrap; converting pig iron, scrap iron, and scrap steel into steel; and in hot-rolling iron and steel into basic
shapes, such as plates, sheets, strips, rods, bars, and tubing.

SIC 3334--Primary Production of Aluminum: Establishments primarily engaged in producing aluminum
from alumina and in refining aluminum by any process.

SIC 34--Fabricated Metal Products: This major group includes establishments engaged in fabricating ferrous
and nonferrous metal products such as metal cans, tinware, handtoois, cutlery, general hardware, nonelectric
heating apparatus, fabricated structural metal products, metal forgings, metal stampings, ordnance (except
vet_icles and guided missiles), and a variety of metal and wire products, not elsewhere classified.

SIC 3$--Industrlal Machinery and Equipment: This major group includes establishments engaged in
manufacturing industrial and commercial machinery and equipment and computers.

SIC 36--Electronic and Other Electric Equipment: This major group includes establishments engaged in
manufacturing machinery, apparatus, and supplies for the generation, storage, transmission, transformation,
and utilization of electrical energy.

SIC 37--Transportation Equipment: This major group include_ establishments engaged in manufacturing
equipment for transportation of passengers and cargo by laad, air, and water.

SIC 3&-Instruments and Related Products: This major group includes establishments engaged in
manufacturing instruments (including professional and scientific) for measuring, testing, analyzing, and
controlling, and their associated sensors and accessories; optical instruments and lenses; surveying and drafting
instruments; hydrological, hydrographic, meteorological, and geophysical equipment; search, detection,
navigation, and guidance systems and equipment; surgical, medical, and dental instruments, equipment and
supplies; ophthalmic goods; photographic equipment and supplies; and watches and clocks.

SIC 39--Miscellaneous M_nufacturing Industries: This majorgroup includes establishments primarilyengaged
in manufacturing products not classified in any other major group.
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Map of U.S. Census Reglons
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Appendix G

Related EIA Publications on Energy Consumption

These publications are available from the National Report on the 1980Manufacturing Industries'Energy
Energy Information Center or the Superintendent Consumption Study and Survey of Large Combus-
of Documents. See the inside cover of this report tots; February 1983, DOE/EIA-0358, GPO Stock
on how to obtain copies of these publications. No. 061-003-00293-5, $5.00.
Please note that the prices quoted are subject to
change. Industrial Energy Consumption, "Survey of Large

Combustors: Report on Alternate Fuel.Burning
In addition to the reports listed below, public use Capabii'_ of Large Boilers in 1979: February
data tapes and data diskettes for the residential, 1982, DOFJEIA-0304, GPO Stock No. 061-003-
residential transportation and commercial sectors 0233-1, $2.50.
are available from the National Technical Infor-

mation Service (NTIS). To obtain information on Methodological Report of the 1980 Manufacturing
how to order the tapes/diskettes, you may call Industries Survey of Large Combustors (EIA-463);
NTIS at 703/487-4807, FAX number 703/321-8547. March 1982, DOE/EIA-0306 (no GPO Stock No.).
Data diskettes can also be obtained from GPO.
For ordering information call 220/275-0186.

Commercial Sector

Industrial Sector Note: The name of the Nonresidential Buildings
Energy Consumption Survey was changed to the

Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey: Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption
Consumption of Energy, 1988; May 1991, DOE/EIA Survey, beginning with the 1989 survey. The
0512(88), GPO Stock No.061-003-00703-8, $11.00. survey name was also dropped from the report

title.

Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey: Energy
Efficiency in Manufacturin& 1985; January 1990, Charseterlstlcs of Buildings
DOE/EIA-0516(85), GPO Stock No. 061-
00300650-7, $4.25. Commercial Buildings Characteristics 1989; May

1991, DOE/EIA-0246(89), GPO Stock No. 061-
Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey: Fuel 003-00699-0, $18.00.
Switching Capability, 1985; December 1988,
DOE/EIA-0515(85), GPO Stock No. 061-003- Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption
00601-9, $3.50. Survey: Characteristics of Commercial Buildings,

1986; September 1988, DOE/EIA-0246(86), GPO
Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey:Method- Stock No. 061-003-00580-2, $16.00.
ological Report, 1985; November 1988, DOE/EIA-
0514(85), GPO Stock No. 061.00300595-1, $6.00. Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption

Survey: Characteristics of Commercial Buildings,
Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey: Con- 1983; July 1985, DOE/ELA-0246(83), GPO Stock
sumption of Energy, 1985; November 1988, No. 061-003-00439-3,$7.50.
DOE/EIA-0512(85), GPO Stock No. 061-003-
00594-2, $6.00. Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption

Survey: Characteristics of Commercial Buildings,
"Manufacturing Sector Energy Consumption 1985 1983; ASupplementalReference, DOE/EIA-M008,
Provisional Estimates," Monthly Energy Review, $22.95. Available from the NTIS, Order No.
January 1987, DOE/EIA-0035(87/01), pp. vii-_ DE-85015581.
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Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption cles, 1983; January 1985, DOEfEIA-0464(83), GPO
Survey: Fuel Characteristics and Conservation Stock No. 061-003-00420-2, $4.50.
Practices; June 1981, DOE/EIA-0278, GPO Stock
No. 061-00300200-5, $9.00. Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump-

tion Patterns of Household Vehicles, Supplement:

Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption January 1981 to September 1981; February 1983,
Survey: Building Characteristics; March 1981, DOE/EIA-0328, GPO Stock No. 061-003-00297-8,
DOE/EIA-0246, GPO Stock No. 061-003-00171-8, $4.75.
$6.5O.

Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump-

Consumption and Expenditures rien Patterns of Household Vehicles, June 1979 to
December 1980; April 1982, DOE/EIA-0319 (no

Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption GPO Stock No.).
Survey: Commercial Buildings Consumption and
Expenditures 1986; May 1989, DOE/EIA-0318(86),
GPO Stock No. 061-003-00613-2,$19.00. Residential Sector

Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption Housing Characteristics
Survey: Commercial Buildings, Consumption and
Erpenditures 1983; September 1986, DOE/EIA- Note: The survey name was dropped from the
0318(83), GPO Stock No. 061-003-00496-2, $13.00. beginning of the report title starting with the 1987

data reports.
Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption

Survey: 1979 Consumption and Expenditures, Part 1: Housing Characteristics 1987; May 1989, DOE/EIA-
Natural Gas and Electricity; March 1983, 0314(87), GPO Stock No. 061-003-00619-1, $13.00.
DOE/EIA-0318/1, GPO Stock No.
061-003-00298-6, $9.50.

Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Housing
Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption Sur- Characteristics 1984; October 1986, DOE/EIA-

ro,.,: 1979 Consumption and Expenditures, Part 2: 0314(84), GPO Stock No. 061-003-00499-7, $12.00.
Steam, Coal, Fuel Oil, LPG, and Total Fuels;

December 1983, DOE/EIA-0318(79)/2, GPOStock Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Housing
No. 061003-00366-4, $6.00. Characteristics, 1982; August 1984, DOE/EIA-

0314(82), GPO Stock No. 061-003-00393-1, $7.00.

Residential Transportation Residential Energy Consumption Survey Housing
Sector Characteristics, 1981; August 1983, DOE/EIA-

0314(81),GPO StockNo. 061-003-00330-3,$6.50.
Note: The survey name was dropped from the
beginning of the report title starting with the 1988 Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Housing
data report, and the report title changed to Characteristics, 1980; June 1982, DOE/EIA-0314,
"Household Vehicles Energy Consumption 1988." GPO Stock No. 061-003-00256-1, $11.00.

Household Vehicles Energy Consumption 1988; Residential Energ),Consumption Survey:Characteris-
February 1990, DOE/EIA-0464(88), GPO Stock tics of the Housing Stock and Households, 1978;
No. 061-003-00652-3, $11.00. February 1980, DOE/EIA-0207/2, GPO Stock No.

061-003-00093-2, $4.25.

Residential Transportation Energy Consumption
Survey: Consumption Patterns of Household Vehicles Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Conserva-
1985; April 1987, DOE/EIA-0464(85), GPO Stock tion; February 1980, DOE/EIA-0207/3, GPO Stock
No. 061-003-00521-7, $8.50. No. 061003-00087-8, $6.00.

Residential Transportation Energy Consumption Preliminary Conservation Tables from the National
Survey: Consumption Patterns of Household Vehi- Interim Energy Consumption Survey; August 1979,

DOE/EIA-0193/P (no GPO Stock No.).
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Characteristics of the Housing Stock and House. Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump-
holds: Preliminary Findings from the National lion and Expenditures, April 1981 Through March
Interim Energy Consumption Survey; October 1979, 1982, Part 2: Regional Data; October 1983,
DOE/EIA-0199/P (no GPO Stock No. available). DOE/EIA-0321/'2(81), GPO Stock No. 061-003-

00357-5, $8.00.
Consumption and Expenditures

Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump-
Note: The survey name was dropped from the tion and Expenditures, April 1980 Through March
beginning of the report title starting with the 1987 1981, Part 1: National Data; September 1982,
data reports. The titles were changed to DOE/EIA-0321/l(80), GPO Stock No. 061-003-
Household Energy Consumption and Expenditures 00278-1, $7.50.
1987, Part 1: National and Part 2: Regional.

Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump-
Household Energy Consumption and Expendilures tion and Expenditures, April 1980 Through March
1987, Part 1: National Data; October 1989, 1981, Part 2: Regional Data; June 1983,
DOE/EIA-0321/l(87), GPO Stock No. 061-003- DOE/EIA-0321/2(80), GPO Stock No. 061-003-
00635-3, $15.00. Note: Energy end-use data are 00319-2, $7.00.
included in this report.

Residential Energy Consumption Survey: 1979-1980
Household Energy Consumption and Expenditures Consumption and Expenditures, Part 1: National
1987, Part 2: Regional Data; DOE/EIA-0321/2(87) Data (Including Conservation); April 1981,
(no GPO Stock No available), $16.00. DOE/EIA-0262/1, GPO Stock No. 061-00300191-2,

$6.50.
Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump-
tion and Expenditures, April 1984 Through March Residential Energy Consumption Survey: 1979.1980
1985, Part 1: National Data; March 1987, Consumption and Expenditures, Part II: Regional
DOE/EIA-0321/1(84), GPO Stock No. 061-003- Data; May 1981, DOE/EIA-0262/2, GPO Stock No.
00519-5, $9.50. 061-003-00189-1, $8.50.

ResidentialEnergy Consumption Survey: Consump- Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump-
tion and Expenditures, April 1984 Through March tion and Expenditures, April 1978 Through
1985, Part 2: Regional Data; May 1987, DOE/EIA- March 1979; July 1980, DOE/EIA-0207/5, GIZO
0321/2(84), GPO Stock No. 061-003-00528-4, Stock No. 061-003-00131-9, $7.50.
$17.00. Note: Energy end-use data are included in
this report. Single.Family Households: Fuel Oil Inventories and

F.rpenditures: National Interim Energy Consumption
Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump. Survey; December 1979, DOE/EIA-0207/1, GPO
tion and Expenditures, April 1982 Through March Stock No. 061-003-00075-4, $3.50.
1983, Part 1: National Data; November 1984,
DOE/EIA-0321/l(82), GPO Stock No. 061-003- Other Publications on the Residential Sector
OO411-3,$7.00.

"End-Use Consumption of" Residential Energy"
Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump. (Article), pp. vii-xiv, Monthly Energy Review, July
tion and Expenditures, April 1982 Through March 1987, DOE/EIA-0035(87/07).
1983, Part 2: Regional Data; December 1984,
DOE/EIA-0321/2(82), GPO Stock No. 061-003- Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Trends in
00414-8, $9.50. Consumption and Expenditures 1978.1984 June

1987, DOE/EIA-0482, GPO Stock No.
Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump- 061-003-00535-7, $12.00.
tion and Expenditures, April 1981 Through March
1982, Part 1: National Data; September 1983, Residential Conservation Measures; July 1986,
DOE/EIA-0321/l(81), GPO Stock No. 061-003- SR/EEUD/86/01 (no GPO Stock No.).
00340-1, $6.00.
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An EconomicEvaluationofEnergyConservation ResidentialEnergyConsumptionSurvey:1984and
and RenewableEnergyTax Credits;October1985, ResidentialTransportationEnergy Consumption
ServiceReport(noGPO StockNo.). Survey,1985;OrderNo.PB87-186540,$220.

Residential Energy Consumption and Erpenditures by Residential Energy Consumption Survey: 1982 and
End Usefor 1978, 1980, and 1981; December 1984, Residential Transportation Energy Consumption
DOE/EIA-0458, GPO Stock No. 061-003-00415-6, Survey, 1983; Order No. PB85-221760, $220.
$4.50.

Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Consump-
Weatherization Program Evaluation, SR-EEUD- rien and Expenditures, 1980-1981; Monthly Billing
84-2; August 1984 (available from the Office of the Data; Order No. PB84-166230, $220.
Assistant Secretary for Conservation and Renew-
able Energy, Department of Energy). Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Housing

Characteristics, 1981; Consumption and Expendi-
Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Regression tures, 1981-1982; Monthly Billing Data; Order No.
Analysis of Energy Consumption by End Use; PB84-120476, $220.
October 1983, DOE/EIA-0431, GPO Stock No.

061-00300347-8, $5.00. Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Housing
Characteristics, Annualized Consumption and

National Interim Energy Consumption Survey: Ex- Ewenditures, 1980.1981; Order No. PB83-199554,
ploring the Variability In Energy Consumption; July $220.
1981, DOE/EIA-0272, GPO Stock No.
061-003-00205-6, $5.00. Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Household

Transportation Panel Monthly Gas Purchases and
National Interim Energy Consumption Survey: Ex- Vehicle and Household Characteristics, 6/79-9/81;
ploring the Variability in Energy Consumption.-A Order No. PB84-162452, $220.
Supplement; October 1981, DOE/EIA-0272/S, GPO
Stock No. 061-003-00217-0, $4.50. Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Household

Screener Survey, 1979.198_, Order No. PB82-
Energy Use by U.S. Households; November 1980, 114877, $220.
DOE/EIA-0248 (brochure, no GPO Stock No.).

Residential Energy Consumption Survey: Household
Monthly Energy Consumption and Expenditures,

Cross-Sector 1978-1979; Order No. PB82-114901, $220.

National Interim Energy Consumption Survey (Resi.
Energy Consumption by End-Use Sector: A dential), 1978; Order No. PB81-108714, $220.
Comparison qr Measures by Consumption and
Supply Surveys; .4pril 6, 1990, DOE/EIA-0533 (no

GPO Stock No. available), $2.50. Commercial Sector

Natural Gas: Use and Expenditures; April 1983, Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption Sur.
DOE/EIA-0382, GPO Stock No. 061-003-00307-9, vey: 1986 Data; Order No. PB90-500034, $220.$5.50.

Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption Sur-
vey: 1979 and 1983 Data; Order No. PB88-245162,

Public Use Tapes $220.

Note: Ali tapes are available through the NTIS.
Public Use Dlekettes

Realdentlal and Realdentlal

Transportation Sectors Note: Diskettes are available through the NTIS
and GPO.

Residential Energy Consumption Survey: 1987 and
Residential Transportation Energy Consumption
Survey, 1988, Order No. PB90-501461, $220.
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Residential Energy Consumption Swvey 1987 Data, Manufacturing E_,rp'j Coasumption Survey:
NTIS- ASCII format: Order No. PB-91-505115, Changes in Energy Ccmsuntp_cm 1985 - 1988;
$130, and dBASE format: Order No. PB-91- plashed for early !9'92.
505107, $130.
GPO - ASCII/dBASE format, order by title, $45 Commercial BuUdmgs Cc_umptkm and F_rpendi.
for each set. tures 1989; planned for early 1992.

Nonresidential Buildings Energy Consumption Survey Housing Characterist_s 1_ planned for March
1986 Data, ASCII format: Order No. PB91-506808, 1992.
$130.

HousehoM E_ Co_ur_l_ and Erpendawes
Residential Transportation Ener_ Con.sumption 1990, Part 1: National Data; planned for September
Survey 1988 Data, NTIS - ASCII format: Order No. 1992.
PB91- 507269, dBASE format: Order No. PB91-
507277, $50 each. Household Energy Consumpticm and F_penditures
GPO - ASCII/dBASE format, order by title, $15 1990, Part 2: RegioaalData; planned for December
for each set. 1992.

Household Vehicles Ener0 Consumption 1991;
Planned Publications planned for December 1992.

Manufacturing Ener_ Consumption Swvey: Note: the Energy Information Administration also
Changes in Energy Efficiency Through 1988; planned publishes the State Epuu,_ Data Report
for January 1992. Consumpt_m Estimates annually, DOE/EIA-0214.
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Glossary

Anthracite: A hard, black, lustrous coal containing coal gas, tar, and a mixture of benzene, toluene,
a high percentage of fixed carbon and a low per- and xylenes (BTX).
centage of volatile matter, lt is often referred to
as hard coal. Census Region: A geographic area defined by the

Bureau of the Census, consisting of various States
Barrel: A volumetric unit of measure equivalent selected according to population size and physical
to 42 U.S. gallons, location. The States are grouped into four regions:

Biomass: Organic (animal waste), nonfossil plant 1. Northeast: Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts,
material constituting an exploitable energysource. New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont.
Bituminous Coal: A soft coal (the most common
solid fossil fuel), which is high in carbonaceous 2. South: Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District
matter, with a volatility greater than anthracite, of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,

Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, North Caro-
Blast Furnace: A shaft furnace in which solid fuel lina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee,
is burned with an air blast to smelt ore in a contin- Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia.
uous operation.

3. Midwest: Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas,
Blast Furnace Gas: The waste combustible gas Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
generated in a blast furnace when iron ore is being North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and
reduced with coke to metallic iron. lt is commonly Wisconsin.
used as a fuel within the steel works.

4. West: Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado,
Breeze: The residue from the fine screenings of Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
crushed coke. Oregon, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming.

British Thermal Unit (Btu): The amount of Coal Coke: The strong, porous residue, consisting
energy required to raise the temperature of one of carbon and mineral ash, which is formed when
pound of water one degree Fahrenheit. the volatile constituents of bituminous coal are

driven off by heat in the absence of or with a
Butane (C_I10): A normally gaseous, paraffinic limited supply of air. Coal coke is used primarily
hydrocarbon extracted from natural gas or refinery in blast furnaces.
gas streams, lt includes isobutane (a branch-chain
configuration) and isobutane (a straight-chain Cogeneration: The production of electrical energy
configuration), lt is used primarily for blending and another form of useful energy (such as heat or
into high-octane gasoline, for residential and steam) through the sequential use of energy.
commercial heating, and for industrial uses, espe-
cially the manufacture of chemicals and rubber. Coke Oven Gas: The mixture of permanent gases

produced by the carbonization of coal in a coke
Butylene (C_lts): A normally gaseous, olefinic oven at temperatures in excess of 1,0130degrees
hydrocarbon recovered from the refinery processes, Celsius.
and converted to alkylate, a high-octane gasoline
blending component. Consumption: The use of energy as a source of

heat or power, or as an input to the manufacturing
Byproduct: A secondary or additional product process.
resulting from the feedstock use of energy or the
processing of nonenergy materials. For example, Conversion Factor: A number which translates
the more common byproducts of coke ovens are units of one system into corresponding values of
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another system. Conversion factors are used to Fossil Fuel: Any naturally occurring organic fuel,
translate physical units of measure for various such as coal crude oil, and natural gas.
energy sources into their Btu equivalents.

Fuel: Any substance that can be burned to pro-
Crude Oil: A mixture of hydrocarbons that exists duce heat.
in a liquid state in natural underground reservoirs

and remains liquid at atmospheric pressure after Fuel Use (of Energy): Use of energy in the pro-
passing through surface separating facilities. Crude duction of heat, steam, power, or the generation of
oil is reported as liquid equivalents at the surface electricity.
(excluding basic sediment and water), measured in

terms of stock tank barrels of 42 U.S. gallons at Generation: The process of producing steam or
atmospheric pressure, and corrected to 60 degrees electrical energy by transforming other forms of
Fahrenheit. energy.

Distillate Fuel Oil: A general classification for Geothermal Energy: Hot water or steam, extracted

light fuel oils distilled during the refining process, from reservoirs in the earth's crust, which is gener-
The classification includes products known as Nos. ally supplied to steam turbines that drive genera-
1, 2, and 4 fuel oils; and Nos. 1, 2, and 4 diesel tots to produce electricity.
fuels. Distillate fuel oil is use0 primarily for space

heating, on-and-off highway engine fuel, and Hydroelectric Power:. Electricity generated by a
electric power generation, turbine driven by falling water.

Energy: The capacity for doing work as measured Hydrogen (Hz): A colorless, odorless, highly
in the capability of doing work (potential energy) flammable gaseous element; the lightest of ali
or the conversion of this capability to motion gases and the most aburdant element in the
(kinetic energy), universe.

Energy Source: A substance such as natural gas, Industrial Sector:. A subdivisiGn of U.S. economic
coal, or electricity that supplies heat or power, activity defined by the Energy Information Admin-

istration to include manufactwing, construction,
Establishment: As defined by the 1987 Standard mining, agriculture, fishing, ant', forestry establish-
Industrial Classification Manual, "...an economic ments.
unit, generally at a single physical location, where

business is conducted or where services or industri- Kilowatthour (kWh): A unit of work or energy,
al operations are performed." (See Manufacturing measured as 1,000 wattle. (1 kilowatt) of power
Establishment.) expended for 1 hour. Once generated, one kWh is

equivalent to 3,412 Btu.
Ethane (CzH6): A colorless, odorless, gaseous
hydrocarbon extracted from natural gas or refinery Liquefied Petroleum Gases (LPG): Ethane, ethyl-

gas streams. Ethane is used primarily as a petro- erie, propane, propylene, normal butane, butylene,
chemical feedstock for the production of chemicals ethane-propanemixtures,propane-butanemixtures,
and plastic materials, and isobutane produced at refineries or natural gas

processing plants, including plants that fractionate
Ethylene (C2H4): A colorless, flammable, gaseous raw natural gas plant liquids.
oleflnic hydro_rbon recovered from natural gas

and petroleum. Ethylene is used primarily as a Lease Condensate: A natural gas liquid recovered
petrochemical feedstock for numerous chemical from gas well gas (associated and nonassociated) in
applications and the production of consumer lease separators or field facilities. Lease conden-

goods, sate consists primarily of pentanes and heavier
hydrocarbons. Volumes are reported in terms of

Expenditures: Funds spent for energy purchased barrels of 42 U.S. gallons, at atmospheric pressure,
and paid for, or delivered to a manufacturer during and corrected to 60 degrees Fahrenheit.
a calendar year. For the purposes of the MECS,
the expenditure dollar includes State ar,d local Lease Separator: A facility located at the surface

taxes and delivery charges, for the purposes of (1) separating casinghead gas
from produced crude oil and water at the tempera-
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ture and pressure conditions of the separator; and 1. Associated Gas: Free natural gas, commonly
(2) separating gas from that portion of associated known as gas-cap gas, which overlies and is in
gas and nonassociat::a gas which liquefies at contact with crude oil in the reservoir.
temperature and pressure conditions of the separa-
tor. 2. Dissolved Gas: Natural gas which is in solu-

tion with crude oil in the reservoir at reservoir

Lignite: A brownish-black coal of low rand with a conditions.
high percentage of inherent moisture and volatile
matter content. It is also referred to as brown 3. Nonassociated Gas: Free natural gas not in
coal. contact with crude oil in the reservoir.

Manufacturing Establishment: An economic unit Ali natural gas volumes are reported in cubic feet
at a single physical location where mechanical or at a pressure base of 14.73 psia, at 60 degrees
chemical transformation of materials or substances Fahrenheit.

into new products are performed. These opera-
tions are generally conducted in facilities described Nonfuel Use (of Energy): Use of energy as a
as plants, factories, or mills, and characteristically feedstock or raw material input.
use power-driven machines and materials-handling
equipment. In addition, the assembly of compo- Petroleum Coke: A solid residue, high in carbon
nents of manufactured products is considered content and low in hydrogen, which is the final
manufacturing, as in the blending of materials such product of thermal decomposition in the condensa-
as lubricating oils, plastics, resins, or liquors. (See tion process in cracking crude oil. Petroleum coke
Establishment.) can yield almost pure carbon or artificial graphite

suitable for the production of carbon or graphite
Manufacturing Sector (Division): One of 10 fields electrodes, structural graphite, motor brushes, dry
of economic activity defined by the Standard cells, and similar products.
Industrial Classification Manual. The manufactur-
ing sector includes ali establishments engaged in Petrochemical Feedstock: Chemical feedstocks
the mechanical or chemical transformation of derived from petroleum, and used principally for
materials or substances into new products. Other the manufacture of chemicals, synthetic rubber,
divisions of the U.S. economy are agriculture, and a variety of plastics.
forestry, fishing, hunting, and trapping; mining;
construction; transportation, communications, Plant: Commonly used as a synonym for an
electric, gas, and sanitary services; wholesale trade; establishment. However, the term can also be used
retail uade; finance, insurance, and real estate; to l'efer to a particular process within an establish-
personal, business, professional, repair, recreation, ment.
and other services; and public administration. The
establishments in the manufacturing sector consti- Propane (C3tla): A colorless, gaseous hydrocarbon
tute the universe for the MECS. extracted from natural gas or refinery gas streams.

lt is used primarily for residential and commercial
Motor Gasoline: A complex mixture of relatively heating and cooling, and also as a fuel for trans-
volatile hydrocarbons, with or without small portation. Industrial applications include use as a
quantities of additives, obtained by blending appro- petrochemical feedstock.
priate refinery streams to form a fuel suitable for
use in spark-ignition engines. Motor gasoline Propylene (C3H,): A gaseous hydrocarbon recov-
includes both leaded and unleaded grades of ered from refinery processes. Propylene is used
finished motor gasoline, blending components, and primarily as a petrochemical feedstock.
gasohol.

Pulping Liquor (Black Liquor): The alkaline spent
Natural Gas: A mixture of hydrocarbon com- liquor removed from the digesters in the process of
pounds and small quantities of various nonhydro- chemically pulping wood. After evaporation, the
carbons existing in the gaseous phase or in solu- liquor is burned as a fuel in a recovery furnace that
tion with oil in natural underground reservoirs at permits the recovery of certain basic chemicals.
reservoir conditions. Natural gas may be subclassi-
fled as: Quadrillion Btu: Equivalent to 10asBtu.
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RefineD': A plant, device, or process which heats Storage Capacity: For the purposes of the MECS,
crude oil so that it separates into chemical compo- storage capacity includes any volumetric capacity
ncnts, which arc then distilled off as more usable (including tank tops and tank bottoms) that is on
substances, the establishment site even it is dedicated or leased

for the storage of an energy source by other estab-

Relative Standard Error (RSE): A percentage lishments.
measure of the precision of a survey statistic. The
RSE is defined as the standard crror of a survey Subbituminous Coal: A dull, black coal of inter-

estimate divided by the su_'ey estimate and multi- mediate rank between lignite and bituminous coal.
plied by l/._). The standard error is the square root Subbituminous coal, like bituminous coal, is used
of the variance, as a fuel.

Residual Fuel ()ii: "lhc general classification for Turbine: A machine for generating rotary mechan-
the heavier oils that remain after the distillate fuel ical power from an energy stream (such as water,
oils and lighter hydrocarbons are distilled away in steam, or hot gas). Turbines convert kinetic
refinery' c,pcrati_ms. The classification includes No. energy to mechanical energy through the principles
5 (light and heavv), No. 6 (including heavy-grade, of impulse and reaction, or a mixture of the two.
so called Bunker C oil), and Navy. Special fuel oil.

Waste Materials: Otherwise discarded combustible

Round,rood: \_,'_d cut specifically for use as a materials which, when burned, produce energy for
fuel. such purposes as space heating and electric power

generation. The size of the waste may be reduced
Short Ton: A unit of weight equal to 2,000 by shredders, grinders, or hammermills. Noncom-
pounds, bustible materials, if any, may be removed. The

waste may be dried and then burned, either alone
Solar EnerKv: The radiant energy of the sun, or in combination with fossil fuels.
which can be omvcrtcd into other forms of energy,
such as heat or electricity. Waste Oils and Tar:. Petroleum-based materials

that are worthless for any purpose other than fuel
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC): A use.

classification _chcmc developed by the Office of
Management and Budget, which categorizes estab- Wind Energy: Energy present in wind motion that
lishmcnts into gr_ups with similar economic can be converted to mechanical energy for driving
activities, pumps, mills, and electric power generators. Wind

pushes against sails, vanes, or blades radiating from
_tili Gas (Relinery (,as): Any form or mixture of a central rotating shaft.
gas produced in refineries by distillation, cracking,

reforming, and _thcr processes, the principal Wood Waste: Wood byproducts used as a fuel.
c_mstituents ,,._I+ which arc methane, hydrogen, Included are limb wood, wood chips, bark, sawdust,
ethane, ethylene, propane, propylene, butanes, forest residues, charcoal, and pulp waste.
but_,/cnc, cfc. Still gas is used as a petrochemical
lccdst¢n:k and a,,, a fucl in refineries.
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Information from
the Federal Govern-

ment on subjects
ranging from agricul-
ture to zoologyis
availableat Depository
Librariesacross the
nation.

Youcan visit these
libraries and use the

Depository collections
withoutcharge.

To find one in your
area, contactyour
local library or write:
Federal Depository
LibraryProgram,
Officeof the Public

Printer,Washington,
DC20401.

_ Federal DepositorylJb__'y Program
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